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Summary

Determination of electrofacies in silty-shaly carboniferous profile can be successfully obtained by
using IPSOM module in Techlog system. In this paper six electrofacies were identified in
Carboniferous profile in A-well, which is located in Lublin Basin, Poland. The learnt model was
applied to B-well from the same geological area. In this paper, literature studies of neighboring
wells, mud-logging geological profile and box plots were very useful in lithological interpretation
of electrofacies. This approach allowed to assign electrofacies to a particular lithology.
Introduction
It is well known that facies, sequence and sedimentation environment can be described using
traditional geological methods i.e. from field observations or from observation of cores. On the other
hand, faces can be determined from well logging data. This method is known as well logging
approach. Thus, the term “electrofacies” should be used.“This term was introduced by Serra and
Abbott (1980) and has been defined as the set of log responses which characterizes a bed and permits
to be distinguished from others”(Kumar et al., 2006).
In this paper determination of electrofacies was performed in Techlog System in IPSOM module. This
module uses Kohonen neural network. What is more, IPSOM allows to learn neural network in one
well and apply the learnt model to localize electrofacies in another wells. Well logging data comes from
two wells (A-well and B-well) from the area of Lublin Basin, Poland, and they were drilled by Orlen
Upstream Company in exploration of shale gas (in Silurian sediments).
In this paper only Carboniferous silty-shaly formations were investigated. Carboniferous was not
perspective for the investor, so neither cores nor petrographical information were available. For this
reason, analysis and interpretation of electrofacies in Carboniferous were based on used mudlogging data, geological literature about Carboniferous in Lublin Basin and petrographical
documentations from the neighbouring wells.
Geology of the area
Both wells were drilled in the central part of Lublin Basin, which is localized in eastern Poland.
There are the same four formations in both wells (from the top):
Lublin Formation (Westfal A-B) – mainly composed of mudstones and claystones, less often
sandstones. This is productive formation of coal. On the bottom clays have marine fauna.
Dęblin Formation (Namur A-Westfal A) – sandstones, mudstones and claystones with coal seams and a
few inserts of marine limestone. Lower part of the formation is mainly silty-shaly and the upper part is
more sandy.
Terebin Formation (Upper Wizen – Namur A) –silty-shaly cyclothems prevail in the lower part of
the formation in which beds of limestones and sandstones occur. The upper part is similar, but without
limestones.
Huczwa Formation (Upper Wizen) – In the lower part there are conglomerates with silty- shaly
and lime-marly beds and mudstones with thin layers of coal . The upper part is represented mainly by
limestones, marls and claystones.
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Methodology
Seven logs were used for determination of electrofacies in IPSOM module: compressional slowness
(DT), neutron porosity (NPHI), bulk density (RHOB), photoelectric factor (PEF), potassium (POTA),
thorium (THOR) and uranium (URAN). Such diversity of logs allows more precise determination of
electrofacies.
In the A-well the length of Carboniferous profile was about 907 meters and in the B-well this length
was 717 meters. Thus, neural network was learning in unsupervised mode in the first well in all
formations due to more representative Carboniferous profile. Fuzzy classification method was chosen
in unsupervised mode, because it gave better results than using hierarchical clustering methods (results
were clearer and easier for interpretation). In the learning process 6 electrofacies were identified: 1coal, 2-carbonaceous claystone, 3-mudstone, 4-claystone, 5-sandstone, 6-limestone. After the learning
process the model was automatically applied to the B-well.
Results
Three curves were obtained as a result: Classes (electrofacies) distribution, Class Probability and
Cumulative Probability. Probability curve in B-well had usually smaller values than probability curve
from A-well. Worse quality of logs and breakouts in the borehole could contribute for that. Six
electrofacies were obtained for the whole Carboniferous profile and each of them was interpreted as a
different lithology. Claystones, mudstones, and carbonaceous claystones were challenging to
differentiate in terms of electrofacies. These rocks have very similar values on logs.
In order to compare modelled electrofacies in terms of values box plots for NPHI, DT, RHOB, POTA,
URAN, THOR were constructed (fig.1). Except of literature studies (Waksumundzka, 2007) and mudlogging (which was not perfect), these plots also helped for better recognition of electrofacies.
Carbonaceous claystones have bigger values of NPHI than others mudstone-claystone facies and also
values of RHOB were more varied. Mudstones usually have smaller NPHI and DT values, so after
visualisation (fig.1) it was possible to distinguish them from other facies. According to coal, sandstone
and limestone it was much easier to classify them. Each of these three lithology has characteristic
values of each log.

Figure 1 Box plots of electrofacies for NPHI, DT, RHOB, POTA, URAN, THOR.
Conclusions
In the absence of sufficient geological data, determination of electrofacies in IPSOM module in
unsupervised mode can give good results and allow to assign electrofacies to a particular lithology
even in silty–shaly formations. The model which was learnt by neural network in unsupervised mode
was applied to another well from the area in Lublin Basin with a moderate satisfaction of author. It
shows that good quality of data and experience is essential in electrofacies determination. If cores
were available, application of the model in the B-well would be much better.
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Summary
The main aim of the work is based on mineralogical composition to identify source area for the Upper
Division of Productive Series (Pliocene) from western South Caspian Basin. Previous studies show two
different facies for Productive Series from western South Caspian Basin: "Kura Facies" and "Absheron
Facies". The Russian platform, the Greater Caucasus, the Lesser Caucasus were source areas for
western South Caspian Basin. The analyses show that Greater Caucasus was source area during
deposition of the Upper Division of Productive Series and changing content of carbonate may reflect the
change of sea level.
Introduction
The Caspian Sea is the largest lake in the world with total area 375.000 km2 (Buryakovsky et al.,
2001). The main goal of research is to study the mineralogical composition of Upper Productive
Series and its potential source rocks from Absheron Peninsula, western South Caspian Basin.
Productive Series is a part of Pliocene sequence and the main reservoir unit in the South Caspian
Basin (Hinds et al., 2004). The Productive Series consist of sandstone, siltstone, and shale. In
respect to microfauna composition the Upper Productive Series is divided into the Lower division
(Kala suite, Pre Kirmaky Suite, Kirmaky Suite, Post Kirmaky Sand Suite, Post Kirmaky Clay Suite)
and the Upper Division (Fasile Suite, Balakhany Suite, Sabunchi Suite, Surakhany Suite).
Western South Caspian Basin was supplied with sediments by the Volga River, Samur River and Kura
River. The Russian Platform, the Greater Caucasus and the Lesser Caucasus were potential sources for
western South Caspian Basin. According to mineralogical composition of the Productive Series two
different facies was found, “Absheron facies” and “Kura facies”. The “Absheron facies” is
characterized by higher percentage of sand, which is represented by high amount of well sorted
quartz. The “Kura facies” is characterized by high amount of feldspar and lithic fragments (Morton et
al., 2003). The “Absheron facies” was drained from Russian Platform and the “Kura facies” was
drained from the Lesser Caucasus.

Method and/or Theory
Sand, silt, clay fractions were separated by seiving methods. For reconstruction potential source of our
research area 46 samples were investigated in order to identify quartz, feldspar, lithic fragments by
polarization microscopy. In addition, the content of carbonate was identified to study sea level.
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Figure 1 Sand content (<0,25 mm),silt content (0,1-0,01 mm ),clay content (<0,01 mm) and abundance
of quartz, lithic fragments, carbonate in the Upper Division of Productive Series from western South
Caspian Basin.

Conclusions
The analyses show that the amount of quartz changes between: 19-87 % in Fasile suite, 7-85 % in
Balakhany suite, 4-41 % in Sabunchi suite, 1-65 % in Surakhany suite; the amount of feldspar
ranges from: 7-13 % in Fasile suite, 8-29 % in Balakhany suite, 6-27 % in Sabunchi suite , 2-29 % in
Surakhany suite; the amount of lithic fragments varies between 4-68 % in Fasile suite, 7-85 % in
Balakhany suite, 32-90 % in Sabunchi Suite, 14-97 % in Surakhany suite. The Upper Division of the
Productive Series is characterized by low amount of sand fractions: 3.4 -28 % in Fasile suite, 0-7.2 % in
Balakhany suite, 2.1-7 % in Sabunchi suite, 0-0.9 % in Surakhany suite. The high amount of carbonate
is observed in the interval 2550-3100 m, 18.9–25.9 % in Balakhany-Sabunchi suites.We see the high
amount of quartz and low amount of feldspar in Fasile suite. The rise in persentage of lithic fragments
in Balakhany and Surakhany suites is noticeable.The Sabunchi suite is characterized by low amount of
quarts and feldspar (Figure 1).
The granulometric fraction and also mineral composition indicate that the sediments from Upper
Division of the Productive Series do not correspond with mineralogical content of the “Absheron
facies” and “Kura facies”. The mineralogical composition may indicate that the Greater Caucases was
source area.
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Summary
This paper presents data from a regional 3D seismic within the Eastern Niger Delta with different 3D
geometry. These data was used to first identify the shelf-edge position geometrically, in combination
with paleobathymetry and well logs data and then to describe the exploration scale lowstand sandy facies
relative to this position on a sequence stratigraphic framework. The shelf-edge position was identified
around clinoform geometries within wedges bounded by regional growth faults and counter regional
faults having a dominant paleobathymetry of Middle Neritic to Outer Neritic. The wedges which indicate
sudden break in the sedimentation pattern internally represent a lateral change in sedimentation rate and a
local facies change vertically.
Introduction
With the current global interest in rejuvenation of older fields and the search for deep-frontier plays such
as the Shelf-edge deltas, thus, there is need for an in-depth understanding of the stratigraphy,
sedimentology and geomorphology of Shelf-edge settings.
Methodology
This study was carried out using the concepts of sequence stratigraphy, sedimentology and
geomorphology. The sequence stratigraphy was carried out using the third-order sequence stratigraphic
interpretation approach (fig. 1) utilizing seismic, well logs and biostratigraphy data. The sedimentology
was carried out using well log and core data analysis while the geomorphology was effectively carried
out using the RMS attribute analysis (fig. 2).

Figure 1: Structural and sequence-stratigraphic framework (with seismic facies insert).
.
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Figure 2: High RMS Attribute of 33.0 - 34.0ma MFS shows the geometry of the shelf edge delta.
Conclusion
The shelf-edge position was identified around clinoform geometries within wedges bounded by regional
growth faults and counter regional faults having a dominant paleobathymetry of Middle Neritic to Outer
Neritic. These wedges were found at greater depth of more than 7000ft. The wedges which indicate
sudden break in the sedimentation pattern internally represent a lateral change in sedimentation rate and a
local facies change vertically. However, two of these wedges were interpreted to represent two
concurrent sequences existing in older proximal sequences and adjacent younger distal sequences. The
lower wedge sequence was observed to be sandier having seismic geometries similar to a sedimentary
drag while the upper wedge sequence was observed to be shalier at the top and sandier at the base. The
lateral changes in sedimentation rate implied the change in lithology from sand to silt and to shale
showing a decrease in sand percentage within the wedges in the basinward direction. This study has
aided the comparison based on wedge positioning and the basic differences in lithology distribution
within the wedges in a shelf-edge setting. Also a comparison in terms of sequence stratigraphy and
reservoir geometry of other shelf edge deltas within the Niger Delta was done with this data. It was
concluded that Shelf-edge deltas prograde more in the lowstand system tract which is in agreement with
the findings of Adereti et al., 2012 and Fieldman et al., 2013. Also in map view they show aguacate
geometry - a proximal slim part growing into a much distal broader part which is similar to the findings
of Van-Heijst et al., 2002. Assessment procedures for this play require a look-alike facies interpretation
and positioning of the wedge in terms of paleobathymetry and age. This will serve in providing drilling
targets to more independent operators with fields within the shelf-edge environment.
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Summary
In the “Bukova glava” quarry near the town of Našice (Croatia) rock samples from several layers were
taken. From previous research it is known that organic matter is present in some of them.
Chronostratigraphically, they are of Badenian and Sarmatian age. There are three types of sediment:
the dark layered with organic matter, the light layered sediment and a greyish laminated sediment that
is interbedded with light laminas. Lithological, micropaleontological, geochemical and granulometric
research was made to determine why organic matter is present just in the dark layer.
Introduction
The locality of “Bukova glava” is in the north-western part of Croatia, near the town of Našice. That
particular site is interesting because it is situated on the northern slopes of Mt Krndija which is on the
south-western margin of the Pannonian basin.
There are three different types of bedding which are of interest in this location. Dark layers that
contains organic matter, grey laminated layers, and light coloured laminated layers. These layers are
of Badenian and Sarmatian age and are known for breccia, conglomerate, sandstone, marl, marly
sandstone, limestone, andesite, basalt and tuff deposition (Krkalo, 1998).
There are a number of dark layers in the studied area with the thickness that varies from 130 to
220mm. Those layers are interbedded with white (beige) laminas that are 5,6 to 12,5 mm thick.
Zečević (2008) studied the presence of carbon in organic compounds on that location from five chosen
samples. There was determined that two of the five samples had a low percentage of carbon in organic
compounds (0,52% and 0,48%), but the other three had a significant amount that even reached 8,90%
of carbon. The results of Rock – Eval pyrolysis was very high (S2= 48,82 mgHC/g rock) that suited
the high content of organic matter. These results indicated great source rock potential.
Grey layers have a thickness in the range from 75 to 235 mm. They are interbedded with laminas that
are 5,5 to 20 mm thick and thin layers (up to 27,5 mm). Colour of lamina and layers varies from
white, beige to grey and dark grey.
Sediment has been deposited into a shallow marine environment, possibly in a sheltered lagoon. Some
of the grey layers have a characteristic microfault domino – type system. Those type of extension
fractures are associated with the expansion and sinking of the basin.
Light layers are up to 400 mm thick. These layers are interbedded with up to 8 mm thick laminas
which occur cyclic after the deposition of approximately 50 mm of white sediment.
Method and/or Theory
First, field reconnaissance study has been made. After compiling enough data, geological columns
ware constructed. The samples with the purest colour distinction ware carefully chosen from the
Badenian and Sarmatian part of the quarry and taken for further analysing. Granulometric research
was made to determine the size of particles and micropaleontological research was used to find out if
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some important fossil content can be found (any fossils that could indicate a lagoon environment
which is suitable for oil development) and also it has been used in distinction of geologic periods. In the
end, Rock – Eval pyrolysis was used to determine source rock potential.

Figure 1 View of the analysed three layers. Under the dark layer with organic matter lies a light
layered sediment. On top of the same dark layer lies a greyish laminated layer that is interbedded
with light laminas.

Conclusions
The objects of the study are rocks of Badenian age which are oil-bearing rocks for most of the oil
found in the Pannonian basin. They are the object of this study and of major importance as the
outcrops at the locality of “Bukova glava” have been found on the surface.
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Introduction

Recent structural and geophysical observations from central Asia show that the crustal-scale buckling
of Mongol-Okhotsk subduction zone was accompanied with heterogeneous thickening of adjacent
crust and deformation of lithospheric mantle. In order to simulate processes related to this oroclinal
bending and deformation of surrounding lithosphere we present a complex analogue model of buckling
of vertically layered domain which is surrounded by horizontally anisotropic material.
Model setup
In our experiments we used 43/26/4 cm (width/length/height) modeling domain and one sided piston
mechanism. Modeled domain is formed by several layers oriented along two principal directions (see
fig. 1A). Central part is formed by two vertical and gently arcuated ductile layers oriented parallel to
the shortening direction. This subdomain is situated next to horizontal two-layer (brittle/ductile)
segment which is located also in the central domain part. Both subdomains lies at the ductile mantle
layer (supported by high viscosity material) and representing a space of future full length fold
amplification. This structures are also embedded in ductile material of variable viscosity to suppress
negative influence of lateral boundary conditions. For investigation of brittle deformation in both
directions of fold propagation (in front of and behind the indenting fold hinges) we covered a
surrounding material - between vertically oriented subdomain and the side wall of the modeling box –
by sand layer of the same thickness as in central domain part.
Model materials
Materials and geometry of the model are scaled according to standard analogue modeling principles
(Brun, 2002; Ramberg, 1981; Hubbert, 1937). Upper crustal layer is formed by Fontainebleau sand
with specific and well-known material properties (Cagnard, 2006; Brun, 2002). Ductile lower crust
and vertical ,,weak’’ layer are represented by silicone putty of same and relatively low viscosity,
while upper mantle layer is represented by high viscosity silicone. For the most competent vertical
layer (buckling controlling layer), we used high viscosity plastic layer which could be imagined like
embedded boundary condition. Curvature of this driving layer also representing initial condition of
experiment because deformation is significantly sensitive to shape of driving layer and initial strainrate depend on this parameter. It should be noted that all used silicone putties are Newtonian materials
deformed at constant temperature.
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Figure 1 A) Setup of experiments and model domain geometrical propositions. B) Example of model
domain evolution during different stages of shortening a) – d) 0%, 17%, 34% and 50% .

Results and discussion
Following evolutionary trends were commonly observed (see fig. 1B): 1) Amplification of main fold,
indentation of its hinges into surrounding subdomains and propagation of brittle deformation behind the
fold arcs which is associated with opening of a new space for deeper material redistribution. This brittle
deformation is represented by forming of a thrust and strike-slip systems of perpendicular
orientation respective to shortening direction of the entire domain. Because of pure-shear deformation
geometry and vertical thickening of horizontal layers, the fold amplification is relatively smaller due to
resistance of the central domain. 2) This implies slowing down of an amplification of main fold in latest
evolution stages and rapid propagation and amplification of all vertically oriented perturbations in
whole domain (pure shear dominant stage). 3) The indentation of central domain is compensated by
lower crustal horizontal flow in opposite direction. 4) Exhumation of both fold hinges and torsion in
inflection point because of a free-surface boundary condition. 5) The mantle material is filling the
region beneath and after the propagating fold hinge. This implies rapid exhumation of mantle material
in combination with vertical thickening.
Conclusions
We suggest that our model may simulate the folding of Mongol-Okhostks subduction zone together
with ribbon continent and deformation of adjacent oceanic crust during Asain Paleozoic orogeny. The
model is set up to explain mechanical behavior of surrounding crust, its thickening, horizontal flow of
deep crust and deformation of lithospheric mantle. The results are discussed in the frame of current
tectonic models of Central Asian Orogenic Belt.
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Summary

"Geological compass vs. mobile applications" is a project that aimed to test the geological
compass applications, available for smartphones and tablets, including the evaluation of their
performance during use in mountainous terrain as well as in the laboratory. The intention of
the test was to compare measurements made by Samsung GT-S6310 and HTC One S with
traditional geological compasses by Freiberg and Krantz. Field studies were conducted in
different weather conditions in The Tatra Mountains.
Introduction

Nowadays traditional mapping methods go to rest. Even one of the main geological
instruments (among a hammer, maps, pencils and so on), which is geological compass can be
replaced by a smartphone with the appropriate software.
At the moment, each smart phone user has easy access to free and paid applications that
advertise themselves as an alternative to geological compass. In addition to the measurement
of spatial orientation of rock layers and tectonic structures those applications allow to
simultaneously record GPS coordinates, create maps and to generate stereographic
projections. At issue is the reliability of these measurements.
Method

Traditional compasses are able to determine north and south due to the magnet's interaction
with the Earth's magnetic field. Smartphones do have a small magnetometer, which can
measure the Earth's magnetic field. The component that handset makers are exploiting to
make these feats possible is the three-axis magnetometer. The sensor system's job is to home
in on Earth's magnetic field and use that as a reference for determining the handset's
orientation along the x-, y-, and z-axes. Three axes are important because that third sensor
allows the handheld device to correct for the orientation of Earth's magnetic field at a given
location, as well as the relative position of the device. GPS receivers can also be used as
compass but due to harsh terrain, often covered with forest it is useless.
This information is combined with an accelerator inside the phone. The accelerator gets
information regarding the phone's position is space. It is able to pinpoint the phone's position
from solid-state sensors within the phone that can measure their tilt and movement. The
information provided by these devices mean that the compass applications can display cardinal
directions no matter which orientation the phone is in, according to the algorithmic software.
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Figure 1 Example of how smartphone magnetometers work.
Based on this properties and high precision of smartphones measurements of spatial orientation of rock
layers and tectonic structures applications was conducted. During the study, a series of
measurements was made with traditional geological compasses (Freiberg and Krantz) and

smartphones (Samsung GT-S6310 and HTC One S). Test took into account two applications:
RockLogger and FieldMove Clino. It was assumed that the most proper measurements were made
by Freiberg compass and constitutes basis for comparison.
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Summary
Favosites bohemicus, tabulate coral colonies coming from the Hamar Laghdad area have been studied
in respect to their growth patterns and colony development. They settled largely on the relatively steep
slopes of the Emsian Kess-Kess mud mounds, which have been subsequently covered by soft, muddy
sediment. It has been analyzed how the sediment creeping down the slope affected the coral colonies
and how they responded to such conditions.
Introduction
Kess-Kess mud mounds are conical carbonate build-ups cropping out in the Hamar Laghdad mountain
range of the eastern Anti-Atlas. They were formed around hydrothermal vents, where carbonate mud
precipitated from the mixture of hydrothermal fluids and seawater (Bełka, 1998). The mounds
developed in a relatively deep, low energy environment, below fair weather wave base. Corals settled
numerously on their steep (commonly about 50˚), muddy, unstable slopes (Brachert et al., 1992;
Berkowski, 2012). Favositids and other tabulate corals are known to had developed different strategies
for settling and survival on a soft bottom (see: Seilacher & Thomas, 2012). However, it has not yet
been studied, how they could survive on a steeply inclined surface, covered by soft, unstable
substrate, where mass movements have to be taken into account.
Methods
Coralla of F. bohemicus were collected from the Emsian marls of the Hamar Laghdad area, covering
the mud mounds and their vicinity. Specimens were cut longitudinally, polished and lacquered, to
give a good picture of the growth patterns and development of each individual colony. Additionally,
thin sections have been made from selected samples, to investigate the growth of specimens in greater
detail.
Results
Studied coralla are massive, but display a strong variability in shape and size. Most of the specimens
are of spherical and sub-spherical shape, but conical coralla are common as well. The most
distinguishable feature of every collected corallum is that its growth is either tilted in one direction
(Fig. 1A) or it displays signs of being continuously turned (Fig. 1C-D). The latter is the case for the
smaller coralla (a couple centimetres in diameter). It is also noteworthy, that the studied corals
commonly settled on the skeletons of other organisms, (i.e. other tabulate coralla, solitary rugose
corals or crinoids (Fig. 1A-B). Some of the specimens display a flat base, an adaptation against
sinking in the soft sediment. Other had their lower part submerged, acting as a sort of an anchor for
the colony (Fig. 1B)(cf. Seilacher & Thomas, 2012).
Conclusions
The tilted direction of growth of the colonies was likely caused by the slow creeping of the sediment
down the slope. The colonies were being slowly moved along with it (cf. Berkowski, 2012).
Considering the sediment "pushing" the colony towards the base of a mound, it is likely that the corals
did not grow towards the summit but rather in the opposite direction, where there was more space
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available. That could cause shifting of the center of gravity of a colony, which would lead either to its
toppling or turning. Larger colonies could use their mass to their advantage, stabilizing themselves
with the lower part of the corallum sunk into the sediment. However, this was not possible on the
steeper slopes. Colonies which settled on the steepest parts of the mound would be turned or toppled
more easily. When a coral colony passed a certain critical point in mass and size, it would lose
stability. For that reason the F. bohemicus colonies settled on the steeper slopes were generally smaller
than the corals settled on a gentler one. A colony growing on a steep slope could roll downhill and
survive, if it was stopped at a favourable spot (Fig. 1C). Although, it is important to mention, that such
movement could not be abrupt, but rather slow and steady. However, more often than not, a
tabulate colony, especially with its growth tilted towards the base of the mound, would be toppled and
not survive. Therefore it is inferred that the slope inclination was the main factor controlling the
growth of F. bohemicus colonies settled on soft substrate.

Figure 1 Lacquered slabs of Favosites bohemicus colonies. A-B: Colonies settled on skeletons of
other corals. C-D: Colonies affected by turning. All scale bars are 1 cm.
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Summary
High resolution shallow seismic studies were conducted on various reefs in the southern Kimberley
region to evaluate stratigraphic evolution, interaction with different substrates, morphological patterns
and distribution. The new datasets demonstrated that large scale processes (pre-existing Proterozoic
foundation, Quaternary sea level oscillations and subsidence) have interplayed with the modern
ecological conditions (macrotidal systems, high turbidity and tropical monsoonal climate) and
significantly influenced the onset and growth of a prolific coral reef system, both along the coast
(inshore reefs) and over the mid-shelf and continental shelf edge (offshore reefs).
Introduction
The Kimberley coast is located along the continental margin of northwest Australia and is characterised
by a unique and complex geology, geomorphology and marine environment, significantly influenced by
macrotides (up to 11 m), which result in extensive intertidal zones, where atypical coral reefs
proliferate (Figure 1). Due to the complexity, inaccessibility and size of the region, a combination
of satellite and aerial remote sensing, high-resolution shallow seismic surveys, reef coring and
radiocarbon dating represented the most effective method to determine the internal reef architecture
and morphostratigraphic evolution of selected Kimberley reefs.
Methods and Theory
About 300 km of seismic profiles were collected using a boomer SBP system in order to assess the
growth and the internal stratigraphy and architecture of a dozen high value reefs. Acoustic datasets
were calibrated with the information provided by the Cockatoo Reef study (Solihuddin et al., 2015)
and a petroleum exploration well drilled in 1982, on the northern tip of Adele Island (Ingram, 1982;
Marshall, 1995) were used to produce a classification scheme developed for the specialised, macrotidal
reefs in the southern Kimberley. Vertical and lateral differences were identified and categorised
according to their shape and acoustic reflection characteristics along the hiatuses and internal reflectors.
The datasets assisted in providing a better understanding of Quaternary reef growth. The pre-existing
substrate has influenced the successive morphology of fringing reefs, intertidal platforms and platform
reefs. Global sea level change, controlled by ice age fluctuation events, provides a signal which is
recorded in successive stages of reef growth separated by hiatuses. Two acoustic reflectors can be
consistently distinguished across the inner shelf reefs (Sunday Group, Buccaneer Archipelago and
Montgomery Reef), marking the boundaries between Holocene reef (Marine Isotope Stage 1, MIS1,
last 12,000 years) commonly 10-15 m thick, and MIS 5 (last 125,000 years) and an ancient
Neoproterozoic rock foundation over which Quaternary reef growth occurred. Three acoustic horizons
characterise the offshore reefs (Adele complex, Figure 1), highlighting multiple reef building stages.
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Figure 1 Top left corner: satellite view of the Kimberley (image from Geoscience Australia) showing
the studied reefs. Right side: schematic representation of a cross section across Adele complex. Reef
building events are vertically stacked within the reefs as repeated platform growth has occurred
during sea level highstands (MIS 1, 5, 7, 9; see inset sea level curve, bottom right corner, modified
after Berger, 2008), as interpolated from seismic data. Bottom left corner: palaeochannels incised by
rivers during sea level lowstands, which separates the platforms (modified after Bufarale et al., in
review).
Conclusions
The study represents the first analysis of Kimberley reef growth and demonstrates that Kimberley reefs
are significant geological structures where the Holocene reef growth commenced over antecedent highs
(Proterozoic rock foundation or older fossil reefs). The reef growth occurred during past interglacial
periods (at least 3 stages of growth offshore, 2 onshore), defeating challenging environmental
conditions and oscillating sea levels.
A fuller account will be published in Marine Geology.
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Summary
The study area is an important hydrocarbon bearing territory where all of the identified petroleum
fields are related to structural features. Beside the Alp-Carpathian evolution of the Pannonian Basin in
the Cretaceous the area’s deformation is a Neogene phenomenon with three different deformation
phases. By the interpretation of seismic surveys reactivation of basement thrusts, normal faults and a
dextral strike-slip fault with an advanced Riedel fault system can be recognised, which have important
roles in the development of the area’s petroleum system.
Introduction
The Drava Basin is situated in the southwest part of the Pannonian Basin, on the border of Croatia and
Hungary (Figure 1). This is a deep half-graben structure filled with 5-7 km thick Neogene sediments.
The basin has a productive hydrocarbon system with multi-level Miocene source rocks, the reservoirs
are known within the Miocene basin filling sedimentary sequences and the pre-Neogene basement as
well. The traps are mainly related to structural features (Saftic et al., 2003).
The study area is covered with a 3D and several 2D seismic surveys and there are numerous boreholes,
which were drilled in purpose to produce hydrocarbons. There is a big basement anticlinal structure
(Görgeteg-Babócsa High) in the territory, which was one of the main target of the oil companies.
Besides of this structure there are several smaller basement highs as well. My study deals with the
structural development of these anticlines and the effect of other younger deformations to petroleum
bearing sediments, migration and trap formation.

Figure 1 The geographical location of the study area and the related hydrocarbon fields
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Method
The aim of the research is to gain accurate knowledge of the structural elements of the Drava Basin by
interpreting a 3D and several 2D seismic surveys. To get more information I also used the data of
wells drilled in the area and the geophysical logs measured in them. For better interpretation and
illustration I also made some seismic attributes from the 3D survey (chaos, variance, anttrack,
coherence). To prepare these attributes I used Petrel software, and IHS Kingdom software for the
seismic and well log interpretation.
Examples
The interpretation of the seismic surveys both in amplitude or anttrack attribute maps and section give
the same results. In nearly all time slices show normal faults with NNW-SSE strike. These faults are
located mainly in the NE part of the study area and they follow each other in a definite way. The
anttrack attribute map shows that the previously mentioned normal faults with NNW-SSE strike may
be related to a dextral strike-slip fault as Riedel fractures.
The stress field which could create the strike-slip fault and the related Riedel faults are ENE-WSW
extension and perpendicular compression. A simplified fault pattern can be seen in figure 1. The data
are from the seismic surveys this is the reason the dips of the presented faults in the stereogram are
not presented. The time of this strike slip fault must be very young, neotectonic, as the faults cut
through the whole sedimentary sequence of the basin.
Conclusion
The structural development of the Drava Basin is a little bit different form the other parts of the
Pannonian Basin. The deformation of the study area can be divided into three main part. First the
basement thrusts reactivated during the early Middle-Miocene, around 10 Ma. The second phase can be
detected in normal faults which go up to the shelfslope sediments, so the timing should be around 6
million year (after Magyar et al., 2013). The dextral strike-slip fault and the Riedel faults are related
to a neotectonic event which is still in progress in the area. The development of hydrocarbon traps is
mainly related to the first tectonic phase, while the second phase faults could be rather the main
migration pathways for the accumulation of the oil and gas fields.
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Summary
The Cilicia basin is a Neogene depocenter located between the Turkey and Cyprus in the eastern
Mediterranean. Due to its natural structure, Cilicia Basin has been subject of several investigations
from past to present. In this study, the distributions of sediments accumulated during the PlioQuaternary in the basin were interpreted from the seismic reflection data that obtained with permission
from the Turkish Petroleum Corporation. Thickness map was prepared with the average velocity of
1700 m/s based on previous studies. According to the interpretation results, the thickness of PlioQuaternary sediments in the basin ranges from 235 m to 2170 m.

Introduction
The Cilicia basin is an arcuate and elongate Neogene depocenter located between the Turkey and
Cyprus in the eastern Mediterranean. It has been formed since the mid to late Miocene by the effect of
subduction of the African plate beneath the Anatolian plate along the Cyprus arc (Biju-Duval et al.,
1978). The Cilicia basin can be divided into E-W trending deeper Outer Cilicia basin in the west and a
NE-SW trending shallower Inner Cilicia basin in the northeast (Aksu et. al., 2005a). The study area
lies between about 34º-35º.5 E longitude and 36º-37º N latitude in Inner Cilicia basin (Fig.1).
Seyhan, Ceyhan, Tarsus and Göksu Rivers are the four rivers that provide most of siliciclastic material
into the basin (Aksu et al., 2005a,b; Bridge et al., 2005; Burton-Ferguson et al., 2005; Hall et al., 2005)
(Fig. 1). In the Cilicia Basin the continental shelf is ≤ 5km wide, but widens considerably to
> 45 km off the mouths of present day deltas (Aksu et al., 2005a).
In this study, we aimed to study the distributions of sediments, accumulated during the Plio- Quaternary
in the basin. We used seismic data obtained from the Turkish Petroleum Corporation.

Method
Migrated air gun seismic reflection profiles were interpreted using the seismic stratigraphic methods
explained by Vail et al. (1977). Thickness map was prepared by using the average velocity of 1700
m/s based on previous studies (Aksu et al., 2005a). The bathymetric data were provided by the Global
Data Explorer USGS.
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Figure 1 Bathymetric map of the study area and its surrounding.

Conclusions
Two different reflective characters were determined by the interpretation of seismic profiles in the PlioQuaternary sedimentary unit. The first; regular, strong and continuous reflection package and the
second; weak, discontinuous and parallel reflection package that lies at the base of the Plio- Quaternary
successions in the basin. The thicknesses of sediment range from 235 m to 2170 m. Central part of the
study area is marked by the thick sedimentary cover, this may reflect greater sediment input to the basin
from the Tarsus, Seyhan, Ceyhan and Göksu Rivers (Fig. 2).

Figure 2 The distrubution of Plio-Quaternary sediments as meters in the study area.
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Summary
The morphology of alluvial fans is a product of ﬂuvial deposition and environmental control which
are both subject to various environmental factors (Harvey 2002). The aim of our study is to reconstruct
the morphologic evolution of alluvial fans and relate morphology to past and present climate
conditions. By using remotely-sensed satellite imagery and digital elevation models, quantitative
morphologic parameters can be derived from spatial analysis by semi-automatized procedures. We
compared our results to data from other locations in different climate zones which allows us to
constrain environmental boundary conditions and their potential influence on morphology and shape.
Introduction
For a better understanding of the potential impact of climate variations on landforms and deposits, it is
essential to understand the relationships between climate variability, water cycles and geomorphic
processes. Numerous geological records at different locations document important changes in climatic
conditions during the Quaternary and are important tracers for assessing past climate conditions
(Blechschmidt et al. 2009). In this context, alluvial fans can be considered as prime targets as they are a
product of fluvial erosion, transportation and deposition and are considered sensitive to changes in
environmental conditions which directly affect their formation and morphology (Bull 1977; Harvey
1997). In this study we try to assess the morphological evolution and relate it to past and present
climate conditions of a now arid environment. In order to achieve this, we first characterize alluvial
fans based on their climatic settings and conditions and classify them accordingly using satellite
image data and digital elevation models.
The Oman Mountains are famous for the world’s largest intact and best exposed obducted ophiolite
complex, the Semail Ophiolite (Robertson, et al 1990) and have been selected as a study area because
of their extent, accessibility and distinct climate characteristics (Fig. 1). They are today subject to a
desert climate (Bwh), influenced by the Indian Ocean but they have experienced extensive pluvial
periods in the geologic past. Formation of alluvial fans was, therefore, likely triggered by the interplay
of increased sediment production caused by high rainfalls with enhanced erosion of hillslopes and
transport rates during extensive periods of precipitation (Blechschmidt et al. 2009).
Approaches
An analysis of hydrodynamic parameters considered important for alluvial fan genesis was conducted
using remote-sensing datasets. For mapping of different alluvial fan bodies freely available digital
datasets of the Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) (NASA Landsat Program, 2003) with a
spatial resolution of 15–30 m/px were processed and used. For the detection of morphometric
parameters as input data for subsequent hydrological studies digital terrain model data of the Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, 2004) with a geometric
resolution of 3 arcsec (corresponding to roughly 90 m/px), was employed. A pre–assessment was
conducted using analog data records. All data were integrated, filtered and pre–processed and analysed
within the commercial GIS package ArcGIS 10.2.
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The main focus of these investigations was put on the identification of morphological characteristics, i.e.
individual morphometries. These include direct measurements of fan sizes and their slope angles, but
also indirectly measured parameters such as sizes of drainage basins, networks or transport areas as
derived from spatial semi-automatic procedures. Flow directions and flow accumulation were
calculated in order to delineate the drainage basins. Channels were derived from the flow accumulation
data and visually matched with channels that can be identified in satellite imagery. A contributing
drainage area threshold of 16.2 km2 was considered appropriate.

Figure 1 Landsat 7 ETM+ image composite showing the study area around Muscat, North-Eastern
Oman. Band 3(red), Band 2 (green), Band 1 (blue) were used. The investigated alluvial fans are
marked with yellow circles.
Conclusion
Our analyses generally verify that there is a high positive correlation between fan areas and sizes of
catchment areas as well as between fan areas and lengths of valleys of associated rivers. Furthermore,
our analyses show a negative correlation between average fan slopes and sizes of catchment areas.
The observations are in good agreement with previous analyses from other areas (e.g. Bahrami, S.,
2013; Harvey 2002 and Sánchez-Núñeza et al. 2015) and to studies in the same location (e.g.
Blechschmidt et al. 2009; Al-Farraj and Harvey 2000 and 2005). Thus far, the applied methodology
has proven to be adequate to be combined with field investigations and to establish a data basis for
alluvial fans in similar climate regimes. Flow events are dominant in fan evolution, but the way in
which alluvial fan systems responded to fluvial environmental conditions differs among systems
under different climate conditions. We started to compare our results to data from other places located
in varying climate zones (Crosta and Frattini 2004; Mills 1983; Viseras, et al. 2003 and Wilford 2005)
in order to identify characteristic correlations.
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Summary
The present study aims to determine type(s) of the source area(s) of Alci Formation (Kocyigit and
Lunel, 1987) and to reconstruct the paleogeography of the region by using light mineral content of the
sandstone.
Introduction
Study area, which is SW of Ankara, is one of the key regions in Turkey for the recognition of
evolutionary events of the Tethys (Rojay and Suzen, 1997). Several researches which are related to
the stratigraphy, volcanism, and the tectonics of the SW of Ankara region were done (Rojay and
Suzen, 1997). Yet there is no research concerning provenance of the sandstone (Alci Formation)
(Kocyigit and Lunel, 1987) in the Alci Basin.
Alci Formation is Paleocene in age. General geology of the region including study area is shown in
Fig 1. Alci Formation consists of pebbly sandstone and siltstones with rudist bearing limestone
olistoliths (Rojay and Suzen, 1997). Sandstone in the Alci Formation is yellowish and in some parts
grey in color, mostly calcareous. This sandstone is related with fan-delta system (Kocyigit and Lunel,
1987). Sandstone is immature and poorly sorted. 4 samples were collected parallel and perpendicular
to the strike of the sandstone. According to the classification of Folk (1980) 2 samples are classified
as subarkose and the other 2 of them are classified as litharenite. There is 1.8km lateral distance
between these two different classified groups. By using feldspar, quartz, and rock fragment properties
and Dickinson’s (1983) Tectonic Setting Model, Recycled Orogenic and Undissected Arc were found.
These results are relevant with the geological setting of the area.
In the provenance studies when a multi-technique approach is used, the result of the study is more
close to the real case. Therefore heavy mineral based provenance study will also be applied for this
research to compare the results from light mineral content.

Methods
• Fieldwork for sampling and general geology of the region
• Petrography
• Light mineral based provenance study
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Figure 1 This figure shows the geological map of SW Ankara. Study area is indicated by red circle.

Conclusions

Sandstone provenance in the Alci Formation was studied by using light mineral content. As a result of
this study sources were determined as Recycled Orogenic and Undissected Arc. This study helps to
reconstruct the paleogeography of the region which is one of the key regions to observe the
evaluation steps of Tethys. This study can be extended by analysing more samples from the
sandstone.
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Summary
North Carnarvon basin is located south of northwest shelf of Australia, having an area of
approximately 535 000 km2. Multiple world-class gas fields have been found in this basin. Mungaroo
Formation, the main hydrocarbon-bearing strata, consists of thick sediments of shallow-water delta
controlled by Circum-Tethys mega-monsoon and it deposited in Carnarvon Basin in the middle-late
Triassic. The distribution of Terrigenous Organic Matter (TOM) in this kind of delta differentiates
from that of other deltas without relationship to mega-monsoon event. Mungaroo delta is a good
example to study the characteristics of TOM in the delta controlled by mega-monsoon event.
Geological setting
North Carnarvon basin is a hydrocarbon-rich basin and occurs continuous subsidence during the
late Paleozoic-Cenozoic. In Triassic, it belongs to pericratonic depression. And it was located
northern margin of the east Gondwana land and southern margin of the Tethys ocean, where is the
tropical-subtropical humid climate zone[1-3]. In addition, it was affected by mega-monsoon[3].
Meanwhile, Onslow Microflora occurred in North Carnarvon basin in late Triassic, which marked
tropical rainforest climate[4]. Onslow Microflora consists of a large number of hygrophytic molecule,
dominated by Falcisporites, and a small amount of European molecules, which is xerophytic[4].
Methods
According to the study of core, logging and seismic data, this paper divided Mungaroo
Formation into four sedimentary subfacies: proximal delta plain, distal delta plain, delta front and
prodelta. We calculate the content of TOC in source rocks and maceral in organic matter from
different sedimentary subfacies; then use these data to do scatter diagram or pie chart; finally we
analysis the distribution rule of TOC and maceral in different sedimentary subfacies.
Conclusions
Under the influence of mega-mansoon, Mungaroo Formation is notable for the followings: 1)
well widespread delta plain and narrow delta front and prodelta belts; 2) thick channel sandstone
frequently sandwich with mudstone which is rich of TOM; 3) hygrophytic molecule coexists with
xerophytic molecule in sediments.
Based on the analysis of well-to-seismic tie, Mungaroo delta can be divided into four
sedimentary sub-facies: proximal delta plain, distal delta plain, delta front and prodelta.In additional,
organic matter distribution in four sedimentary sub-facies has distinct differences（figure 1）: 1) for
the proximal delta plain, sandy conglomerate rocks developed with intercalations of thin layers of
mudstone. The average organic-carbon content is 1.59% and the main maceral in the mudstone is
inertinite as most of the vitrinite suffered oxidation; 2)for the distal deltal plain, medium –thick beded
distributary channel sandstone interbeded with medium beded mudstone and thin coal seams. peat
swamp，characterized by multiple thin coal seams, is well developed in this subfacies. The mudstone
is rich in TOM that average organic-carbon content can be up to 4.11%. The vitrinite in distal delta
plain is higher than that in proximal delta plain and prodelta; 3) the content of TOM in mudstone is
low within small-scale delta front and prodelta sub-facies belts. The average organic-carbon content is
1.05% and the content of exinite is higher than that of the two subfacies previously mentioned. In
generally, the organic-carbon and vitrinite content gradually decreases from distal plain delta to
proximal plain delta (landward) and delta front and prodelta (basinward).
Both Monsoon floods and storm currents have an important effect on the distribution of TOM.
TOM in the proximal delta plain is easily destroyed and oxidized by strong floods, whereas TOM in
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the delta front-prodelta is diluted and dispersed by waves and currents. However, the TOM in the
distal delta plain could be saved with weaker influence of monsoon floods, waves, and currents.
Proposed TOM dispersal patterns should serve as a useful reference for potential reservoir and source
rocks in similar deltas around the world.

Figure 1 The distribution characteristics of TOM in Mungaroo delta
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Summary
We analyzed samples of natural rock and artificial plaster stone from Gothic church tabernacle
located in the St. Elizabeth’s Church, Wrocław (Poland). Our studies demonstrated that the natural
rock is quartz arenite. This is a local material, used since the Middle Ages, quarried probably from the
North-Sudetic Basin, and of Turonian or Coniacian age. Some parts of the tabernacle was made of
artificial plaster stone. It differentiates into two groups: 1) mortars without a filler, which represent the
original material from the fifteenth century and 2) mortars rich in a filler, which are the result of
subsequent renovations of the monument.
Introduction
The object of our petrographic study was the late Gothic
church tabernacle (Fig. 1) from St. Elisabeth’s Church,
Wrocław (Lower Silesia, Poland). It was built in the fifteenth
century in the form of slender tower, high on about 16 meters
It’s base was made of the natural sandstone, whereas the
architectural details (like sculptures of the apostles or the
finials) were made of the gypsum mortar (artificial plaster
stone).
Due to turbulent history of Lower Silesia, numerous wars,
fires and devastation of the church led to severe damages of
the tabernacle. Macroscopically observed differences in the
materials used for the reconstruction imply numerous and
successive stages of the renovation. Thus, the aim of the
study was the detailed petrographic characteristic of the
materials used in the tabernacle and the attempt to
differentiate between the original (Gothic) building material
and secondary elements, added at a later time. Attempts were
also made to determine provenance of used natural rocks.
Figure 1. Object of our petrographic research - church
tabernacle from St. Elisabeth's Church in Wrocław, Poland.
Methods
For our studies we analyzed 5 samples of natural rock and 11 samples of mortar. They were studied
by means of: 1) petrographic polarizing microscope (PPM), 2) computer image analysis (CIA) and 3)
thermal analysis (DSC-TG). Using the petrographic microscope we assessed mineral composition and
structure of the investigated samples. We also made grain-size analysis of natural rock samples. It
was determined using JMicroVision software (Ronduit 2007). For each of the samples 150-250 grains
were measured, then the histograms of grain size distributions were prepared.
Thermal analysis of mortars was done by means of the Perkin Elmer analyzer STA6000, at a
temperature range 40 - 980°C, a heating rate of 10° C per minute.
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Research results
Natural rocks, yellow to brownish in colour, were classified as quartz sandstones. They are dominated
with quartz grains (over 90%), feldspar grains and lithic grains are subordinate. In all samples
there is a pore-filling clay cement, accompanied with authigenic quartz overgrowths.. Limonitegoethite locally appears as thin coatings on individual framework grains. Since the content of matrix
is negligible, it allowed us to classify rocks as quartz arenites (Pettijohn et al., 1987).
The petrographic data obtained for samples of sandstone and the proximity of large deposits of raw
material (quartz arenites) located in the Sudetes (SW Poland) suggest that the natural material
represents the Cretaceous joint sandstone. These rocks occur in the Intra-Sudetic Basin (Kłodzko area)
or North-Sudetic Basin (Bolesławiec area; Labus, 2011). Within these geological structures Upper
Cretaceous sandstones occur in three levels (bottom, middle and top). The lower and middle levels are
both Cenomanian and Turonian aged, the upper level of the Intra-Sudetic Basin is also Turonian,
while the upper level of the North-Sudetic Basin is Coniacian. These sandstones have been widely
used as a building and decorative material from the Middle Ages (Ehling 1999). Between different
regions and levels there are differences in mineral composition and grain-size distribution (Ehling,
1999; Labus, 2011). For comparison purposes, the grain-size distribution obtained for each of the rock
samples have been processed statistically. Hence the median ranges from 0,23 mm to 0,33 mm, the
first quartile from 0,12 mm to 0,24 mm and the third quartile from 0,35 mm to 0,45 mm. This
particular data set stays in good agreement with granulometric characteristic of sandstones described by
Ehling (1999) as belonging to the middle and upper levels of the North-Sudetic Basin. This is
confirmed by the analysis of the mineral composition of framework grain and binder. Based on a
number of similarities we can assume that the rock material used in the tabernacle represents Turonian
or Coniacian sandstones from the North-Sudetic Basin.
The majority of mortars represents artificial plaster stone, of which the details of tabernacle were
made. Due to observed mineralogical differences they could be divided into two groups. The first are
the predominant mortars, without filler, composed entirely of a colourless in plane-polarized light,
fine-crystalline gypsum. The samples of the second group, less common, are characterized by the
presence of abundant filler (quartz grains), cemented by microcrystalline to cryptocrystalline gypsum,
light brown in plane-polarized light. Thermal analysis showed strong, doublet at 130-150°C, which
should be interpreted as the effect of the thermal decomposition of gypsum (Ramachandran et al.,
2002). In addition, in the case of samples of the second group, effects associated with endothermic
effect accompanied by weight loss at about 350°C and over 600°C were visible. The latter results
from the thermal decomposition of calcium carbonate, while the lower temperature effect presumably
result from thermal decomposition of the plaster additives – organic substance.
Among the analysed samples, only one represents aerial lime mortar. It has a microcrystalline calcium
carbonate (micritic) binder, strongly heterogeneous, containing numerous lime-lumps. Filler is
composed of quartz, with less common feldspars, fragments of rocks and accessory minerals. The
sparse charcoal occurs, being most likely the remnants of fuel used for calcination of lime.
Conclusions
Analyzed samples, taken from the Gothic church tabernacle, represent: 1) natural stone - quartz
arenite with silica-clay binder, and 2) artificial plaster stone. Sandstone was classified as quartz
arenite of Turonian or Coniacian age, coming from deposits of North-Sudetic Basin.
Samples of gypsum mortar without filler represent original Gothic material, whereas gypsum mortar
with quartz filler and aerila lime mortar represent material from the later stages of the renovation.
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Summary
The main goal of described study were microfacies and sedimentological analyses of the uppermost
Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous deposits in the Carpathian basement in the Ropczyce area (Poland,
Podkarpackie province). Integrated data from core analyses, thin section and fossils identifications
allowed for a detailed characteristic of the sedimentary environment (very shallow marine to marine)
and creation of bathymetric curve for the Polish Basin during late Mesozoic transgression.
Introduction
The research was focused on the characterization of microfacies and sedimentological analyses of the
uppermost Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous deposits in the Carpathian basement in the Ropczyce area
(south Poland, Podkarpackie province). It was based on the drill core and thin sections from
Zagorzyce 7 well (from 2862 m to 2697.5 m). The aim was to create high resolution microfacies and
sedimentological analyses and determine bathymetric curve related to the thickness and estimated
time of deposition (not to biostratigraphy) for the Polish Basin during late Mesozoic transgression.
Method
During the first stage, the research was focused on observations on the macro scale of Zagorzyce 7
drill core. Core length is 169.5 m. Observations made at this stage led to preliminary conclusions and
made possible further stages of the research.
Second phase of studies was based on thin section analyses from the same depth as core from
Zagorzyce 7 well. The number of samples amounted to 77. Thin sections had been previously
acquired by the team from Polish Oil and Gas Company in the characteristic areas of facies variation
(Zdanowski et al., 2001).
In addition, major groups of micro- and macrofossils have been identified as a support in the
diagnosis of sedimentary settings.
Examples
The first part of examples used during the research comes from core (169.5 m) observation. These
examples made it possible to determine lithology (limestones and dolomites interfingering with
clayey sediments) and also to recognize sedimentary environments. On this basis it can be concluded
that the main trend of bathymetric curve is deepening (in accordance with the global trend).
Microfacies analysis is a basic tool for the study of carbonate rocks. It allows for a very thorough
investigation and detection of small changes in the condition of sedimentation, such as depth or
salinity (Flügel, 2010).
In case of described research one can observe such microfacies as mudstone (Fig.1. A), wackestone,
packstone, grainstone (Fig.1. C and D) and rarely bindstone (Fig.1. B). This variation is due to rapid
response of shallow carbonate environments to small changes of relative sea level (Coe, 2002).
Microfacies analysis served also as a tool to create a detailed lithological profile. It was supported by
macro- and microfossils identification. Paleontological data facilitated recognitions of environmental
energy and salinity during the sedimentation (Flügel, 2010), which was also a verification of findings
from earlier stages of studies.
.
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Figure 1 Microfacies from thin sections of uppermost Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous deposits in the
Carpathian basement in the Ropczyce area (Matyja, et al., 2008); A) Mudstone (no sedimentary
structures, small spots of dark pigment); B)Bindstone (small-scale lamination); C) Grainstone
(Crinoid and Bryozoan); D) Grainstone (Ooids and Bivalves);
Conclusions
Integrated data from core analyses, thin section and fossils identifications from 2862 m to 2697.5 m
depth of Zagorzyce 7 borehole shows high variability within the shallow marine sedimentary
environments in the Polish Basin during the latest Jurassic and Early Cretaceous. In the case of
described rocks, all types of microfacies of carbonate rocks (mudstone, wackestone, packstone,
grainstone and rarely bindstone) can virtually be observed. Such variability allows to specify the
sedimentological environment as very complex and rapidly changing – from lagoon to marine
settings.
Analyzed data provide the basis for determining generalized bathymetric curve and its comparison
with the global eustatic curve (Haq, 2008). The main trend and peaks of these two curves are very
similar and show the deepening of the sedimentary basin during the latest Jurrassic and Early
Cretaceous time.
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Summary
In a relative confined area (800*400m) an impressive number of groundwater types were documented
to exist, most of them being spread along the Slanic River. Hazardous natural phenomena (landslides,
rainfall regime, river erosion, earthquakes) as well as anthropogenic triggered hazards, caused by
intense exploitation of the groundwater resources, has led to the decrease of the total number of water
outlets which are nowadays in use. From the total number of 15 springs, during the monitoring time
span (4 months), water samples were collected from a maximum of 9 locations. Some of these sources
were waterless during the entire period, while others only occasionally.
Introduction
A total number of 15 springs are placed along an approximately 1km long pathway, on both sides of
Slanic River. For the present study we documented the variability of water temperature (0C) at the
source, the activity of the hydrogen ion (pH), the electrical conductivity (σ) and the content of total
dissolved solids (TDS) of the groundwater samples from Slanic Moldova area. Results were
interpreted using data from literature. High chloride, as well as the springs with higher potassium
content correlated well with the high electrical conductivity values locations determined by us. Hence,
we considered that following the electrical conductivity parameter, we can obtain valuable
information related to the groundwater source (deep or shallow), migration patterns, and the influence
of the rainfall regime. Therefore, for the monitoring time span we also recorded the rainfall regime at
Slanic Moldova.
Methods and results
The field measurements of temperature (Figure 1) indicated a variation of maximum 3.7 0C. The
cooler spring resulted to be Nr. 5 (80C), while the higher temperature was recorded for spring Nr. 2
(11.70C), at a surrounding atmospheric temperature of 140C.

Figure 1 Variation of temperature and pH values for seven springs spread along Slanic River
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Laboratory analyses of the electrical conductivity performed with a specific sensor showed wide
chemical variations among the outflows encountered in the analyzed area: from a minimum of
0.57dS/m (Spring Nr. 5) to a maximum of 7.19 dS/m (Spring nr. 1b) (Figure 2). The collected
groundwater samples were also tested using a special sensor for TDS (total dissolved solids)
determinations, providing up to +/- 5% accuracy. Lower electrical conductivity values correspond to
smaller contents of dissolved solids.

Figure 2 Variation of temperature and electrical conductivity values for several springs spread along
Slanic River
Conclusions

The analyzed springs of Slanic Moldova can be classified as cold, low-discharge springs, and
extremely diversified in terms of mineralization: naturally enriched in salts (7.59 ppt for
Spring Nr. 1b), while others display very low mineralization (192 ppm for the acid – pH=
4.58 - Spring Nr. 5). The monitoring data sets obtained till now allow one to conclude that the
measured chemical and physical parameters are influenced by the meteorological regime.
Moreover, it is quite evident that the saline springs are supplied by deep sources, located in
different hydrostructures, as suggested in Mitrofan et al., 2014. The influence of the
geological formations from the aquifers is felt in the electrical conductivity results. The high
electrical conductivities correlate well with the high chloride and potassium water contents.
A long – time monitoring program will be further developed in order to understand the space
and time fluctuations of these water resources and their correlations with geohazards (seismic
activity of Vrancea area) and with the rainfall regime influence.
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Summary
Paratethys was a large epicontinental sea, a relict of the Tethys Ocean, which spanned from Western
China to the Alpine Region in Europe. One of the most important events in its evolution occurred in
the Middle Miocene and consisted of a complete faunal turnover from rich, fully marine ecosystems
to poor brackish ones characterized by solely endemic species. The event that led to this change is
known as the Badenian Sarmatian Extinction Event (BSEE) and there is as yet no agreement on its
age or triggers. The challenges in understanding the BSEE are due mainly to the geographical
coverage of the studied areas.
Introduction
The aim of this study is to describe as accurately as possible the characteristics of the depositional
environment at the Badenian/Sarmatian boundary using sedimentological methodology (lithological
and granulometric analysis), integrated with geochemical and mineralogical data. Using magneto-biostratigraphic data, we aim to provide a sedimentological, mineralogical and geochemical description
of the changes recorded in the basin sediments, before, during and after the extinction event.
The studied area is located on the Ulmet Valley - Romania. We analyzed data from Eastern Paratethys
which correspond to Carpathian Foredeep. The sedimentary sequence of Ulmet Valley consists of
intercalations of centimetric layers of clays, silts and fine sands with plan – parallel laminations and
stratifications, most of them being deep marine sediments with a high organic mattet content.
Method and/or Theory

Grain-size analysis of Ulmet sequences were made with Horiba LA 950 laser granulometer, after
removing the organic matter and the carbonates from the sediments. Geochemical analysis (XRF
method) with Horiba – XGT-7000 was used to identify the major elements (Al, Fe, Mg, K, P, Si, Ca,
S) and minor elements (V, Cr, Ni, Ti, Zr, Rb, Sr). The general mineralogical analysis and a more
detailed one performed on the clay minerals, were conducted using a PANanalitical X’ pert pro X ray
difractometer. The resulted data are in progress.

Examples (Optional)
Grain-size analysis of Ulmet sequences suggest that samples vary from fine sand to clay, with
median between 5,719 and 7,434 Φ units. The frequency curves have an unimodal and bimodal
character, and the size distribution shows moderately to poorly sorted sediments.
Geochemical analyses reveal the major elements and their distribution. The terigenous
material supply was identified using Ti/Al, Zr/Al and Si/Al ratios. In addition, the high Ti/Al and
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Zr/Al ratios are considered as indicative of increased volcanic input, and were the main ratios used in
correlation with these two depositioanal units. Acording to these results two anoxic level were
separated in the lower part and in the upper part of the sedimentary sequences. Estimating anoxic
events was possible through applying the V/Cr, Ni/Al, Mn/Al, Al/(Al+Fe+Mn) ratios.
The organic matter content was measured by Loss on Ignition (LOI), and the obtained values
range from 2.4 to 4.8%.
Furthermore, the age of the investigated sedimentary sequence was determined on the basis of
magneto-bio-stratigraphy.

Figure 1 Corelation between sorting, clasticity index, median and organic matter
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Figure 2 Textural classes of the analyzed samples (Folk, 1954)

Conclusions
The examined sediments belong to a deep marine environment, having a high concentration of
organic matter, which suggest their accumulation into an anoxic and quiet environment.
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Summary
To investigate the Mid-Late Holocene development of the Faure carbonate-clastic barrier bank
complex (Shark Bay, Western Australia), remote sensing imagery analysis, acoustic profiles and
sedimentological information have been combined, in order to correlate internal architecture, sediment
bodies and lithofacies. By integrating these data with radiocarbon dating, information about the
accumulation rates was obtained, together with an estimated age of bank onset and development.
The study demonstrated the interconnection between sediment body morphologies, seagrass related
substrates and pre-existing topography and revealed that sea level fluctuations had largely controlled
the hydrodynamic conditions of the bank, contributing to its evolution.
Introduction
Located approximately 800 km north of Perth (Western Australia), Shark Bay was registered as a World
Heritage Property in 1991. Pre-Holocene topography, seagrass and sea level fluctuations have
contributed to the evolution of the marine ecosystem of Shark Bay, and in particular to the growth of
the Faure Sill, a well-developed carbonate-clastic barrier bank. The bank lies east-west across the axis
of Hamelin Pool and L’Haridon Bight, restricting the water exchange between these southern
embayments and Hopeless Reach (Figure 1). These environmental settings, associated with a semiarid to arid climate, produced and preserve the metahaline and the hypersaline conditions in the
Hamelin and L’Haridon basins, providing a basis for the development of a variety of biogenic and
physical structures such as microbial communities (stromatolites) and oolitic shoals (Logan and
Cebulski, 1970; Logan et al., 1974; Walker et al., 1988).
Methods and Theory
High-resolution shallow seismic profiles provided information on the thickness and acoustic
characteristics of the subbottom deposits. To integrate and assess the results obtained with the
geophysical survey, sediment cores were collected, logged and dated. Radiocarbon dating values were
used to estimate the Mid-Late Holocene history and to create a stratigraphic model of bank.
The results indicated that the development of the Faure Sill has been controlled by three mechanisms:
1) pre-existing topography that shaped the initial deposition; 2) the seagrass, which have been produced
and trapped a large amount of deposits during the entire Holocene time; 3) sea level oscillations, that
significantly controlled the hydrodynamic conditions, influencing the erosion, transportation and
deposition of the sediments. The development of the bank can be grouped in three sea level stages. The
initial commencement can be traced back to the early Holocene transgression (no earlier than 8500
years BP, in lower but rising sea levels, Figure 1.1). The sediment accumulation peaked around 6800
years BP, in correspondence with the sea level maximum highstand (Figure 1.2) and, during the
following fall to present level, the deposits continued to fill the available accommodation space (Figure
1.3-4).
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Figure 1 Top left corner: aerial view of the Faure Sill (mosaic of photos from Landgate, Western
Australia. Insert image from Geoscience Australia) showing the study area and the locality names.
Top right corner: Holocene sea level (Bufarale and Collins, 2015). 1-4: Reconstruction of the
Holocene chronology of the Faure Sill, based on Bufarale and Collins, 2015. Dashed lines represent
isochrones. The colours are a generalisation of the lithology. The arrows refer to the trend of the sea
level. The profile is not to scale. The transect length is about 35 km, W–E oriented. On the vertical
axis, the scale is in metres, 0 corresponds to the present sea level.
Conclusions
Through shallow seismic and sedimentological analysis, this study has characterized the Faure Sill in
terms of its seismic architecture, facies, chronology and growth history, providing a better
understanding of the sedimentological facies and geomorphological features of the bank.
Bufarale and Collins, 2015 is a fuller account of this work.
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Summary
Ha’py Field is an excellent example to perform integrated stratigraphic setup, sedimentary facies and
depositional environment analyses. Understanding the patterns of cyclicity and their distribution in
time and space is crucial to build a realistic reservoir geological model. The studied reservoir unit
belongs to the El Wastani Formation of the Late Pliocene age. The El Wastani Formation was
deposited in shallow marine to partly restricted environment. Detailed sedimentologic study indicates
that the reservoir unit includes repetitive sedimentary cycles of shallow marine shelf bar facies,
representing the main reservoir, interbedded with flooding shale, non-reservoir, that act as cycle
boundaries.
Introduction
The Nile Delta extends west to Burg El Arab on the Mediterranean coastal area and east to the Gulf of
Tineh in north Sinai, Egypt. The region could be subdivided into four tectono-sedimentary provinces
(EGPC, 1994); Northern Nile Delta province (including the eastern, the central and the western minibasin), Southern Nile Delta province, Nile Delta Cone and Levant platform. The present study area
(Ha’py Field) is located in the Ras El Barr Concession, in the northeastern portion of the offshore Nile
Delta in the eastern mini-basin (Fig.1). Eight selected wells of the Ha’py Field were included in the
present study. The main study interval of the Ha’py Field area is concerned with the Pliocene Pleistocene sequence that includes Kafr El Sheikh and El Wastani formations (Sarhan et al. 1996).

Figure1: Location map of the Ras El
Bar Concession and outline of Seth
and Ha’py Fields (after Wigger,
1996) and location base map of
Ha’py Field wells (after
Bp
database, 2009).

Method and Theory
The main target is to perform a detailed stratigraphic setup, sedimentary facies and depositional
environment analyses as well as cyclicity patterns and their distribution in time and space in order to
the buildup of a reservoir geological model. These are elaborated through the following steps:
1- Detailed lithological and palentological interpretations (Amer et al. 2013) being carried out by
ditch cutting and core samples examination that were calibrated with the wireline logs responses
for electrofacies characterization.
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2- High resolution biostratigraphic analysis for a sequence stratigraphic interpretation. Cyclicity
patterns and interpretation support the impact of the global sea level changes and local tectonic
accommodation that controlled the studied reservoir distribution.
3- Petrographical study for selected thin sections in addition to X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with EDAX.
Conclusion
The present detailed lithological and paleontological study indicates that all the studied sequences
belong to the El Wastani Formation of the Late Pliocene age. This is contrary to the previous
interpretation that considered the lower section of the studied wells is belonging to the Kafr El Sheikh
Formation of Early Pliocene age (Bailey et al. 1999).
The lithological and palentological interpretation proves that the studied interval of the El Wastani
Formation could be subdivided into five sedimentary cycles (A, B, C, D and E). These five main
sedimentary cycles could be distinguished in the third order cycle (3.7) and the lower part of (3.8)
cycle that included in the Upper Pliocene - Early most Pleistocene (3.00-2.00 M.a), (Fig.2).
Scarcity of planktonic assemblages compared to the abundance of calcareous benthonics supports the
deposition under shallow marine to partly restricted environment. This conclusion contradicts to the
previous interpretation of open to deep marine channel and slumps (Bailey et al. 1999).
The reservoir unit consists of repetitive sedimentary cycles of one facies type in the form of shallow
marine shelf sand bars. These sandstone bars were developed during the LST to TST systems tracts of
the 3.7 third order cycle. The reservoir description of each sedimentary cycle was based on
lithological, paleontological, petrographical analyses in addition to clay type identification using XRD
analysis as well as pore spaces interpretation (SEM analysis).

Figure 2: Cyclostratigraphic carton model (no vertical scale) of the study interval of the El
Wastani Formation during the sea level rise of the 3.7 third order cycle.
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Summary
Fifty sediment samples collected from Qua-Iboe River estuary, Southeastern Nigeria, along 10 transects
yielded nineteen foraminiferal species (fifteen benthics; four planktics). Bottom sediments were
predominantly medium to very fine-grained sands. Salinity and temperature ranges were 6-14‰ and 24290C, respectively while the pH of bottom water varied from slightly acidic to slightly alkaline during
the period of sampling. Two foraminiferal biofacies were distinguished: The upper facies, predominantly
Cyclaminna bradyi; and the lower facies, mainly Anomalina sp. and Bolivina sp. Foraminiferal tests were
sparsely distributed in the studied channel. Salinity and tidal strength greatly influenced foraminiferal
distribution in the estuary.
Introduction
Estuaries are coastal sedimentary environments related to the Holocene rise in sea level. They are
dynamic and dependent on tides, waves and fluvial processes. Interpretation of their ancient equivalents
requires a detailed study of modern analogues. Microfossils such as foraminifera are sensitive indicators
of environmental conditions (Alve and Goldstein, 2003) and their occurrence is controlled to a great
extent by salinity, temperature, depth, dissolved oxygen, pH, amount of light, turbidity of water,
availability of food and character of the bottom sediments (Kumar and Manivannan, 2001). Although
relationships between physico-chemical parameters and foraminiferal distributions have been well
established in many brackish-water settings in Nigeria (e.g. et al., 1976; Aseez et. al., 1974; DublinGreen, 1990; Ramanathan, 1981; Olayiwola and Odebode, 2011), little attention has been paid to the
ways in which foraminifera respond to environmental parameters in Qua-Iboe River estuary, Southeast
coast of Nigeria.
Dublin-Green (1990) investigated the distribution patterns of benthic foraminiferal fauna in the
Bonny River estuary and attributed the complete dominance of Textulariina sp. in the upper and middle
estuary to low pH of sediment. He observed that Rotaliina sp. which predominated the lower estuary,
due to marine conditions prevailing at the mouth, was rare in the middle and upper estuary due to
decreasing salinity and pH upstream. Ramanathan (1981) reported similar distribution along the Cross
River estuary. Sediment distribution is highly controlled by energy regimes while foraminifera seem to
respond to salinities and tidal exposures (Schröder-Adams, 2006). Foraminiferal assemblages serve as
important signatures for recognizing various sedimentary environments.
The Qua Iboe River is a 155km long and 0.5 to 1km wide north-south trending river situated on the
southeastern coast of Nigeria. Antia et al. (2012) distinguished two sedimentary facies, Upper and Lower
for Qua-Iboe River estuary, based on grain size statistical parameters. In this present study, efforts have
been made to correlate foraminiferal distribution with known environmental parameters and to establish a
record of biofacies present within the estuary for better rock record reconstruction.
Method and/or Theory
Tidal current measurements were made using the Langragian method during Spring (13/9/2011),
Mean (19/9/2011) and Neap (22/9/2011) at Qua-Iboe Mission and Mobil Jetty respectively. 50 bottom
sediment samples were collected along 10 transects of 5 stations each. These were analysed for grain size
parameters and foraminiferal content. Depth soundings were made at each station using an echo sounder,
while physico-chemical parameters, such as pH, temperature, salinity and turbidity were measured insitu, using a Hannah hand-held combo device, and a secchi disk.
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Results and Discussion
Results obtained revealed that the estuary is meso-tidal with a maximum surface velocity of
0.99m/s at Spring Flood stage and 1.30m/s at the Spring Ebb stage; also maximum Spring Flood bottom
tidal current velocity of 0.6m/s and maximum Spring Ebb current velocity of 1m/s, showing ebb
dominance. The channel meanders, and is deepest towards the mouth, with a maximum depth of 10m.
Sediments within the channel are predominantly poorly to moderately sorted fine and medium sand.
Bottom water parameters include: temperature, which varies mainly between 26 and 28°C; turbidity
principally ranging from 100cm to 180cm; pH between 6 and 8; and salinity mainly varying between 8
and 12ppt.
Distribution of foraminifera within the channel is presented in FIG. 1. Two foraminiferal biofacies
were highlighted, on the basis of textural characteristics, coinciding with the upper and lower portions of
the estuary. The upper portion with 10-70% mud content and a salinity range of 6-12 ‰ was associated
with 15 species (13 benthics; 7 planktics). Higher numbers of agglutinated taxa were encountered in the
upper estuary. The dominant species of the estuary, Cyclaminna bradyi, with a relative abundance of
78% was recorded at depths of 2-4m interval of the upper estuary. The dominance of this species and
general increase in diversity upstream can be attributed to the abundance of mud and deposition below
the depth of tidal reworking. The lower portion with <10% mud content and a salinity range of 8-14 ‰
was associated with 2 calcareous species namely: Anomalina sp. and Bolivina sp. These species
constitute less than 1% of the total population and are known to be good indicators of marine water
incursion into the estuary. The decrease in species diversity at the lower portion of the studied channel is
possibly due to strong winnowing by tidal current which carries both sediments and foraminiferal test
into suspension, transporting them to quieter waters of the estuary. Tidal energy, salinity and mud
content are important environmental parameters influencing foraminiferal distribution in the estuary.

Barren

Figure 1: Foraminifera distribution in Qua Iboe River estuary
Conclusions
Qua Iboe River has been subdivided into 3 facies, based on sedimentary characteristics and
foraminiferal distribution. The most numerically dominant foraminiferal species recognized for the
studied estuary is Cyclamina bradyi. It shows a maximum occurrence in the upper portions of the estuary
and decreases downstream towards marine waters where the salinity gradually becomes more stable.
Planktonic species found in bottom sediments of Qua-Iboe River estuary are brought in by tidal energy
while benthic species are controlled by tidal energy and salinity fluctuations.
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Summary
The faults in the study area developed through a combination of syn-sedimentary activity and
blind/radial propagation of their tips. The syn-kinematic packages in the study area include rocks of
the Agbada and Akata Formation, the Benin Formation is unfaulted and post-kinematic in nature. In
addition, fault growthin the Tomboy Fieldis in agreement with both the isolated and coherent fault
models. Reactivation is through dip linkage and are shown as displacement minimaon t-z plots. In
general, the faults geometry and propagation have influenced the compartmentalization of
sedimentary units in the delta.
Introduction
Normal faults associated with deltas are involved in the formation of major traps for hydrocarbon
reservoirs and may also isolate compartments in subsurface reservoirs (Bhattacharya and Davies,
2001). As normal faults can nucleate, propagate, and develop through either the coherent or isolated
model (Figure 1). The several aspect of syn-sedimentary deltaic faulting such as nucleation,
abandonment, reactivation, and growth remains unknown (Khani and Back, 2012). Hence, this study
is aimed at assessing the growth and history of syn-sedimentary fault formed in a deltaic setting and
how they fit into either the coherent or isolated model for fault growth. To achieve this aim, fault
displacement plots such as displacement versus distance (t-x), displacement versus depth (t-z),
expansion and growth indices are used to investigate the history of fault nucleation, propagation,
segmentation, and linkage (cf. Omosanya and Alves, 2014).
Data and Methods
The data for this work is a pre-stack migrated (PSTM) seismic cube covering approximately 55 km2
in water depth of 1000 to 2000 m in offshore Niger delta, Nigeria. Bin spacing, vertical and horizontal
resolutions are 25 m x 25 m, 16 m, and 25 m, respectively. Seismic interpretation of thirteen (13)
stratigraphic units and eight (8) faults were done to constrain the geometry and history of
sedimentation in the field. Fault modeling was used to estimate angle of dip and direction of the dip.
The orientation of the faults is graphically shown in rose diagram. Fault propagation and evolution
were assessed using displacement plots and expansion indices. Fault throw was estimated on faults
using seismic profiles (inlines) perpendicular to fault strike. The throw is the difference between
hangingwall and footwall cut-offs. Expansion index (EI) is the ratio of thickness between the layers
in the hangingwall to the thickness in the footwall of a fault (Pochat et al., 2009) while the growth
index is calculated as the difference in thickness between the hangingwall and the footwall of an
interval divided by the thickness of the interval in the footwall (Childs et al, 2003).
Results and Conclusions
Faults in the study area are rotational, non-planar listric normal faults, they are characterised by
decreasing angle of dip with depth (Figure 1). On the hanging wall section, some of the faults have
roll-over anticlines which were developed during fault activity. Fault movement is influenced by the
shaly detachment, Akata Formation. As a consequence, the interpreted faults interacted with the
whole of the Agbada Formation (H2 to H10) and are detached into the Akata Formation.
Along strike, the faults display complex throw-distance plots and are comprised of several segments.
This is evidence that the faults are laterally linked along strike (Figure 2a). Furthermore, the throw (t)
– depth (z) plots include M-type and skewed C-type (Figure 2b). Fault segments are linked at
displacement minima. The complex combination of t-z profiles hints at reactivation through diplinkage and polycyclic fault growth. In addition, the faults have combined expansion and growth
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indices (Figure 2c), EI of > 1 suggest significant thickening of strata on the downthrown side of the
faults while values of < 1 are associated with thinning of sediments in the hanging wall of the faults
(Thorsen, 1963; Pochat et al., 2009). Conversely, GI of > 0.1 implies that the faults were buried
beneath stratigraphic surfaces during their growth while GI < 0.1 indicates the faults grew to the
surface and interacted with a free surface.
Hence, faults in the study area are not simply syn-sedimentary faults in terms of their growth and
geometry but are developed through a combination of blind propagation of their tips (isolated model),
syn-sedimentary activity (coherent model) and dip-linkage (reactivation).

Figure 1: Interpreted faults are dip-slip normal faults that are detached into the shaly Akata Formation
(H10) and are buried beneath at the Base Benin Formation (H2).

Figure 2: (a) Throw(t) vs. Depth(z) plots (b) Displacement(d) vs. Distance (x) plots show that faults in
the study area have complex lateral segmentation (c)Plots of EI and GI. Faults have EI >1 and <1 and
also GI of >0.1 and <0.1.
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from an integrated geoscientific investigation
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Summary
Geological, geophysical, and geochemical investigations were carried out in the saline hot spring area of
Krabi in southern Thailand. The purpose of this work was to determine subsurface geological structures
related to the hot springs. Geophysical results show salty groundwater from ocean water intrusion in
shallow sandstone aquifers. Hot waters are coming from depth, approximately at 200 m, based on
geothermometers. Their flow is limited by shallow faults, which were delineated by geoelectrical
measurements. Well data suggest that these faults restrict the flow of the hot waters but allow osmotic
exchange of the salinity.
Introduction
Saline hot springs can be found in Khlong Thom District of Krabi Province, Thailand, about 814 km
south of Bangkok or about 70 km southeast of Krabi city, at latitude 7° 54.199' North and longitude 99°
6.505' East (Figure 1). The site is located close to one of the tributaries of the Phela river system, which
is connected to the Andaman Sea. Altogether 15 natural hot springs can be found, ten within the
mangroves and five outside nearby. Latter ones have been developed for tourism. Hot spring sites cover
an area of about 0.5 km2 with surface exit temperatures from 41 to 47 °C.

Figure 1 a) Location of the study area with saline hot spring; b) and c) man made structures for tourism,
d) and e) natural hot spring sites with precipitated carbonate crust around.
Methods
In order to understand the subsurface structure of the saline hot springs a combination of geological
fieldwork, geophysical surveys, geochemical analysis of water samples was applied. Altogether fifteen 1D vertical electrical sounding measurements were carried out around the hot spring sites with an AB/2 of
100 to maximal 150 m in order to delineate the distribution of the hot waters in the shallow subsurface.
Water samples from several wells were collected, its exit temperatures measured, and its geochemical
composition determined in the laboratory of the Faculty of Science, Prince of Songkla University. Local
offices were contacted for additional data and information available.
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Results and Discussion
Almost all 1-D resistivity surveys show very low resitivity values (below 10 ohm-m) at relatively
shallow depth, 5 to 20 m, in the southern and at 5 to 60 m in the northern part of the hot spring site (see
Figure 2). However, further south low resitivity layers are phasing out, so that 500 m further away very
low resistivity values could not be measured anymore. These low values can be correlated to saline
groundwater and saline hot spring water in sandstone layers. Due to their salinity the VES method cannot
distinguish between both. A 100 m-deep well drilled in the hot spring area shows only sandstone of
different color, with upper layers weathered. Shallow wells, 30 to 50 m, south of the site show saline hot
waters, whereas further away shallow groundwaters are salty but not hot anymore. In the western part of
the hot spring site the horizontal distance between 46 °C salty groundwater in a well and salty water with
normal temperature is only 150 m. In order to explain this a fault has been introduced between both sites
(see Figure 2). In the western part another fault has been introduced based on significant differences in
VES profiles at short horizontal distances, which could not be explained by normal stratigraphy. At all
the natural hot spring sites carbonate crusts were found around with up to 1.2 meter thickness (see Figure
1), which supports the assumption that beneath the sandstone at depth there are limestone formations (see
also Jonjana et al., 2012). The geochemical analysis of the hot waters show higher Ca content and about
7 km to the west limestone mountains can be found. From Na-K, Na-K-Ca, and K-Mg geothermometers
a hot water reservoir depth of 200 m km can be inferred (Baioumy et al. 2015).

Figure 2 Schematic geological cross-section of the study area and geothermal system along a west-east
profile; CC – carbonate crusts at hot spring sites, MC - black marine clay, NS - salty water of normal
temperature, HS – salty hot spring water, SS - sandstone, and LS – limestone. Relative locations of some
wells are shown.
Conclusions
Geophysical and geochemical investigations at the saline hot spring area in Krabi Province have shown
that the hot water is coming from a deeper reservoir whereas the salty water is coming from the ocean via
intrusion into shallow aquifers. The exchange might be osmotic through faults that have been delineated
in the shallow subsurface. They also act as boundaries for the hot waters and by this restricting further
flow into the aquifers, by this limiting the spatial extent of the hot spring area. The heat source of the hot
waters has not been found yet and is likely outside the study area (see Nilsuwan, 2011).
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Summary
In order to better understand the link between volcanic and plutonic realms, quantitative textural
analyses were performed on samples from the Adamello batholith, using scanning electron
microscopy and electron backscatter diffraction. This textural information was coupled to bulk-rock
geochemical analyses and phase maps to determine the amount of interstitial melt trapped in different
parts of the batholith.
Introduction
Understanding the evolution of magmatic systems is one of the most prominent research topics in
igneous petrology (e.g. Bachmann et al., 2007). Magma reservoir processes and the connection
between volcanic and plutonic rocks, in particular, are of prime interest (e.g. Huber et al., 2012;
Cashman & Sparks, 2013; Lipman, 2007; Annen, 2009; Glazner et al., 2008). The study of melt
extraction from highly crystalline magma reservoirs (mush), which may lead to volcanic eruptions, is
of interest for determining the timescales over which eruptible magma accumulates in the shallow
crust and can aid in volcanic hazard assessment (Bachmann & Bergantz, 2008). The Adamello
batholith in the Italian Alps represents a well-studied, well-exposed shallow-level pluton, consisting
of four tonalitic superunits that are well-suited for research on internal magma reservoir processes.
Methods
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
Crystal structures can be used, complementary to trace element studies, to identify crystal cumulates
and to trace processes operating in the crystal mush that led to melt extraction. Some indicators of
crystal accumulation are magmatic foliation, oriented crystal clusters, and crystal bending. These
indicators may be visible macroscopically in strongly compacted samples. However, EBSD (Fig. 1)
proves helpful for samples with only faint textures; with only one thin section scan, foliation(s) and
lineation(s) can be visualized. This quantitative textural data can be used to determine mechanisms of
textural development (Meurer & Boudeau, 1998b). In addition, misorientation between neighboring
crystals can be measured to determine the strength of fabric (e.g. Wheeler et al., 2001).
Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) scans
The quantification of the interstitial material is essential for the study of cumulates as it can be used to
estimate the terminal porosity achieved during crystal-melt separation. This type of estimation was
attempted by means of whole-rock geochemistry and trace element modeling in layered mafic
intrusions by several researchers (Meurer & Boudreau, 1998a and references therein); however,
utilizing simple light microscopy determining the extent of late overgrowth on minerals and the
amount of inter-cumulus material could not be achieved. Here, phase maps (Fig. 2) are used to
estimate the amounts of cumulus crystals, inter-cumulus material, and late overgrowth. Quartz, alkali
feldspar, and low-An plagioclase are assumed to crystallize last in these tonalitic rocks. The
percentage of low-An plagioclase is quantified by means of An-binning based on Al/Si net count
ratios. Phenocrystic quartz is excluded based on CL images.
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Figure 1 EBSD orientation map on a foliated quartz-diorite from Adamello, color-coded according to
crystal orientation with respect to long axis. Only plagioclase crystals are displayed in color.

Figure 2 EDS thin section scan of an unfoliated tonalite sample from Adamello, processed to a phase
map in iSpectra. Major phases are plagioclase, quartz, biotite, hornblende, and alkali feldspar.
Conclusions
Expected outcomes are a correlation between compactions, expressed as textural “maturity”, and
percentages of interstitial material, as well as evidence for silicic crystal mush. Some parts of the
batholith that exhibit strong magmatic foliation and little interstitial material can unambiguously be
identified as cumulates; while others that possess no crystal orientation and much interstitial material
are interpreted to be frozen liquids. Both orientation and phase maps can be applied to various fields
in petrology.
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Summary
Slags are important source of knowledge about technological process of metal smelting. Analyzes
based on the historical samples from Kondratów and Leszczyna provided first actual data on the
character of metal production in this part of North Sudetic Basin. Deposits of Cu ores found in the
area are related to Zechstein copper deposits (Lower Permian) that appear in SW Poland. Electron
microprobe and X-ray diffraction spectroscopy have been used for recognition of chemical and
mineralogical (phase) composition of slags. Collected samples revealed certain differences what led to
conclusions about various smelting technology conducted on both sites.
Introduction
Kondratów and Leszczyna are situated in Lower Silesia, southwestern Poland. This region is known
for its rich copper ores that have been excavated since Middle Ages. There are several main
geological units distinguished within this area but only two of them are associated with rich Cu ores:
Fore-Sudetic Monocline in the north, and North Sudetic Basin in the south. This units are orientated
NW-SE and situated north from Sudetes Mountains and Sudetes Foreland, within Silesian Lowland.
Deposits of Kondratów and Leszczyna are located in the North Sudetic Basin.
Ores were formed in Lower Permian. Cu deposits are associated with slate marls (which means they
are strata-bound type) and are of relatively low quality presenting the highest Cu content of less than
2%. Nevertheless its fairly easy extraction resulted in the fact that the ore was mined willingly.
First evidence of the copper mining presence and existence of smelting facility come from the late
Middle Ages. Based on archaeological research it has been proven that ores have been exploited since
17th century (Stolarczyk 2012). Obtained ore has been processed and remelted in a nearby smelters
what resulted in a long-term accumulation of smelting production wastes. As a consequence the
region of Kondratów and Leszczyna is nowadays rich in those industrial sludge in the form of slags.
Method
Samples were obtained in the area of Kondratów and Leszczyna and it have occurred in two
characteristic forms – of porous and massive slag blocks. Both of those samples were collected in
order to check whether smelting process in both localities was similar and of an equal age.
Chemical and phase composition of slag has been identified with few spectroscope methods. Main
research methodology has not yet been established and there are numerous methods used, usually
dependently on equipment availability. In this research results were obtained using electron
microprobe and X-ray diffraction spectroscopy.
Results
Analyzed samples present two different types of slag but both are composed of: silica, lime, alumina
and iron with a small amount of potassium and magnesium. There were clear differences in the
quantitative composition of the main ingredients of which the most common are: SiO2, CaO, Al2O3
and Fe2O3,. Slags from Leszczyna contain respectively 46,96% SiO2 , 19,20% CaO, 17,96% Al2O3,
3,31% Fe2O3 whereas slags from Kondatów: 45,98% SiO2 , 16,97% CaO, 11,6% Al2O3, 14,40%
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Fe2O3. Clear discrepancies between those chemical components are first sign of a different smelting
process and its efficiency since there is 2991 ppm of Cu in slags from Leszczyna and about six times
more – 19239 ppm in slags from Kondratów. As copper slags emerged as a result of smelting copper
ores – Cu was a eligible element that was supposed to be extracted in the largest possible quantity.
Major phases are represented by silicates (e.g., leucite, pyroxene) and silicate glass.

Figure 1 Main chemical components in slags from two localities. Most important differences are
highlighted with red colour.
Conclusions
Despite close location, preliminary research conducted on the slags from Kondratów and Leszczyna
allowed to conclude that smelting technology on both sites differed. Basing on chemical composition
it seems that slags form Kondratowice are remnant of substantially worse production technology as
big amount of desired element (Cu) has been left in a waste product.
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Summary
The loss of elastic energy to the medium can be quantified by the quality factor Q. Acoustic full
waveforms log from Winna – Góra - 1 borehole were used to estimate P – wave quality factor.
Interpretation of acoustic full waveforms was performed for the one pair of waveforms. The most
important part in the interpretation of the data is manual picking of P wave arrival, calculation of
semblance function and picking anomalies of P wave on amplitude spectrum. Using data from
interpretation of acoustic full waveforms quality factor Q was calculated.
Introduction
Attenuation of elastic waves is the phenomena of that manifests itself by the decrease of amplitudes
along with time and distance, where the wave is recorded in reference to source point. Attenuation is
inelastic process, where we observe constant loss of seismic energy as a result of inelastic
deformations. One of the reason why attenuation occurs is redistribution of energy connected with
heterogeneity of rocks. Fractures, lithological boundaries, faults and other heterogeneities cause
generation of new waves at the expense of the energy of the incident wave. Another reason for
attenuation of elastic waves are losses of energy, caused by high - temperature internal friction.
Interaction between grains and fluids penetrating pore space of rocks, result in losses of energy at the
expense of created heat [Barton, 2007].
In case of seismic measurements in highly fractured zones it seems, that the greatest influence on
the attenuation of seismic wave is related to absorption resulted from internal friction on the surfaces of
microcracks etc. This is the view presented by Barton in reference to deformation state of medium that
allows for displacement of contact area. In such conditions we observe significant impact of
friction on stress level [Barton, 2007].
As a fundamental measure of attenuation is assumed [Tonn, 1989]:
a. Attenuation coefficient α
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where:
A1, A2 – amplitudes of selected phase of the wave,
∆l – tool length,
G(z1), G(z2)– geometrical spreading factor of the wave towards closest and furthest receivers.
b. Quality factor Q
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where:
f – wave frequency,
Tpj – time of the first arrival of P wave on acoustic full waveforms recorded on more distant receiver
Tpi – time of the first arrival of P wave on acoustic full waveforms recorded on closer receiver,
W1, W2 – amplitude spectrum of the wave, calculated for signal recorded on both receivers
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Method
Several different approaches for determination seismic wave attenuation exists. One of them is
calculation attenuation of seismic waves using acoustic full waveforms. This method is based on the
measurement of velocity of the seismic wave travelling through geological formation.
Instrument used for the measurements is equipped with transmitter (emitting acoustic wave)
receivers. Modern devices used for this kind of measurements are equipped with at least one
transmitter and two receivers [Paillet et al., 1992].
Interpretation of acoustic full waveforms (Fig. 1) was performed for one pair of wave acoustic
images WF1-WF4, that corresponds to the greatest distance between receivers.
Conducted interpretation was based on:
•
Picking times of the first arrivals of P and S wave, on both chosen receivers, e.g. WF1-WF4
•
Calculating the semblance function
•
Picking anomalies of P and S waves on the amplitude spectrum of the signal
As measure of attenuation, quality factor Q was used. It was calculated with usage of equation 2.

Figure 1 Acoustic full waveforms data, set WF1 – WF4, record nr. 95

Conclusions
Conducted analysis, proved that attenuation, measured in terms of quality factor Q is highly
dependent on lithology.
Quality factor was calculated for 9 stratigraphic intervals from 116 to 3520 m. The lowest value
for Q, so the biggest attenuation is observed in Rotliegend strata. The smallest attenuation, so the
highest value for Q is in J1 strata.
Further analysis is required for more precise identification of P and S wave on acoustic full
waveforms both in time and frequency domain.
Surface layer was not the subject of analysis in this study but is seems to be very reasonable to
calculate quality factor also for this zone, since its believed that this zone is highly attenuated.
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Summary
Rayleigh wave group and phase velocity dispersion curves were extracted from ambient seismic noise
and jointly inverted for 3-D shear wave structure of the crust beneath Cameroon. We find that (1) a
low velocity anomaly is evident along the CVL and Mamfe basin in the upper crust; (2) the Crust
is thinner in the southern part of the CVL and near the Garoua Rift. (3) The Ntem Complex is imaged
as a high velocity zone and a boundary can obviously be inferred between it and the Pan African
Oubanguides belt.
Introduction
The Cameroon region corresponds to a complex geologic unit which hosts major geologic features
such as the Cameroon Volcanic Line (CVL), Central Africa Shear Zone (CASZ), Benue Trough,
Adamawa Plateau, Congo Craton and several other diverse tectonic structures as shown in Figure
1(a).

( )

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Simplified geological map of
the study area. Volcanic areas of the CVL
are shown in red. The approximate northern
boundary of the Congo Craton is shown with
a green dashed line, and the small solid
circles show approximate location of
xenolith occurrences. FSZ, Foumban shear
zone; CASZ, Central African shear zone.
The approximate locations of the Etinde,
Cameroon, Manengouba, Bamboutos, Oku
and Mandara mountains are shown by
numbers 1–6, respectively, and the Biu
Plateau is shown with the number 7.
(b) Colour elevation map showing seismic
station locations (After Tokam et. al., 2010)

Cameroon Volcanic Line (CVL) consists of chain of volcanoes that do not exhibit an age
progression. Its origin has been a subject of considerable debates. To resolve its evolution, the
crustal and upper mantle structure beneath the CVL and other regions in Cameroon has been studied
by a number of researchers using various techniques ranging from passive to active seismic methods

and Potential Field methods. Recent studies include that of Tadjou et al. (2009); Tokam et al.
(2010); Reusch et al. (2010, 2011); Gallacher and Bastow (2012); Koch et al. (2012);
Elsheikh et al. (2014); De Plaen et al. (2014) and Noel et al. (2014) among others.
Surface wave tomography from ambient noise becomes an effective tool for crustal velocity
structure studies, which uses the cross correlation of seismic noises to estimate Green function
between pairs of seismic stations. The first application of this method by Sabra et al. (2005)
and Shapiro et al. (2005) in Southern California revealed that geologic features such as
sedimentary basins and large igneous batholiths could be reliably imaged. The method has
been applied to investigate the crustal structure in many regions of the world. With the joint
inversion of Rayleigh wave group and phase velocity dispersions across 32 broad-band seismic
stations (Figure 1b), we investigate the crustal 3-D shear wave velocity structure beneath CVL
and adjacent regions. New insights into the structure of the crust across Cameroon are presented in
this study.
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Data and Methodology

We use vertical component of continuous broadband data with sampling frequency of 1Hz
recorded during the year of 2006 by the Cameroon Broadband Seismic Experiment, which consisted
of 32 portable broad-band seismometers across Cameroon (Figure 1b).

The data processing method presented in Bensen et al. (2007) were used to process the
waveforms. In summary, after removing instrument responses and filtering, waveforms are
converted to 1-bit amplitude time series. Daily cross correlations of noise records between all
station pairs are computed and data for same station pair are stacked over a period of one year
to obtain inter-station Noise Correlation Functions (NCF) which is often dominated by
fundamental mode Rayleigh waves. The positive and negative time lags are averaged for each
station pair to obtain symmetric component of the NCF’s in order to improve the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). Dispersion measurements are extracted by multi-filter method (Herrmann,
2013), and only NCF with high SNR and inter-station distance greater than three-times are
used in the inversion. Group and phase velocity tomography are conducted on a grid of 0.5° x
0.5° at periods ranging from 5 to 29 s using the Fast Marching Method (FMM) (Rawlinson
and Sambridge, 2005).
The group and phase velocity estimates are jointly inverted as a function of depth. The 3-D
shear wave velocity model which reliably extends to a depth of about 36 km highlights
tectonic features apparent at the surface.
Results and Conclusion
The 3-D shear wave velocity models revealed the large-scale velocity anomalies of ~2 – 4 %
which clearly indicate the sedimentary basin, chain of volcanoes, Plateau and cratonic blocks.
A low velocity anomaly is revealed across the CVL. The Mamfe basin is imaged as a low
velocity zone from the surface to ~12 km depth beneath a thin oceanic crust imaged as high
velocity zone at deeper crustal depth. The Ntem Complex is imaged as a high velocity zone
deep to a depth of 32 km and subsequently underlain by a low velocity zone. It indicates that
the crust is relatively thick at this region. The Garoua Rift initially imaged as a low velocity
zone is underlain by high velocity zone at a depth of ~26 km. Generally, with the improved
data coverage in this study, a better topographic results (Figure 2) of crustal structure is
provided, which is also consistent with previous studies in this area.

Figure 2: 3-D Crustal S-wave Velocity Structure beneath Cameroon Volcanic Line (CVL) and Adjacent regions for 4, 10, 16, 22 and 30 km.
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Summary
Edge detection and edge enhancement techniques play a crucial role in interpreting potential field data.
There have been various edge detection applications to gravity data in order to determine the edges of
subsurface structures in geophysics. The edge detection methods comprise analytic signal, total
horizontal derivative (THDR), theta angle, tilt angle, hyperbolic of tilt angle (HTA), normalised total
horizontal gradient (TDX) and normalised horizontal derivative (NTHD). In this study, a new edge
detection procedure is proposed, called the normalized tilt angle of theta map (NTATM) technique. The
sufficiency of the NTATM method is indicated utilized using two synthetic models and a bouguer gravity
data set from city of Erzurum (Turkey) and its surroundings.
Introduction
Gravity and magnetic anomalies are essential to geophysical approaches to geologic mapping (Pilkington
and Keating, 2010). Boundaries detection of causative sources is one of the most important stages in the
modeling of gravity anomalies (Bournas and Baker, 2001; Ardestani and Motavalli, 2007). Accurate
detection of source shape coordinates is becoming the main goal for interpretation and therefore
enhanced methods are acquiring an increasing revival in data interpretation (Bournas and Baker, 2001).
There are various procedures that have been engaged to attain edge detection, for example, analytic signal
(AS), tilt angle (TI), theta map (TH) and etc. (Arisoy and Dikmen, 2013).
Miller and Singh (1994) introduced a tilt derivative (TA) filter to detect edge (Hoseini et al., 2013).
Verduzco et al (2004) suggested total horizontal derivative of the tilt angle (THDR) to improve edge
detection process (Pilkington and Keating, 2004; Cooper and Cowan, 2006). Wijns et al (2005)
introduced the usage of theta angle which is supported the AS to magnetic and gravity interpretation
(Nejati Kalateh and Roshandel Kahoo, 2012). In this research, as a new approach, we employed a
normalized tilt angle of theta map method (NTATM) for detecting gravity source boundaries. Before the
field studies, two theoretical studies were carried out and the results were compared with those obtained
by the usual methods of edge detection such as tilt angle and theta map. After that, the NTATM operator
was applied to a data set collected from the city of Erzurum in Eastern Turkey.
The NTATM Method
A number of methods have been proposed to make subtle anomalies more visible. The first filter
developed for this purpose was the tilt angle (Miller and Singh, 1994), which is the ratio of the vertical
derivative to the absolute value of the horizontal derivative of the magnetic field. The tilt angle produces
a zero value over the source edges. Wijns et al (2005) introduced the theta map (θ), which is the
normalization of the THDR by the AS. The theta map delineates model edges well, but the response of
deeper bodies is diffused; consequently, it does not produce the expected sharp gradient over the edges.
We suggest the use of the tilt angle of the theta map (NTATM) as an edge detector. The NTATM is the
normalization of the amplitude of the theta map by the tilt angle.
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Field Study
The field example of NTATM method shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Bouguer gravity anomaly and analysis results: (a) Bouguer gravity anomaly of Erzurum and its
surroundings, (b) the results of theta map, (c) the result of tilt angle, (d) the result of the NTATM. Black
lines indicate the major faults in the studty area.

Conclusions
As a conclusion, the results of the NTATM method are in good agreement with the results of tilt angle
and theta map applications. The results show that the NTATM method gives the maximum values where
only the edges of buried structure exist. The anomalies represented with red colour are clearly in
alignment with the major structural features of the study area. Therefore, it is determined that the
NTATM method can be applied as an applicable method for boundary analysis purposes.
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Summary
This note aims at documenting the depositional architecture of lobed-channel system and figuring out the
effects on the morphology of channels and lobes. The specific goals of applying seismic morphology to
the study of lobed-channels in the deep-water Yinggehai Basin are to (1) examine spatial and temporal
morphometric trends of elements in lobed-channel system (2)assess the effects on channel and lobe
architecture.
Introduction
Several deepwater basins have developed in the northern South China Sea (SCS) margin (Zheng et al.,
2009; Dorrik and Mayall, 2000). Yinggehai Basin is a Cenozoic petroliferous basin developing in the
western region of the northern SCS continental shelf (Figure 1). And thin beds reservoirs are widely
distributed in this basin. The study areas, DF-1/2 blocks are located in the southwest of mud diapir
structure zone in the central depression, with a total area of 1048 km2 (Fig. 1). Several thin-bed lobed
channel systems formed in Low System Tract of Huangliu Formation in DF-1/2 blocks. Although
some previous works have concerned the sequence stratigraphy of the Yinggehai basin fill, the
depositional architecture and evolution of thin bed reservoirs, especially the lobed-channel system, have
rarely been investigated, with substantial potential remaining.
Method
This study utilizes software GEOSID typically
designed for spatial analysis of deep-water
sedimentary elements. In 3D seismic survey area, four
fifth-order sequences in first member of Huangliu
formation are identified in an interval using well
and seismic data (Zeng, 2004). Firstly, seismic
inversion and 90° phasing of seismic data convert
seismic traces to pseudolithologic logs that may
indicate the geometry of sandstone reservoir units
(Zeng, 2005). After frequency division processing
from 15HZ to 55HZ, seismic sequence boundaries
T301 and T31 change less and keep consistent on
the seismic profile. Then we extract a data volume in
every 5 HZ within Bandwidthspectrum of 15 to 55
HZ in both DF-1 and DF-2 block. This intends to
choose the best matchingrelationship between seismic
event and loggingcurve (GR) according to different
frequencies data volume in the same section. 45HZ
seismic data is the best volume to use seismic data
in high-order sequence study. Finally, stratal slicing
makes it possible to interpolate and extrapolate welldata- derived sequence and identify submarine fan,
channel fill and lobes.
Figure 1. Location of study area DF-1/2 in Yinggehai Basin
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Results
Seismic facies difference of lobes and channels are recognized at Fig.2-I in DF-1 block. Eastern part of
Part A show linear black amplitude and RMS value is relative lower, which represents muddy lobes. Two
short linear channels are recognized by low RMS value and black positive amplitude in the north. Part B
represents a low system deep water fan, which inside includes five channels. B1, B2 and B3 are the
branch channels and B4, B5 are the main channels. As for the geometry, B1, B2, B3 are straight and
shallowly incised, and they show a tendency to form lobes along their pathways. B4 are highly sinuous,
architecturally complex, and deeply incised, and they appear bank confined. Lobes are composed
dominantly of thin-bedded fine sand and silt, with some clay.

I: DF-1 Block

II: DF-2 Block

Figure 2. I： Strata slice（RMS） of DF-1 Block which is divided into Part A and B and confined as
channelized lobe system; II：Strata slice（RMS） of DF-2 Block which is divided into Part A and B
and confined as lobed channel system
Lobes and channels are best recognized at Fig.2-II in DF-2 Block. Part A shows negative amplitude
(red) and RMS value is middle, which stands for submarine fan. Northwest of Part B distributes three
linear red negative amplitude, which are surrounded by black positive amplitude and RMS value are
lower. They are recognized as the main channels. Southwest of Part B appears two fan-shape negative
amplitude (red) and RMS value is relative high, which is consider as isolated lobes.
From DF-1 to DF-2, channel depths decrease and channels are deeply incised. Moreover, meander belts
widen, and sinuosities increase. This sudden change in meander-belt size and channel sinuosity and
depth is clearly associated with the channel response to the relative sea level change. Moreover, DF-1
block has high gradient but gentle slope, which mainly distributes depositional lobes and relatively low
sand-ground ratio. But DF-2 block establishes low gradient but steep slope, which mostly indicates
braided channels and high sand-ground ratio.
Conclusions
Collectively, DF-1 block has high gradient but low slope. Because of the relative shallow sea level,
debris from the west provenance incised weakly. Content of shale is larger than sandy sediment inDF-1
block, which distributes multiple small scattered lobes. However, DF-2 block has low gradient but high
slope. Because of the relative deep sea level, debris from the west provenance incised strongly. Content
of sand is larger than muddy sediment, which distributes braided incised channels. Main channel incised
strongly but braided channel incised weekly and distribute on the multi-phaselobes.
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Summary
Fracture and fault zones often constitute an engineering hazard in many regions of the new urban cities
such as in the northern part of El-Obour city, Egypt. The present aim is to map and understand
problematic conditions due to discontinuity of limestone bedrocks. Resistivity and refraction seismic
imaging surveys were carried out to achieve this goal. The inverted sections of the both techniques
revealed that a sharp contact between clayey with sandy clay soils and sandy limestone bedrock could be
noticed running N-S along the axis of the surveyed area. A good matching 2D resistivity and seismic
results was obtained and calibrated using borehole results to reflect the importance of integration
between the applied techniques to get useful and better information on delineating contact and faults for
engineering purpose.
Introduction
A geological discontinuity is a boundary between two units that is identified on the basis of a
compositional, textural, structural, or temporal difference between units (Howe, 1997). Fracture and fault
zones and vertical contents often constitute an engineering hazard. They can be identified geophysically
by the contrasting properties of the fracture zone itself, irrespective of the rock types brought together by
the fault movement. Such features are often sub-vertical and therefore difficult to locate by drilling, even
when the boreholes are closely spaced (McDowell et al., 2002).
The 2D electrical resistivity method is most suitable for interpreting geological structures in
subsurface while seismic method is valuable for mapping depth of bedrock and fracture zones but fail to
indicate the depth or dip direction of the zone as 2D resistivity method . Thus, integration of seismic
refraction and 2D electrical resistivity method will give useful and better information on delineating
contact and faults for engineering purpose. 2D resistivity imaging is one of the geophysical methods
often applied in an early stage of ground investigations to get a first-order idea of the shallow lithologic
discontinuity (Dahlin et al., 1999; Rønning, 2003; Ganerød et al., 2006 and Gemail, 2015). Thus, the
objectives of present works are to map and understand problematic subsurface bedrock and verify the
features based on borehole exploration data using resistivity and seismic imaging techniques.
Methodology
The field survey was executed through two gradual stages. First, 1D Schlumberger resistivity
soundings were measured to map the distribution of near surface layers. According to 1D survey, two
localities were chosen for 2D resistivity and one location for seismic refraction profiling (Fig. 1). The
joint implementation of these methods are necessary in order to enhance the resolution of the survey, as
each method presents different sensitivity and resolution, according to the physical properties of different
materials. Resistivity and refraction seismic profiles were measured perpendicular to the contact between
the high and low relief areas, which indicated from the 1D electric data interpretations. Resistivity and
seismic refraction profiles were correlated with boreholes data that inline and nearest to the survey lines
Results and disscussion
To visualize the horizontal and vertical variations surveyed area, the interpreted resistivities with
depths from 1D sounding were used to create a 3D model of the entire area (Fig. 1a). This model shows
three geoelectric layers comprising the clay/sandy clay topsoil resistivity varies from 10 to 200 Ohmm
and thickness ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 m; sandy limestone bedrock (resistivity varies from 10 to 250
Ohmm and thickness ranges from 5 to 9 m); clay and clayey sand (resistivity varies from 1 to 15 Ohmm
and thickness ranges from 5 to 8 m).
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Figure (1b, c and d) shows the comparison of 2D resistivity for profiles P1 and P2 using dipoledipole and seismic refraction section crossing the bedrock discontinuity. The inverted sections of P1 and
P2 (Fig. 1b and c) show well-defined vertical contacts in the middle parts between distances 110-170m
and 35and 95m, respectively. These profiles clearly illustrate the lateral and in depth changes in the
surface of sandy limestone bedrock which changes dramatically to loose sand and clay rich soils (low
resistivity) towards the both profiles boundaries. The conductive anomalies in the western side of P1 and
P2 extend crossing the road to cover the whole area as indicated from the boreholes. These low
resistivities are related to the unconsolidated and water-saturated sandy clay with high clay and natural
water content in the western side. The image of P2 (Fig.2 c) shows rapid changes on the bedrock surface
as well as the thickness of above sandy clay layer, which may indicate vertical discontinuities or local
faults,
The seismic cross section P1 (Fig. 1d), was measured in the central resistive block to assess the
quality of sandy limestone bedrock. This section shows four layers indicates and displays an average
depth of 26 m. The first layer is the top soil with low velocity (0.4–0.6 Km/s and 0.5-1.5m thick) then
follows by a relatively high-velocity layer of fractured sandy limestone (0.7–1.2 Km/s and 5m thick).The
third layer is characterized by the velocities in the range of 1.4–2.1 Km/s which represents by water
saturated clay layer with thickness of about 8 m and underlain by basal layer of hard sandy limestone
bedrock with velocity of 2.2-3.3 Km/s.

(a)

(b)
120
355

(c)

255
205

(d)

Figure 1 (a) 3D diagram for 1D sounding and (b and c) 2D dipole dipole inverted sections for profiles
p1 and p2 and (d) seismic refraction cross section.
Conclusion
A good matching 2D resistivity and seismic refraction results was obtained and calibrated using
borehole results which shows that these techniques are appropriated to be applied in near surface
mapping of foundation bedrock which can further substantiates and compliments borehole data and
others physical mapping The engineering geologic zone characterization using resistivity and refraction
seismic imaging, is economic, fast and efficient for engineering purposes and thus it is very useful for
civil engineering investigations. According to the resistivity and p-wave velocity distributions, sharp
contact between the granular soil and sandy limestone bedrock could be noticed running N-S along the
axis of the surveyed area. This indicates that great care must be taken when designing the foundation
system along the bedrock discontinuity and in the undeveloped western part.
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Summary
Ghadames area is located in the north-west of Libyan desert. The loose sand bed with large thickness
has a strong influence on the attenuation of seismic waves, and the sand dune also has some influence
on the stacking velocity and statics. In this study, I analyze a dataset recorded along a linear profile in
Ghadames area. The standard processing combined with the trace editing of the shot gathers provided
us a seismic section in which the false geological structure, introduced by the sand dune crossed by
the seismic profile, disappeared.
Introduction
The goal of the seismic data processing is to eliminate/suppress all noise, coherent or random, and to
present the reflections on the seismic section with the greatest possible resolution (Dobrin, 1976). Non
Seismic Objects or obstacles are encountered during seismic surveys, which pose practical difficulties
in placement of source or receiver or both along the planned layout (Roa et al., 2006). To solve the
problems of unconsolidated sand related noise and attenuation, (Gu Yanbin et al. 2006) have
approached processing technique to compensate for seismic attenuation of incompact sands and to
obtain correct velocity profile.
In this study, I analyze a 2D seismic dataset acquired over an area covered by sand dunes. The
propagation of the reflected waves is influenced by the source positions in the vicinity of the sand
dune. Various strategies are tested to remove/attenuate the effect of non-linear source line on the wave
propagation.
Description of seismic data acquisition
The Ghadames area is covered by sand dunes with various elevation profiles. The seismic profile
crossed such a dune. Because of the type of seismic source (Vibroseis), the source positions were
shifted from the linear profile in the vicinity of the sand dune (Figure 1). The seismic energy was
generated in points spaced at 25 m. The sweep frequency was 10-70 Hz. Two sweeps per shot point
were generated. The distance between the shot point and the first geophone on both sides of the shot
point was about 120 m, in order to avoid the recording of strong spatially aliased coherent energy. The
geophone spacing was equal to 25 m. The maximum number of channels/record was 200. Time
sampling interval is 4 ms.
Description of the data analysis
I analyzed the seismic records using a standard processing flow from industry. The dataset contains a
number of 209 shot gathers. The geometry was computed for a linear profile. The static corrections
were computed and applied for a final datum of +460 m and a replacement velocity of 4200 m/s. The
effect of the sand dune cannot be attenuated by applying static corrections because the source points
are not linear with the receiver line (Figure 2). Trace muting was applied to remove the noise above
the first arrivals. The coherent noise was removed by f-k filtering, frequency band-pass filtering (1460 Hz) and spiking deconvolution (Figure 2). The Normal Move-Out (NMO) correction was applied
using stacking velocities from interactive velocity analysis performed on common-depth-point (CDP)
gathers. One way to remove the effect of the sand dune on the stacked section is to kill the traces
where this effect is too strong (not shown here). In this way, I improve the continuity of the
reflections on the stacked section (not shown here). The remaining time shifts after the application of
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static corrections are responsible for the false structure seen on the stacked section under the sand
dune.

Figure 1 Receiver (black stars) and CDP (white stars) positions; upper rectangle – shifted source
positions (white stars), receiver positions – black stars.

Figure 2 Raw (left) and filtered (center) shot record; NMO-corrected CDP gather.
Conclusions
I analyzed a seismic reflection dataset recorded in a desert area (Ghadames area). The designed
acquisition parameters were locally changed in order to avoid the sand dune crossed by the seismic
profile. Standard processing of this data combined with trace editing provided us a stacked section
where the effect of the sand dune is completely eliminated. The false interesting geological structure
observed on the stacked section after standard processing disappeared after the trace editing of the
shot gathers.
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Summary
The b value of earthquakes is a useful indicator to predict the occurrence of future aftershocks in a
given region. Wavelet based multi-scale analysis of earthquakes is used in this study to determine the
b value. Repeated earthquakes were analyzed between 2007 and 2014 for New Zealand with
magnitude greater than 4.0 and an aftershock prediction map was generated. Results showed that the
stable b value levels for the entire island varied between 0.41 to 0.76. Aftershocks keep occurring
until the b value of the earthquake typically approached this stable b value of the region.
Introduction

Earthquakes are strong ground motions that has the potency to cause massive loss to life and
property. It is a challenge that humanity faces today to predict their occurrence and prevent
such large-scale destruction. The b value has been used in the past to predict the occurrence of
earthquakes and their magnitudes (Okal et al, 1994). The Gutenberg-Richter Law and Omori Law
have been used to determine the b value and predict earthquakes (Hirose et al, 2011; Kagan, 2010).

Spatial and temporal variations of b value have been recorded in the past and the magnitude
of earthquake occurrences has been related to these events (Parsons 2007; Midha 2012;
Nuannin et al, 2012, Sorbi et al, 2012). The b value has been found to be influenced by many
factors through laboratory experiments and notably dependent on, heterogeneity, rheology,
thermal gradient, and the stress conditions of the subsurface in a given region (Mogi 1962;
Scholz 1968; Wyss 1973; Bayrak et al, 2013). In this study a demonstration using wavelet
based multi-scale is used to find the b value of earthquakes in New Zealand, and is used to
prepare an aftershock prediction map.
Theory

The continuous wavelet transform of a time series is defined by Equation 1. Here
is the
time series, is the mother wavelet,
are the wavelet coefficients, while
and
represent the scale and translation parameters. The scale factor is inversely proportional to the
frequency of the signal. The translation factor controls the shifting of the window function or
the mother wavelet when analyzing the time series (Polikar 1996).

The variance in the wavelet coefficients for the variance in the scale factor is calculated and
is called the Holder exponent, denoted by . It is related to the fractal dimension which
inturn is related to the b value through the following relations expressed as Equation 2 and 3. Wavelet
based multi-scale analysis of earthquakes has been carried out in the past by (Dimri et al., 2005;
Srivardhan and Srinu, 2014).

The factor is dependent on the nature of the subsurface rocks and is usually taken as 1.5 (Dimri
2000), but for crystalline rocks it is taken as 3.0. In this analysis the scale factor was varied between 1
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and 4.4 for obtaining best results and the Symlet-2 and Daubechies-2 family of wavelets gave the best
results as compared with other wavelets.
Case Study

Wavelet based multi-scale analysis of earthquakes in New Zealand was performed and more
than 25 different earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 5.5 were analyzed by 9 stations
with earthquakes occurring between 2007-2014 (May 2014) using Equations 1, 2, and 3. It
was assumed that the area surrounding the epicenter with a 10 km radius enclosing the
receiver station was part of a zone where there was not much geologic variations. The
position of the epicenters and the receiver stations are indicated in Figure 1(a). The
mainshock and its corresponding aftershocks occurring in a zone were repeatedly analyzed
until there were no aftershocks occurring there. Based on this analysis a stable b value map of
the entire country was prepared and represented in Figure 1(b). This map gives us the criteria
for aftershocks to stop occurring. Tremors keep occurring until the stable b value designated
for that zone is attained after which the tremors stopped.
Earthquakes and Receiver Locations

Aftershock Prediction Map of New Zealand

Figure 1: (a) The black triangles show the position of the receivers and the red stars depict the
epicenters of the earthquake. (b) The stable crustal b value zonation map of New Zealand.
Conclusion
The multi-scale analysis of earthquakes suggests that there is a characteristic stable crustal b value of
every region. But this stable state is perturbed during the onset of an earthquake and they occur
repeatedly with the change in b value, until the region once again goes back to its stable state. An
aftershock prediction map helps us in understanding these values. From Figure 2, it can be interpreted
that for New Zealand the stable crustal b values varied between 0.41 to 0.78. The changes in b value
during earthquakes are manifested as changes in various physical properties, most notably
heterogeneity, rheology, thermal gradient, and the stress conditions of the subsurface. Aftershock
prediction maps help in understanding the stable nature of b values of a region and the results of the
analysis can be further improved by considering more events and more stations. Moreover wavelet
based multi-scale analysis requires a limited dataset as compared with conventional methods as
demonstrated in this study.
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Summary
High-resolution 3D seismic analysis of a Miocene tropical carbonate platform and its slope system of
the Browse Basin on the Australian North-West-Shelf documents well-developed channel-systems in
front of one of the largest Neogene barrier reefs. A detailed geomorphologic investigation of this
channel-system from reef initiation via a mature barrier reef stage to a stage of decay and death of the
barrier reef is presented. The last stage displays the appearance of a deep-water, 10 km long channellevee complex.
Introduction
The Miocene succession of the Browse Basin on the Australian North-West-Shelf hosts one of the
largest Neogene tropical barrier reef systems. This barrier reef was established during the middle
Miocene and ultimately drowned during the late Miocene. The growth architecture and development
of this system was recently investigated by Rosleff-Soerensen et al. (2012) and Rosleff-Soerensen et
al. (2014). We present a high-resolution 3D seismic investigation of the coeval slope system. The
study was carried out on the partially overlapping 3D seismic surveys Snarf 3D, which covers the
platform to slope stratigraphy, and the Brecknock 3D survey, which mostly covers the carbonate
platform. Each survey is processed in Shell European zero-phase polarity convention for seismic
reflections with a sample rate of 4 ms. While the Snarf 3D survey covers an area 1271 km² with a
lateral resolution of < 20 m, the Brecknock 3D survey covers an area 845 km² with a lateral resolution
of < 14 m, leading to a total areal coverage of 2116 km².

Fig. 1 – A: Juvenile minor reef-influenced stage and clinoform-breakpoint parallel fractures; B:
Mature reef-influenced stage with merged tributaries; C: Mature reef-uninfluenced stage with a
channel-levee system in the lower slope area
Channel systems and channel-levee complexes have been widely studied in deep-sea siliciclastics,
however very few studies exist regarding their existence in carbonate settings (e.g. Mulder et al.,
2012), especially if associated with a tropical barrier reef (e.g. Puga-Bernabéu et al., 2011). We
present a detailed seismic-geomorphological description of the development of such channel systems
from an early (Fig. 1A) to a mature stage in which single tributaries have partially merged (Fig. 1B,
1C). Additionally, we show a detailed description of a 10 km long deep-water channel-levee complex
with levee widths of up to 850 m and varying channel filling reflectors (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 – Channel-levee complex, dashed
line marks levee extent; Closeups A-E
show the development of the channel
filling reflectors developing from
chaotic, low amplitude (A), over shingled
and complex geometries with moderate
amplitude (B, C) to draped geometries,
with slightly higher amplitudes (D, E)
Syn-sedimentary deformation structures are known from numerous high-relief carbonate platforms
across the world. Syn-sedimentary fractures and faults commonly show steep dips, and are typically
associated with growth strata (e.g. Resor and Flodin, 2010). They can be caused by differential
compaction through the progradation and aggradation of a steep-sloped margin leading to shear-stress
concentration and lastly to brittle normal-faulting. In the study area, an extensive network of synsedimentary fractures and small faults with a throw of up to a few tens of m is located adjacent to the
clinoform break-point in direct vicinity to channel heads and may control their initiation (Fig. 1A).
Channel fills and syn-sedimentary fractures potentially form conduits for fluid migration and hence
are important for the understanding of hydrocarbon reservoirs in carbonate slope systems.
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Conclusions
We conclude that channel initiation is possibly directly linked to the progradation and aggradation of
the carbonate platform, which leads to stress concentration on the clinoform breakpoint leading to
brittle deformation. The developing syn-sedimentary normal faults document weaknesses at the
platform to slope transition and act as predecessors for channel-systems. Channel development takes
place under the influence of the barrier reef, located landward of the clinoform breakpoint. This is
further displayed in the development of the channel-levee complex, which only occurs after reef
drowning.
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Summary
Arsenic, a ubiquitous metalloid is found both in terrestrial and aqueous environments and could be
released into groundwater by various redox processes. In this study, magnetic nanoscale Fe–Mn
binary oxides loaded on zeolite (FMOZ), a new sorbent is produced by an improved precipitation
method; and is easily separated from water by an external magnetic field after arsenic removal. With a BET
2
surface area of 340 m /g, the removal efficiency of FMOZ for arsenic is greater than 99.0% at
groundwater pH values. FMOZ exhibits strong adsorption affinity for arsenic and is a promising
adsorbent for arsenic removal in contaminated groundwater.
Introduction
Arsenic is a widely distributed element in atmosphere, soils, and natural waters. It occurs as a major
constituent in more than 200 minerals of the earth’s crust (1). The primary source of arsenic in the
environment originates from weathering of arsenic (As) bearing rocks. However, factors including the
desorption and dissolution of naturally occurring As bearing minerals is generally considered as the
principal source of As contamination in groundwater (2, 3). Arsenic can be found in variety of solid
phases including component of volcanic glass in volcanic rocks, co-precipitated with metal oxides
(especially iron oxides), adsorbed onto clay-mineral surfaces, or associated with sulfide minerals and
organic carbon. Long-term exposure to high levels of As in drinking water is associated with various skin
lesions, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, neuropathies, as well as cancers of several organs (4).
To combat this menace, adsorption processes are utilized because of its cost effectiveness. Unfortunately,
the agglomeration of nanomaterials and the efficiency of most adsorbents have remained technical
bottlenecks that hamper their wide application (5). Hence, in this study, magnetic nanoscale Fe-Mn binary
oxides loaded on zeolite (FMOZ); a new sorbent, is produced by improved precipitation method and used
to investigate the adsorption behavior of As(III) and As(V) on FMOZ. The key process controlling arsenic
removal on FMOZ, the spontaneity and thermodynamic feasibility of the adsorption process were
investigated.
Material and Method
We synthesize magnetic nanoscale Fe–Mn binary oxides loaded on zeolite (FMOZ) using hydrothermal
technique to produce FMOZ nanomaterials by a continuous and gentle stirring of 1.0 g
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, K-30) dissolved in 150 mL deionized water (DI water) and kept at 70 0C for 1
h.

Figure 1 One pot synthesis of FMOZ magnetic nanoparticles and its arsenic removal capability
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The resulting solution was added to 0.44–2 g zeolite and 13.9 g FeSO4·7H2O, then mixed
thoroughly. One milliliter of 4.0 M NaOH was dropped into the mixture to generate a greencolored suspension. After 5 min, 100 mL aqueous solution containing 1.77 g KMnO4 was
sprayed on the reaction solution to produce a dark brown precipitate, which was aged for 12 h
(Fig. 1). Finally, the resulting solid powder were washed six times using DI water and ethanol
alternately, followed by vacuum drying inside an oven at 50 0C. Arsenic removal experiments
were carried out by reacting arsenic solutions with FMOZ suspensions in synthetic groundwater.
The supernatant was analyzed for As(V) and As(III) and total arsenic in aqueous phase. At the
same time, another suspension sample was dissolved in 2M HCl solution to determine the
concentration of total As(V) and As(III) and total arsenic in the whole FMOZ suspensions.
Afterwards the concentrations of adsorbed As(III) and As(V) on FMOZ and in aqueous solution
were calculated.
Results and discussion
Arsenic removal on FMOZ: We characterized sample of FMOZ by SEM-EDX analysis after
As(V) and As(III) removal. Elemental analysis shows that arsenic was adsorbed onto FMOZ .
This result suggested that almost all As(III) was adsorbed on FMOZ in a very short period, and
then converted to As(V) gradually on the surface of FMOZ with a moderate reaction rate. The
produced As(V) was detectable in solid phase and was not released to the aqueous phase.
From Fig. 2b, It can be observed that wt% of arsenic (0.15%) derived from As(V) adsorption was
lower than that derived from As(III) adsorption (0.29%), which implies As(III) has a higher
adsorption. In comparison to other adsorbents reported in the literature (6, 7), the magnetic FMOZ
nanoparticles showed a higher adsorption rate, particularly for arsenite. As reported elsewhere, the
adsorption of arsenic on activated alumina required 2 days to reach equilibrium (8).
Since the
adsorption on the present magnetic FMOZ nanoparticles was achieved in less than 30 min, this holds
promise for practical industrial application (Fig. 2a).

b)

Figure 2a &b Arsenic adsorption experiment at pH 7 (Arsenic int. conc. = 2mg/l) and SEMEDXanalysis of As-removal on FMOZ
Conclusions
In this study, we observed that the kinetic rates and maximum adsorption capacities of FMOZ
for As(III) were higher than As(V). The adsorbed arsenic on FMOZ could be separated from
solution using a magnet due to FMOZ magnetic property. Hence, this new absorbent is
expected to have potential applicability in the removal of arsenic from contaminated
groundwater.
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Gravity and Magnetic Studies in the Aegean Sea
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Summary
Aegean Sea has intensity seismic activity. Earthquakes of which focal depth reaches up 200 km are
seen in southwest of Turkey and Aegean Sea. Deep focus earthquakes indicate that African plate
plunges beneath Aegean plate. Aegean Volcanic Arc and its vicinity are characterized with negative
magnetic (̴ -60 nT), positive free-air (̴ 120 mGal), and high heat flow anomalies (̴ 110 mW/m2). Trench
area is represented with low heat flow (20-40 mW/m2), negative free-air (̴ -80 mGal) anomalies.
Obtained progressively upward continuation maps (5, 10, 15, 20 kms) of potential field data imply the
deep structure of the study area.
Introduction
The Aegean volcanic arc is one of the most important geological structure of the Alpine-Himalayan
orogenic belt. This volcanic arc is represented by active subduction of African plate beneath
Aegean/Anatolian plates. A lot of work (geological and geophysical) has been done by various
researches and the results are shown that divers structures such as trench, subduction zone, seamounts,
oceanic basins have been occurred in Aegean Sea and Mediterranean (Papazachos and Comninakis,
1971,1977; Papazachos, 1990; Kalyoncuoğlu et al., 2011, 2013; Erbek and Dolmaz, 2014).
The study area is located between the longitudes of 24.5o-30.5o E and the latitudes of 34.5o-38.5o N
(Fig.1). Earthquakes of which focal depth reaches up 200 km and the biggest 7 magnitude reaches up
are seen in southwest of Turkey and Aegean Sea. In Aegean Sea, two geophysical profiles with
approximately NW-SE trending and in the length of 300 km constitute (Fig.1). Profiles that have 50
km wide contain earthquake data, curves of bathymetry (km), heat flow (mW/m2), magnetic (nT), free
air and Bouguer gravity anomaly (mGal).With the interpretation of these profiles the relation between
earthquake data and heat flow and also the disruptive mass of magnetic and gravity data in subsurface
of Aegean Sea are aimed to explain.
Method
In this study, earthquakes occurred between the years 1964 and 2014 are obtained from International
Seismological Centre (ISC) earthquake catalog. Using earthquake data, focal depth and distance
graphics were constituted (Fig. 2). In this work, reduce to pole correction (RTP) was applied to
magnetic anomaly and obtained anomaly values were drawn a square grid with a spacing of 5 km
using standard Kriging method. For RTP, angle of declination was applied assuming 4o and angle of
inclination was taken57o. Upward continuation method is applied to separate a regional anomaly
resulting from deep sources from the observed magnetization and gravity. Using this method, upward
continuation maps of magnetic and gravity data for different heights were calculated (5, 10, 15 and 20
kms).
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Figure 1 The map is shown that the study area and focal depths of earthquakes occurred between the
years 1964 and 2014.

Figure2 Focal depths and distance graphics for each profiles.
Conclusions
In the area corresponding to the distance between 80 and 250 km on profiles the intensity of deepfocus earthquakes are observed (Fig.2). It is the signal of subducting African plate’s plunge. This area
where deep-focus earthquakes is situated is on Aegean Volcanic Arc and its northern part. The area is
characterized with curves of negative magnetic anomaly (̴ -60 nT), positive free-air (̴ 120 mGal) and
gravity anomaly (̴ 250 mGal). Curve of high heat flow anomaly (̴ 110 mW/m2) on the profiles about
100 km indicates Aegean Volcanic Arc is located edge section of Africa plate. Based on earthquake
data, slope of subducting plate is found average value of 35o. Trench is represented with curves of low
heat flow (20-40 mW/m2), not anomaly including magnetic (0 nT), negative free-air (̴ -80 mGal) and
negative Bouguer (̴ 130 mGal) anomaly. Upward continuation of magnetic data is indicated that
remarkable anomaly is located northheast of Crete. Obtained progressively upward continuation maps
(5, 10, 15, 20 kms) of potential field data imply the deep structure of the study area. Upward
continuation maps (20 km) of magnetic data having maximum values (170 nT) takes attention a huge
causative body in northeast of Crete.
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Summary
Geophysical surveys were carried out in order to find the churchyard graves and the foundations of
the Orthodox Church in the city of Sosnowiec, Southern Poland. Resistivity Imaging method and
conductivity measurements were applied to map the foundation plan and the location of the graves
sketch. The resistivity studies showed anomalies changes with depth of the investigated objects while
the EM measurements allowed to present horizontal changes in the conductivity map.
Introduction
Maczki is a district of Sosnowiec, located in the southeastern corner of the city. During the Partitions
of Poland, in the half of 19th century Maczki (in these times called “Granica”, means in polish
“border”) was a borderline between the Austrian-Hungarian Empire and the Russian Empire. Maczki,
as part of Russian Empire, became the great transfer station complex at that time with the Warsaw–
Vienna Railway station, the customs house, hostels and the Orthodox Church with surrounded
cemetery. The complex existed up to the beginnings of the communism period in Poland. According
to locals, the Church was pulled down in 1950 and all decors and sacral furnishings were deported by
the communists (Szczupak 2002). The churchyard was levelled and there is a football court at present,
covering the foundations and the graves.
The aim of the study was to find the accurate positions of the Orthodox Church foundations and the
graves located around the Church. The studied object are present in the Quaternary muds and sands,
deposited here as a fluvioglacial sediments of the Biała Przemsza River (Lewandowski & Zielinski
1990).
Methods
The fundamental physical law used in resistivity and electromagnetic (EM) surveys is general Ohm’s
law that governs the flow of current in the ground. The equation for Ohm’s Law in vector form for
current flow in a continuous medium was given by many authors (e.g. Sumner 1976, Telford et. al.
1990; Schön 1996, Milsom 2003). General Ohm’s Law states that current density is proportional to
conductivity of the medium and electric field intensity. In geophysical practice, electric field potential
is measured during resistivity surveys and electromagnetic field is measured by conductometers in
EM surveys (Schön 1996, Milsom 2003) which allowed to obtain the 2D vertical cross-section and
the conductivity maps. In presented research ABEM Terrameter LS was applied on 5 parallels profiles
with 40m length. The conductometers surveys were carried out to map horizontal changes of
conductivity on the rectangle plane with dimensions of 35 m x 50 m. In presented study Geonics EM38 conductometer was used.
Electromagnetic survey results
EM measurements carried out to up to depth of 0.5 m from surface. Figure 1 shows the change in real
and imaginary component. On both maps the fundamentals of the Orthodox Church can be noticed,
particularly on the imaginary map. In contrast, the expected graves areas also marked strongly on the
imaginary map. Red circles represent relatively stronger EM responses of the ground which are
probably more distinct tombs. Colour scales are presented as relative values with respect to the
electromagnetic background of the ground.
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Figure 1 EM measurements result present as maps of real part (left) and imaginary part (right).
Resistivity Imaging results
The five resistivity profiles were processed in the RES2DINV software and presented as a 3D image
of the study area. However, only the fifth profile is shown in Figure 2 which passes over the center of
EM anomaly. The results indicate the presence of low resistivity anomalies (the values between
0 – 600 Ohmm, blue colour) which are probably related to the presence of the foundations of the
Orthodox Church. This anomaly is a change in the vertical direction what can indicated the additional
presence of the crypt. Additional anomalies are observed between 25 and 35 meter which could be
natural or anthropogenic. There is possibility that the unknown objects are remains of the Church and
it requires further study.

Figure 2 2D resistivity imaging result of the fifth profile.
Conclusions
The studies showed geoelectrical research efficiency in archaeological issues. Test results will be used
by the local community to protect old graves localities and their exhumation by the relevant services
under archaeological supervision. Further direct researches are required to solve the unknown
anomalies on both data sets.
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Summary
Resistivity imaging survey was carried out on the peak of Babia Gora, which is one of the highest
(1725 m a.s.l.) isolated mountain massif in the Outer Western Carpathians in Poland. The study
allowed to identify shallow geological structures in NW-SE direction. The layers of flysch formations
marked on the resistivity cross-section shows distinct inclination in the Southern direction.
Introduction
Babia Gora is an isolated mountain massif located on the border between Poland and Slovakia and the
highest peak in the Western Beskidy Mountains (elevation 1.725 m above sea level). So far, only a
few research has been conducted regarding the geology of Babia Gora. The Babia Gora massif mainly
consists of Alpine Orogeny flysch, uplifted and folded in the Miocene. The strongly erosion-resistant
Magura sandstones, interbedded with shale and less resistant sandstone, constitute the Babia Góra
peak, above approximately 1 000 m (Łajczak 2014).
In contrast, The presented geophysical survey is the first deep geophysical research on this area. The
main aim of study in the Babia Góra peak was an attempt to detect with sufficient accuracy geological
structures by application Resistivity Imaging (RI) method. The IR profile (Figure 1) was carried out in
the Eastern sub-peak area and was directed towards the NW-SE.

Figure 1 Location of the study profile on the Babia Góra peak which is visible on the upper left side
of the profile.
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Resistivity Imaging Method
The resistivity method is one of the oldest geophysical survey techniques applied in the geological
surveys (Loke 2013). The purpose of such electrical surveys is to determine the subsurface resistivity
distribution by making measurements on the ground surface. From these measurements, the true
resistivity values of the subsurface layers can be estimated. The ground resistivity as well as the
penetration depth is related to various geological parameters such as the mineral and fluid content,
porosity and degree of water saturation in the rock. The fundamental physical law used in resistivity
surveys is Ohm’s Law that governs the flow of current in the ground (Dobinski et al. 2008, Loke
2013). The survey was performed by using the ABEM Terrameter LS which measured apparent
resistivity on NW-SE profile. The profile-line consists of three cables with 5-meter electrode spacing
and both Schlumberger and dipole-dipole arrays were used to obtain the mixed data set resistivity
cross-section. The row data were processed in the RES2DINV software with the smooth-constrained
least squares inversion algorithm (Olayinka & Yaramanci 2000, Loke et al. 2003, Loke 2013).
Resistivity Imaging Result
The resistivity cross-section presented in figure 2 shows geological interpretation of geophysical
prospecting. The flysch layers can be distinguished as a rock complex dipping in the Southern
direction. Probable relative high resistivity anomalies are sandstone layers interbedded by low
resistivity shale rocks. The thinnest layer is located directly under the surface and corresponds to
weathered flysch rock. Discordances, directly under the debris, may be associated with stronger
erosion and natural fracturing processes that occurred on the outskirts of flysch layers in shallow
upper part of the peak. Unknown water drainage also plays important role in this structures and
influences the shown resistivity model. The observed layers discontinuity require therefore further
studies. However, their presence is probably caused by the Miocene folding processes which strongly
had occurred in this area.

Figure 2 Resistivity cross-section from the Babia Góra peak.
Conclusions
The performed geophysical survey allowed to show the shallow geological structures of the Babia
Góra peak. The interpretation indicated that the flysch complex dips in Southern direction and several
layers of different resistivity values could be distinguished. Further studies are required to create a
more precise geophysical model of this interesting mountain.
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Practical aspects of field Gamma Ray Spectrometry – new insights
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Summary
This study discusses the influence of outcrop conditions on the results of spectral gamma ray field
analysis and provides methodology of SGR measurements, enabling minimization of this impact.
Introduction
Total natural gamma radiation has long been used in subsurface correlations and to determine the
lithology in boreholes (Rider 2002). What is more, gamma-ray peaks are treated as an indicator of
maximum flooding surfaces in siliciclastic successions (Hesselbo 1996), which are very important
boundaries in sequence stratigraphy. Contrary to total gamma radiation, the spectral gamma radiation
analysis allows determination of absolute abundances of main radioactive elements in rocks: K, U and
Th (Rider 2002). In the last few decades this method has increasingly been used in
paleoenvironmental studies of wide range of rock types both in boreholes and outcrops.
For outcrop measurements, portable spectral gamma detectors are widely used. Most often
measurements are performed directly in the outcrop. However, the ubiquity of gamma radiation in the
environment constitutes supposed threat to the reliability of the results. To assess whether the field
conditions somehow affect the SGR analysis, results of measurements performed both directly in the
outcrop wall (Outcrop Wall Measurements - OWM) and using a lead shield for individual rock
samples (Shielded Samples Measurements – SSM) have been compared.
Methods
The measurements have been performed in the 5.3-meter thick succession of Silurian graptolitic
shales in the Bardo-Stawy locality (Holy Cross Mountains, central Poland). SGR measurements by
the portable gamma-ray spectrometer Gamma Surveyor II (GF Instruments, Brno, Czech Rep.) were
3 minutes long. First we examined each layer directly in the outcrop wall. After each outcrop
measurement, we removed approx. 5-cm thick package of shale (with a weight of 6 kg) from the
outcrop into plastic bag and placed it in the lead shielded box together with the detector. All shielded
measurements were performed in one place at a distance of 6 meters from the outcrop.
Results and Discussion
SGR data obtained from the outcrop wall (Fig. 1, B) diverged significantly from those derived from
the shielded samples (Fig. 1, A). Differences in the placement and magnitude of SGR peaks were
striking. The largest divergence was observed in marginal parts of the profile, especially in the
uppermost fragment, where the distance from the soil, plant cover and weathered rocks was small.
Depth of investigation of scintillation gamma detectors is estimated at 10-20 cm (Rider 2002). Hence,
the tool register signal not only from the examined rock layer, but also from the surrounding objects.
Thus, presence of other sources of radiation in close proximity to studied rocks can affect the SGR
signal.
Extremely high values of radiometrically determined potassium (eK) from OWM in acuminatus and
cyphus sector of the outcrop (Fig. 1, B) are interpreted as an effect of clay contamination due to
nearby presence of soil layer. Clay minerals containing potassium, mainly of the illite group, are
commonly present in the rock waste (Deconinck et al. 2003). Thorium, as an insoluble element, tends
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to concentrate in soil during weathering processes (Hesselbo 1996). Therefore, high eTh values in
OWM of uppermost part of the profile (Fig. 1, B) are most likely related to the nearby soil. Uranium,
in turn, can be stored in organic humus (Ebbs et al. 1998), which constitutes the top of soil profile.
What is more, plants can uptake small amounts of U from soil and store it in their tissues (Singh et al.
2005). This effect sims to be responsible for high values of eU in OWM from cyphus sector (Fig. 1,
B). From the other hand, eU from OWM, contrary to eK and eTh, did not show significant
disagreement with data from SSM in the upper acuminatus sector (Fig. 1). It can be caused by the
high solubility of uranium in aerobic conditions (Lüning & Kolonic 2003). This part of the profile was
located near the brook, so it could be periodically submerged and uranium was leached away from the
soil, while K-bearing clay minerals and Th remained in place due to their insolubility. Other factor
leading to different anomalies in OWM of lower and uppermost part of the profile is probably
different lithology of underlying and overlying rocks (radiolarian cherts and sandstones, respectively),
which provide different rock waste.
Standard deviation (σ) of the ratio of ROI-Total [cps] and Dose Rate [nGy/h] is 1.11 for SSM and
1.62 for OWM (Fig. 1). Higher result in OWM means that the influence of the background radiation
was stronger, while the shielding maximized the alteration of wavelength of background radiation by
Compton scattering effect (background photons were counted as total gamma counts but not
recognized as specified elements) (see: Rittersdorf 2007).

Figure 1 Spectral gamma ray logs for the measurements performed in lead shield (A) and outcrop
wall (B). Lithology: 1-sandstones; 2-shales; 3-radiolarian cherts. Further explanations in the text.
Conclusions
According to our study, field conditions appear to potentially affect the results of SGR measurements
and lead to misinterpretations. Particularly vulnerable are those parts of the profile that are in the
immediate vicinity of the soil, plants and rock waste. According to the above, use of partial shielding
in field SGR measurements is recommend, especially when the condition of the outcrop differ
significantly along the profile.
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Summary
The presented researches are an overview of the strengths and limitations of two geophysical
methods: Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) in
permafrost occurrence investigation based on chosen case studies. Authors attempted to compare
parameters and factors of geophysical techniques: depths ranges, horizontal and vertical resolutions,
types of land forms which can be taken into account during the measurements, etc., basing on
scientific paper review of selected issue.
Introduction
Permafrost is a physical state, which is defined as soil or rocks whose temperature is 0°C or below.
This condition must persist for at least two consecutive years (Permafrost Subcommittee, 2005).
Permafrost is defined only by thermal conditions. Local climate change may be responsible in this
case for thawing, which may even lead to disappearance of permafrost (Dylikowa et al., 1992).
Permafrost thickness is varied and can range from few meters up to 1 kilometer. Permafrost can be
successfully investigated using geophysical methods, particularly Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR)
and Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) thanks to its characteristic properties e. g. the dielectric
constant or electrical resistivity values difference between the water and the ice.
Permafrost manifests diversity - from continuous permafrost, through discontinuous to sporadic. This
diversity is associated with climatic and topography conditions, such as air temperature, solar
radiation, surface energy exchange, altitude and slope rating (Dylikowa et al., 1992; Haeberli 1992;
Haeberli et al., 1993). According to W. Haeberli (1993), one of the most important factors affecting
the distribution of permafrost is change of air temperature with the altitude above sea level.

Methods and Theory
Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR) is an electromagnetic method which basic principle is emission of
electromagnetic pulse by transmitting antenna through the geological or anthropogenic medium. The
electromagnetic pulse may be refracted, reflected or dumped. The converted wave after reflection is
recorded by the receiving antenna. Obtained results are shown in profile data which is called an
echogram. The necessary factor to register useful information is the dielectric constant between two
objects. Recently, GPR method is used more often in geological research, also for the investigation
and detection of permafrost (e. g. Sass, 2007; Hauck, 2013).
Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) or Resistivity Imaging is a geoelectric method based on
measurements of distribution of apparent resistivity over geological medium. The basis of this method
is tracking changes in electric field with electrodes suplied by direct current. Furthermore, data is
processed with inversion methods to obtain resistivity models which presents study area in 2D.
A priori geological structure information of study area improves a choice of appropriate parameters
which allow in the inversion processes to select the best resistivity models. In recently years,
Electrical Resistivity Tomography method became more popular than Vertical Electrical Soundings
(VES) or Electrical Profiling (EP), especially for detection of permafrost (e. g. Hauck and Kneisel,
2006; Onaca et al. 2013).
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Figure 1 Permafrost distribution in the Northern Hemisphere [after Romanowsky V. E. et al. (2007)
adapted from Brown et al. (1997)]
Conclusions
Geophysical methods are non-invasive techniques which provide physical properties measurements of
geological or anthropogenic medium. The most effective approach to obtaining information about the
subsurface structure of permafrost is the application of several geophysical methods at the same
location. The usage of geophysical methods requires careful approach, both in research planning, field
selection and execution. Interpretation should take into account the specific conditions of
measurements, the local morphology and land cover. The interpretation must be supported by
modeling, which can facilitate choice among possibilities and propose a final interpretation of the
study.
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been used widely in permafrost studies for identifying the
boundaries of permafrost and its distribution (e.g., Moorman et al., 2003; Angelopoulos et al., 2013)
and characterizing ground ice structures (e.g. Moorman et al., 2003; De Pascale et al., 2008).
Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) has also been extensively applied in permafrost studies (e.g.
Hauck and Vonder Mühll, 2003; Maurer & Hauck, 2007), which focused mainly on mountain
permafrost. It has also been applied for monitoring of permafrost in solid rock walls (Krautblatter &
Hauck, 2007) and for the study of structure and composition of a tidewater glacier push moraine
(Kristensen et al., 2009).
The ERT method requires contact between the ground and examined geological medium. The
advantage of GPR is that measurements can be conducted without grounding and the system is
relatively lightweight.
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Summary
Over the sewage well which dimensions were known were made 2 ERT parallel profiles and
additional one crossing them. Observed anomalies fit to real dimensions of the well. There were also
Depth-of-Investigation Index method used which is a complementary method for interpretation of the
ERT.
Introduction
ERT method is a commonly used method during surveys that aims to recognize the structure of land
from few meters to a more than a dozen of meters. Geophysical surveys often have to deal with
different types of voids both anthropogenic and natural ones. The aim of surveys is to check how the
Presented surveys are planned to check the dimensions of anomaly caused by a sewage well after
complete inversion process. During the experiment there were made 3 ERT profiles as presented on
fig. 1.

Method and/or Theory
Resistivity surveys were performed on a single cable with 21 take-outs. There were designated 3
profile lines as shown on Fig.1. Line 1 and line 3 were parallel to each other and there were 1 m of
distance between them. Line 2 was crossing line 1 and 3 around the centre of each one. During the
surveys there were used 1m electrode spacing and Wenner-Schlumberger measurement protocol.
The inversion of resistivity data was carried out in Res2Dinv x64 ver. 4.03.13 software. There were
also used depth of investigation(DOI) index method for purposes of estimation prepared resistivity
models reliability. The method is based on comparing two resistivity models derived from the same
dataset. The difference between models are reference models in inversion process. Recovered DOI
value for a single model cell according to Oldenburg and Jones (2007), modified by Deceuster et al.
(2014) can be calculated using:

𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧) =

|𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 𝑞𝑞𝐴𝐴 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧) − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 𝑞𝑞𝐵𝐵 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧)|
|𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 𝑞𝑞𝐴𝐴 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 𝑞𝑞𝐵𝐵 |

Where:
- 𝑞𝑞𝐴𝐴 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧) and 𝑞𝑞𝐵𝐵 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧) are cell resistivity values obtained from the first and second inversion
- 𝑞𝑞𝐴𝐴 and 𝑞𝑞𝐵𝐵 are values of resistivity of uniform reference models
After inversion and preparing DOI index maps there were conducted interpretation of obtained crosssections and comparison of anomalies size to dimensions of the sewage well.
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Conclusions
The dimensions of anomaly differ a little from dimensions of the well both in width and height. Maps
of DOI Index indicates that inversion process relied mostly on obtained data. Anomalies of DOI
values were observed mostly at the bottom of each cross section where density of obtained data points
is lowering. Observed anomalies of resistivity are slightly wider that the width of well most likely due
to spacing that was used during the surveys. Height of high resistivity anomalies might be determined
by occurrence of liquid in the well.

Figure 1 Sketch of profile lines prepared during the surveys. The circular shape stands for a sewage
well’s hatch.

Figure 2 The resistivity cross-section from profile 2.
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Summary

The Cretaceous of the southern Miechów Trough (SE Poland) was studied based on welldata, 2D seismic profile, and all new and archival available data. Facies relationship,
structural geometry and influence of tectonics on sedimentation in the Late Cretaceous were
recognised. The geological and geophysical data demonstrated syntectonic control on sedimentation.
Late Cretaceous reactivation of older faults is recognised.
Introduction
The Miechów Trough (SE Poland) is a SE part of the Szczecin-Łódź-Miechów Synclinorium
(Pożaryski, 1974). During the Late Cretaceous the area of the Trough was a marginal part of the
Polish epicontinental basin. The ?Albian–Cenomanian part (Hakenberg, 1978) is mostly silliciclastic
(conglomerate, sandstone and glauconitic sand). It is followed by the Turonian through to
Maastrichtian carbonate (limestone, marl and opoka) dominated succession. The Cretaceous is also
clearly two-fold in respect of the completeness of its record. The ?Albian–Santonian part is
characterized by numerous unconformities with associated stratigraphic gaps (Walaszczyk, 1992); the
overlying Campanian–Maastrichtian part is relatively uniform and stratigraphically complete.
The main aims of the study are: (1) recognition of facies and structural geometry of the Upper
Cretaceous in the southern part of the Miechów Trough; and (2) revealing the relationship between
sedimentary and tectonic processes in the area, during the Late Cretaceous.
Method
New and archival data from outcrops (sedimentological and paleontological observations) and welllogs (e.g. Jawor, 1970; Heller & Moryc, 1984) are used in geological and geophysical analyses. Both
outcrops observations and borehole data provide, however, only localized images of the structures. To
reveal the structural geometry between boreholes, seismic profile is used. Only Upper Cretaceous part
of the profile used is discussed is this study.
In the first step of the interpretation of 2D seismic profile, the depth of well-data was calibrated to
time seismic data. For interpretation of rock complexes and for construction of synthetic seismograms
(Fig 1) the well-log data from Zagość-2 (data: GR- natural gamma-ray, DT- acoustic log, RHOB –
density log, RC – reflection coefficients) were used. Subsequently, faults and seismic horizons (which
are also geological boundary; e.g. stratigraphic gap, facies changed) were determined. The geological
interpretation was made in 5-5-92K section (Fig 2).
Results
Seismic cross-section (Fig 2) depicts two positive tectonic structures (anticlines) and several normal
and reverse faults. Identified thickness variations of seismic horizons allowed to identify the influence
of tectonics on sedimentation during the Late Cretaceous. The increasing thickness of some horizons
indicates a regional subsidence stage, whereas decreasing thickness indicates inversion stage and
uplift (Krzywiec et al., 2009).
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Figure 1 Synthetic seismograms for Zagość-2 well

Figure 2 Structural interpretation on 5-5-92K seismic profile

Conclusions
The results of geological and geophysical interpretation proved that sedimentation during the Late
Cretaceous in the study area was partly controlled by syntectonic movements. Late Cretaceous
reactivation of older faults is demonstrated.
Acknowledgements
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Introduction
The areas of mining and smelting non-ferrous metal such as zinc and lead carried out large-scale
processing of ore flotation which generate significant amounts of waste rich in iron sulfides and
various mineral phases containing heavy metals and metalloids. The environmental impact of
deposition of lead and zinc processing waste is associated mainly with the issue of emission of heavy
metals (heavy metals - HM) and sulphates ions cause pollution of air, soil, water and organisms
(Girczys J., Sobik-Szołtysek J., 2002)
This paper presents geophysical research of post-industrial waste dump from Zn-Pb processing. The
studies were performed in Southern Poland - at waste dump located in Ruda Śląska and Bytom. Both
waste dumps were studied using geoelectrical method - electrical resistivity tomography (ERT).
Examination site in Ruda Śląska was formed as a result of activity of Hugo Steelworks between 1812
and 1932It is assessed that about 1 860 000 m3 volume of waste was stored on the area of 8.5
ha(Jonczy, I. 2006).. In Bytom two millions of tons post-flotation waste have been accumulated in
studied tailings pond on area of 19 ha. The waste dump was formed in 1926 to 1970 by mining and
metallurgical plant “ZGH Orzeł Biały”. Piled up wastes are characterized by high lead and zinc
concentration. Different waste of Zn-Pb processing has different electrical, physical and chemical
properties. Electrical ressitivity of waste depends on various factors, including heavy metal content,
the nature of solid constituents, water content, degree of water saturation, electrical conductivity of
the pore fluid and temperature. The aim of this study is to characterize the electrical resistivity of
waste form Zn-Pb processing in different areas in Poland.
Method and/or Theory
By measuring the resistance of the ground along the profile the tomography method obtained a twodimensional (2-D) electrical resistivity images. All tomography surveys were carried out using 41
electrodes connected to a multi-core cable and to the central switching system. Each of used
electrodes had the same spacing between them. During a measurement four electrodes were chosen at
each time for resistance measurement, two of them were current electrodes, another were potential
ones. Wenner-Schlumberger electrode configuration was used in order to combine accurate
horizontal coverage of the ground, good depth penetration and good signal-to-noise ratio (Loke and
Barker 1996). Spacing between electrodes during measurement in Ruda Śląska and Bytom was 1.2 m
and 0.5 m respectively.
Examples (Optional)
There are two section examples presented below. The first section (fig. 1) presents the results from
Bytom. Tailing pond has homogenous structure. However, it divided into two parts: near surface layer
with higher electrical resistivity and deeper part of tailing pond with lower values of electrical
resistivity. The higher electrical resisitivity is related with soil layer which covered the waste dump as
a part of its reclamation. The thickness of this layer is about 1 m. The difference between upper and
lower layers is also probably caused by hypergenetic processes occurred in the waste dump. Acid
drainage of raining waters results in changes in chemical composition of tailings. Near surface this
process caused washed out the metals what is reflected in the reduction of the electrical resistivity
with depth. Waste resistivity varies from 8Ωm to 110Ωm.
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Fig.1. 2-D electrical resistivity image for Bytom
The second section (fig. 2) presents the results from Ruda Śląska. The waste dump can be divided into
three zones.
The upper part is characterized by lower electrical resistivity (from 415 to 1114 Ωm). In the middle of
section there is a high-resistive layer (from 1900 to 16 000 Ωm). Thickness of this part is about 5,5
[m]. Underlying layer is also characterized by lower electrical resistivity (the same like first layer).
High electrical resistivity may result from type of deposited waste.

Fig.2. 2-D electrical resistivity image for Ruda Śląska
Conclusions
Different waste production processes causes various electrical resistivity image of studied waste
dumps. Post-flotation waste are described by low electrical resistivity (8 Ωm to 110 Ωm). Electrical
resistivity of metallurgical waste varied from 250 to 16 000 Ωm. Electrical resistivity shows
variations in chemical and physical properties of waste. Contrast between electrical resistivity of
waste and geological settings can be used to monitor direction of environment pollution using
geoelectrical methods. Resistivity measurements are essentially non-destructive methods, quick and
cheap methods which can provide particularly important information about ground and water
pollution, information about changing chemical composition of waste and mechanical properties of
embankment. In the future geoelectrical research will be extended with other geophysical methods
and geochemical analysis allowed indicating the direction of contamination caused by acid and sulfate
waters flowing from the studied waste dump.
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Summary
The protection of cultural relics and industry is a peculiar obligation to the heirs of our ancestors. Not
only should it be of paramount importance for local people but this is also the overriding issue of the
whole population. It is obvious that because taking care of historic buildings or monuments of
nature is complicated and time consuming we must find the way in which we can protect something
that is not discernible at first glance.
The Research was aimed to find the “Róża” iron mine location from the nineteenth century,
formerly owned by the Fredro family. The study were carried out to determine a possible course of
the mine. the study area was the Mochnaczka – Jeleni Skok belonged to the Bieszczady mountains ,
located in the village of Cisna.
Introduction
Cisna area is consist of Carpathian flysch which is interbeds of sandstones, marl, shale and
mudstones. The regional structure is represented by the Menilite-Krosno Series, which is typical
marginal deposits of the cretaceous and paleogene sediments. Geoelectrical and refraction SEISMIC
method. Were apply because of non-invasive survey.
Method and/or Theory
LUND Imaging System was used to perform geoelectrical measurements with a 5-meter
electrode spacing and Sand dipole-dipole systems were applied to three profile: Pe 1 - length of 500
m, Pe 2 - with a length of 200m, Pe 3 - profile with a length of 100m. Seismic refraction method were
carried out by PASI equipment over ps1 profile - 115 m long.
Data interpretation was performed in the RES2DINV program and SeisImager program. Figure 2
presents the inversion result for Pe 1 profile. On the figure 2 the potential location was marked where
iron mine could be find.

FIG.1. Inversion results of Pe 1 profile.
Low resistance values of the 8-36 Ωm may indicate the shales, the values of 37-100 Ωm may indicate
sandstones. However, the marked anomaly corresponds to the assumptions of sought tunnel. It is
relatively high resistivity in relation to the surrounding - can result from high filler resistance inside
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the tunnel. The anomalies appear above the selected location of mine may indicate cracks in the
layers lying above - may be caused by the same phenomenon backfill a tunnel.
Based on the analysis of the results can be seen significant similarity in the resulting crosssectional profile of Pe 3 and Ps 1 that were made on the same profile (position), so they are the most
comparable and reliable. Both sections showed a significant anomaly of resistance and the
propagation velocity of seismic waves. The anomaly is located on approx. 60 meter measuring profile
and approx. 5-6 meters below the surface. It is moved by approx. 10 meters in relation to the expected
entrance to the "Rose"mine. Most likely, the corridor is overwhelmed.
Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geophysical research realized on 26-29 March 2015 in the village of Cisna showed a
probable location of adit "Rose" the nineteenth century iron ore mine.
Applied geophysical methods - geoelectric and seismic method - showed a good
correlation measurements result.
The results indicate the presence of mining tunnels "Rose" in the Mochnaczka- Jeleni
Skok mountain.
Estimated location of mine was partially selected on measurement field.
Presumably location of the entrance to the tunnel must be revised.
Most likely, the entrance to the tunnel is moved by 10 meters in relation to the expected
entrance to the mining tunnel.
To obtain assurance as to the location of entry and the course of adit is recommended
additional geophysical measurements - using geoelectrical and conductivity methods.
They show a high compatibility during the results correlation.
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Summary
This work is aimed to describe effects of saturation with liquid on soil's behavior and constitution.
Special attention was given to estimation of nonlinear parameters of soil. Effects of hysteresis
nonlinearity in dependence "force versus displacement" were observed and discussed as well.
Introduction
The high content of liquid can lead to dilution of dispersive soil, therefore the diagnostics of the
degree of saturation with moisture is of interest while predicting the phenomena associated with the
development of its instability. In their numerous studies (Konkov et. al., 2012, 2013, 2014) authors
have demonstrated the possibility of remote diagnostics of liquid content based on the analysis of the
frequency dependence of the Rayleigh wave velocity and the ratio of longitudinal horizontal and
vertical projections of displacement.
Experiment and Processing
In the summer of 2014 at the test area it was conducted the experiment devoted to the study of effects
associated with the instability of soil when it was saturated with liquid. 2 weeks before the
experiment's fulfilment there was dug a 20 cm wide and 50 cm deep trench, in which a hose with
holes was embedded. The hose was connected to the water supply network through the water meter
(with one end). The second end of hose was shut.
The photo from the experimental site is shown in Fig. 1. The receiving antenna consisting of
geophones was placed on the surface, along the hose line. Each antenna element represented a pair of
geophones with horizontal and vertical polarizations. The vibrator was set at a distance of 1 m from
the nearest pair. To measure the force applied two accelerometers were mounted on the vibrator's
plate and reaction mass respectively. The vibrator was excited by the signal with linear frequency
modulation in the bandwidth from 3 to 430 Hz. During the saturation of the soil with water the
medium's response was being continuously recorded. Each measurement lasted 1.536 s. Upon
completion of the experiment the soil lost its stability, what leaded to the loss of vibrator's vertical
position. Examination of experimental site revealed the fact that the water did not leak outside the
scope of ditch, where the ground was close to the liquid state. The photo of vibrator after the loss of
soil's stability is shown in the inset of Fig. 1.

Figure 1 Photo from the scene of the experiment. The inset shows the position of vibrator after the
loss of soil's stability.
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To extract the Rayleigh wave from the wave packet recorded by receiving system the signal from
geophones underwent the double Fourier transformation in order to obtain the spatio-temporal
spectrum (F-K spectrum (Hatton et. al., 1986; Yilmas, 2001)). Such transformation was executed
separately for sensors with vertical and horizontal polarization. On the F-K spectrum there was being
found the characteristic which meets the Rayleigh wave. In such a manner the phase velocity was
being determined. The projections ratio was calculated by division of absolute values of spectral
quantities for geophones with horizontal and vertical polarization. So, the Rayleigh wave properties
were determined in a bandwidth from 20 to 100 Hz.
Results and Discussion
In order to determine nonlinear parameters of the soil it was conducted the analysis of signals
received from accelerometers mounted on vibrator. One of them was fastened to the plate that was in
contact with ground. Second accelerometer was mounted on the reaction mass. Supporting mass was
connected to the plate by spring. The resonant frequency of vibrator was 16 Hz. Based on the data
obtained from accelerometers it was determined the relation between harmonic force applied to the
soil and the displacement (Averbakh et. al., 2008). Fig. 2 shows temporal evolution of this
dependence on the frequency of 216 Hz while liquid saturated the soil. The delay associated with
radiation losses of energy is excluded. The horizontal axis represents the displacement of the plate.
The vertical axis represents the magnitude of force exerted on ground by the vibrator. Blue color
corresponds to the dependence obtained before the launch of experiment, red - a few minutes before
the loss of soil's stability, green - 3 seconds before the vibrator's "fall". In all three cases the hysteresis
nonlinearity can be observed. Also, we can conclude that with the increase of the amount of liquid in
soil the hysteresis nonlinearity disappears, but before falling-down it appears again. Presumably, the
nonlinearity is dictated by the hysteresis of interaction between granules of the soil (Averbakh et. al.,
2014). By increasing the amount of liquid in pores, the concentration of stresses in the contact area
decreases. In such a case the nonlinearity reduces. At the end of experiment the dynamic soil's
destruction takes place. As the result the hysteresis dependence "force versus displacement"
reappears.

Figure 2 The dependence between the displacement of the vibrator's plate and the force acting on the
ground.
The results of this study can be applied in the construction prospecting, as well as in solving the
problems pipelines leakage location.
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Summary

This case study focuses on borehole measurements from high-resolution Compact MicroImager CMI data along with other standard open hole logs which were acquired in well A.
This well is located in Moldavian Platform which is considered the oldest platform unit from
Romanian territory. I started the interpretation with dips picking using sinusoidal features detected
on oriented images, the results being presented as ''tadpole'' plots with different dip patterns and
then I analyzed the dip patterns to identify a variety of geological attributes such as structural
dip, faults, unconformities and fractures. I have also used borehole breakouts to estimate the
contemporary tectonic stress.
Introduction
Electrical borehole imaging is basically a map of rock resistivity at the borehole wall (George Asquith
and Daniel Krygowski , 2014) .The raw data acquired by an electrical imaging tool is a series of
microresistivity curves, These form the matrix which is processed into an image(Malcom Rider,
2002). In this case study I have used data measured by using Compact Micro-Imager (CMI) tool in a
well located in the Moldavian Platform which represents the south-western part of the East European
Platform. The age of this unit is Middle Proterozoic time. The Moldavian platform consist in a
metamorphic basement with granitic intrusions and a mostly horizontal sedimentary cover.
Sedimentary cover corresponds to the tectonic stability phase when only positive and negative
epirogenetic movement took place there where three major cycles of marine transgressive and
regressive which generated the sedimentary megacycles forming the sedimentary cover deposit. The
total thickness of sedimentary cover varies from few hundreds of meters to more than 6000 meters,
increasing East towards West and from North towards South(Mutihac, V., Stratulat, M.I., Fechet, R.M
, 2002).
The primary purpose of this study is to perform a basic structural analysis of the CMI image to
identify bedding , fractures, unconformities and faults by measuring the dip and azimuth of planar
features by using "Interactive Petrophysics" log interpretation software.
Data – processing parameters:
I examined pre-processed data and there were no major areas of the tool momentarily sticking and
pulling. Depth Domain Speed Correction was applied to the raw data. The deviation of the well was
minor and it ranged from 0.242o to 0.882o.

To visualize the image logs, I used two types of image color designation.The static image
was generated by assigning the highest and lowest resistivity values from the entire logged
interval of the well. The dynamic image was normalised using a 1 m window to enhance the log
quality and increase the geological and structural features resolution.
Structural & Sedimentological Analysis
All data was interactively picked over the entire borehole. All dips are oriented to True North, the

magnetic declination for the studied area being 5.12 E. In addition, to help in the
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interpretation and final presentation Dual Laterolog formation resistivity, Neutron, Density
and sonic logs were used .
In this study the results of dip picking are presented in ''tadpole'' plots (Figure 1). I
analyzed the dip patterns to identify a variety of geological features, for instance the
green patterns symbols represent the hand-picked parallel and thin laminations of
SHALE which representing regional dip. Red patterns symbols "increasing dip with
depth" represent FAULT .abrupt change in dip and/or direction, representing
UNCONFORMITIES.
Bedding statistical analysis overall structure shows two dominant dip directions towards
NNE and SSW. While Cross-Beddings statistical analysis overall structure shows two
dominant dip directions towards N , ESW and SW.

Figure 1: CMI interpretation summary (interval 386.0-582.0 m)
Conclusions

To sum up, Compact Micro-Imager CMI data used together with other standard open hole
logs have been used to identify a variety of geological features such as shale sequences,
clean sands with cross bedding, faults and unconformities in a well located in Moldavian
platform - Romania. Important borehole breakout was observed on Imaging, such features
being important indicators of horizontal stress.
Determination of sediment transport direction within depositional systems paleocurrent analysis is
based on the orientation of cross stratification structures. However, at least 2 wells are needed for the
determination of paleocurrent directions.
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Summary
CCBO(M) - Compact Conical-Ended Borehole Overcoring (Monitoring) is the method of
determination of stress or continual measuring of stress change in the rock massif. Strain gauges
located at the surface of conical shape measuring device allow determination of full stress tensor in
idealized point in the rock massif. Stress changes induced by longwall face advance of coal seam in
deep coal mine are presented and compared with the results obtained by numerical modelling in 3D
space. The differences between IN-SITU and model results are discussed with the introduction to the
future work taken into account.
Introduction
CCBO(M) is the method of stress determination in the rock mass (Kang 2000) and stress changes
monitoring in the rock mass (Stas et al. 2011; Soucek et al. 2013). ISRM (International Society for
Rock Mechanics) declared the method to be the one of suggested method for rock stress determination
(Sugawara and Obara 1999). This method allows to determine the full stress tensor for idealized point
in the rock massif.
The stress tensor determination by this relief method depends on theory of elasticity and is subjected
to laws of homogeneity and isotropy. Practical experience shows these conditions of the surrounding
of the measuring device don’t meet the theory requirement. Hence conditions of homogenous,
isotropic and elastic responding surrounding media are used to simulate the case of IN SITU
monitoring. The differences between the results may indicate how to set up the model to get results
closer to the reality.

OCK MASSIF
ONG AL PANE

O(M)

GOAF

OA S AM

Figure 1 Basic concept of model geometry
Method
After drilling the borehole with conical shape at the end of it, CCBO probe is installed and the
following overcoring of the surrounding media of installed probe allows the media to relax the stress
by deformation response and individual deformations are measured by gauges situated at the conical
surface of the probe.
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The method of evaluating stress tensor using CCBO(M) measuring device is semi-analytical
observing rules of Hooke´s law and Kirsch solution for stress around holes in surrounding media of
homogenous and isotropic character. The stress tensor itself is determined from matrix of compliance
which represents individual relationship between these rules and also contains numerically evaluated
deformation response relationships for geometrical shape of cone which is under individual
component of unit tensor load. Following these presumptions it is possible to determine stress tensor
and final principle stresses with their directions.
The case of determination stress tensor IN SITU and following stress changes during longwall face
advance was modelled using Finite Element Method via software Midas GTS 3D. Linear elastic
material model was used to obtain trends of principal stress changes and their directions during
longwall face advance. The basic geometry can be seen in figure 1.
Results
Figure 2 introduces IN SITU and model results of principle stress change depending on longwall face
advance. Principle stress changes of each longwall face advance are determined from stress tensor
changes measured by CCBM probe or determined from stress tensors obtained from numerical
modelling.
Comparing trends of stress changes depending on longwall face advance loses its important without
evaluations of directions of each component of principal stresses, hence these are presented in figure 2
on the right. Interrelation between directions proves the incompatibility.

Figure 2 IN SITU versus model results of stress changes depending on longwall face advance
(left: interrelation of principle stress change; right: directions of principle stresses)
Conclusions
From the comparative results presented in this paper it is clear some modifications have to be made.
The principle focus is to upgrade semi-analytical solution for determination of stress tensor – using
the method CCBO(M) from homogenous and isotropic media to inhomogeneous and anisotropic one.
Ideas of the way of solving the problem will be introduced.
From modelling experience it can be stated that simulating of the weight of overburden in high depths
doesn’t meet the reality loading. Hence different simulating of initial status to the model should be
used. Presstress loading conditions by defining of the initial stress tensor (obtained from CCBO
method) to the surrounding meshes could be the starting point for the future work and then correlation
of the input material properties to converge absolute values of the principal stresses may be followed.
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Summary
The paper deals with the estimation of the horizontal shear wave velocities that are one of the
essential parameters for assessing of G0 shear modulus. Investigated location is situated in Brno city
consisted of so-called “Tegel” clay using a seismic cross-hole method. The obtained values were
compared with laboratory results. The in-situ shear wave velocities for the depth 6 – 13 m vary
between ca. 314 – 396 m/s. The results do not fully agree with laboratory measurements.
Introduction
Brno clay Tegel is the lower-badenian (~ 14,3 – 14,8 Ma) calcareous infill of the Carpathian foredeep.
The liquid limit reaches in average 75 %, plastic limit 38%. As the clay is not perfectly homogenous,
inclusions of gypsum and limonite, as well as tectonic fracturation can locally occur. Mechanical
behaviour of Tegel clay is influenced by inherent stiffness anisotropy with higher stiffness, e.g. higher
shear and Young moduli (and horizontal shear waves) in the direction of the horizontal sedimentation
plane. The shear modulus for very small strain in the direction parallel to the sedimentary plane Gpp0
is one of the inherent stiffness parameters characterising anisotropic (transversely isotropic) material.
Method and results
The cross-hole measurement was carried out using seismograph Terraloc Mark 6 with electrodynamic
source BISSH, pulse generator IPG (Geotomographie GmbH) and receiver Geospace GS14-L9 (3
receivers for each coordinate). During each measurement the pneumatic load device inflates and
leans against the wall in the unsupported borehole. The cross-hole method applied in Brno-Slatina
locality included 2 boreholes. The borehole “V1” was equipped with generator of waves and in the
second borehole “V2” the receiver was installed. The boreholes are in the distance of about 5 m. The
local coordinate system was chosen in such a manner that point (0;0;0) agrees with the position of
head of borehole V1, the head of borehole V2 is located at (5;0;0). 3 receivers were oriented parallel
with coordinate axis: The receiver No. 1 in the z-direction, No. 2 in the x-direction, No 3 in the ydirection. For each of the depths 6, 8, 11, 12 and 13 m below the ground surface, a single
electromagnetic impact pulse was generated in the horizontal direction. The time of arrival of the
horizontally polarized shear wave at receiver No. 2 was interpreted using the visualization software
REFLEX®. Resulting values are in Tab. 1.
During isotropic triaxial testing, horizontally trimmed undisturbed clay samples from the depth of 21
and 24 m were equipped by the oscillating piezoelectric bender elements. Again, the time of arrival of
the polarized shear wave was measured and the shear wave velocity was evaluated consequently.

Depth (m)
13
12
11
8
6

Vpp0 (m.s-1)
396
375
314
318
394

Table 1 Measured data with evaluated values of shear wave velocities Vpp0.
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Figure 2 Comparison of field and laboratory data (sample from the depth of 21 m).
Discussion
The shear wave velocity Vpp0 and therefore the horizontal modulus Gpp0 depends clearly on mean
effective stress which is the generally accepted assumption based on laboratory measurements. The
behaviour of laboratory sample responds to this idea (see Fig. 2). This dependence is not observed in
case of Vpp0 assessed from the in-situ measurement, as the values significantly fluctuate. This can be
possibly explained either by influence of “scale effect” and/or by the presence of stiffer inclusions in
massif and local tectonically disturbed zones. However, field measurement shows generally higher
values compared to the laboratory. This fits to the initial assumption of minimal soil disturbance
caused by the field methods.
It is believed that Tegel is over-consolidated. Therefore, coefficient of earth pressure at rest K0 and
corresponding mean effective stress p´ for various depths is very hard to estimate. However, backanalysed value of K0 in the vicinity of Královo Pole tunnel complex indicated K0 = 0.75 in the depth
of 23 m (Rott et al. 2015) and this value was adopted for the purposes of the Fig. 2.
Conclusion
Shear wave velocities Vpp0 evaluated from the field test and in the laboratory show relatively good
agreement. The fluctuations and differences can source from various reasons like “scale effect” or
non-homogeneity of investigated strata. Laboratory samples are disturbed during sampling and
preparation for laboratory measurement, which may be not a negligible aspect as well.
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Summary
In this paper, we discuss the results of Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), applied to geophysical
well log data to delineate depth to the tops of reservoir zones. We have considered gamma-ray, sonic
and neutron porosity logs of three different wells: A, B and C, located in western offshore basin,
India. We have implemented the DFA algorithm by operating different windows varying in length 1.5
m to 30 m in sliding window method to determine the scaling exponents as a function of depth. The
scaling exponents thus obtained were contoured to identify the depths to the tops of reservoir zones.
Introduction
Correct interpretation of geophysical well log data sets is essential to determine the spatial location of
the hydrocarbon reservoir zones. Over the past few decades, advanced mathematical and signal
processing techniques have been progressively developed to facilitate improved understanding of well
log data for reservoir characterization. Chandrasekhar and Rao (2012 and references therein) used
wavelet transformation to identify the depths to tops of reservoir zones. More recently,
Hernandez.et.al (2013) employed detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) for facies identification. It
was Peng.et.al (1994), who first provided the required mathematical details for DFA technique, when
they applied it to study DNA sequences. In the present work, we applied the DFA technique to
gamma-ray log, sonic log and neutron log of data of three different wells, A, B and C, located in the
western offshore basin of India, to delineate the depth to tops of the reservoir zones.
Methodology
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) facilitates to study the intrinsic self-similarities in nonstationary signals, such as well-logs, by determining the scaling exponents in a modified least-square
sense. Estimation of scaling exponents through DFA requires converting a signal, say, x(t) , to an
unbounded process through integration, which unfolds the presence of long-range power law.
correlations in the signal. The integrated series generated from the signal is given by
m

y(m) = ∑[x(i) − x] where x is the mean of the signal and ‘m’ denotes the total number of data
i=1

points. The obtained integrated series is then divided into p windows, each of length k , to determine
the average fluctuations corresponding to each window, as Fk ( p) =

. yk (i)

designates the 1st order least squares trend in each window. The thus obtained Fk ( p) and the window
length, k, form a power law relationship, given by F ( p) ≈ k γ . γ , defined as log Fk ( p) log k
k
represents the scaling exponent and is attributed to the centre of the window. Next, the window is
shifted by one unit and the scaling exponent is again calculated. This exercise is repeated till the end
of the data is reached. The end result of this sliding window method provides the scaling exponent
values as a function of depth.
Various window lengths in the range of 1.5 m - 30 m with an increment of 0.75 m were used to
calculate the scaling exponents. The increment in window sizes is chosen so as to have a better
resolution of subsurface formation zones. Figure1 shows a contour plot of scaling exponents
determined for gamma-ray logs wells A, B and C as a function of window length k and depth. Since
the entire operation of sliding window method carried out with various window sizes is analogous to
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translation and dilation process in continuous wavelet transformation, it was possible to represent the
obtained scaling exponents in the form of contour plot as shown in Fig. 1 for delineation of depths to
the tops of subsurface formation zones with adequate resolution.
Results and Discussions

The main oil and gas reserves (pay zones) are L-I, L-II, L-III (limestone) and S-I (sandstone).
The deepest and largest L-III pay zone is the most important of all the pay zones. L-I and S-I are
gas reservoirs (see Chandrasekhar and Rao (2012) for more lithological details). Shales
generally show high natural gamma-ray content compared to the limestones and sandstones.
Accordingly, at the shale-limestone boundary and at the shale-sand boundary, the average fluctuations
and thereby the scaling exponents corresponding to gamma-ray logs increases. As the sands in the
study area are not clean, the depth location of S-I zone in well A is not quite discernible from gammaray log.

Figure 1 Contour plots of scaling exponents corresponding to gamma-ray logs of wells A, B and C of
various window lengths depicted as a function of depth. Dashed line indicates the probable depth
location of S-I as inferred from wavelet analysis results of Chandrasekhar and Rao (2012). Inset
depicts the geographic location of the wells (indicated by arrow) in western offshore basin, India.
The depth locations of pay zones could also be clearly delineated in the contour plots of sonic (DT)
and neutron logs (not shown here). In case of sonic (DT) logs, as the interval transit time is less in
limestone and sand reservoirs compared to the shales, the scaling exponent values increase at these
boundaries of lithological transition. In case of the neutron logs, the hydrogen index of the shales is
higher than that of limestones and sandstone reservoirs due to the presence of bound-water in them.
Accordingly, the scaling exponents are increased at these boundaries, clearly depicting the transition
in the subsurface lithology.
Conclusions
DFA has been proved to be an efficient mathematical technique to delineate the subsurface reservoir
boundaries in geophysical well log data, using scaling exponent as the diagnostic parameter. The
results match well with those reported using wavelet analysis (Chandrasekhar and Rao, 2012).
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Summary
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a powerful tool in not only hydrocarbon exploration but
subsurface water exploration. The results of such NMR measurements are very sensitive to the signal
to noise ratio (SNR) since regularisation parameters used during the inversion process are highly
dependent on SNR. The purpose of this study is to set up an estimation of the optimal regularisation
parameters of the inversion, in order to provide the fittest, smoothest but still the optimal solution for
the transversal relaxation time (T2) distribution
Introduction

NMR is based on the fact that certain nuclei possess magnetic moment therefore interacting
with external magnetic fields. In geophysics we use proton since it has the highest
gyromagnetic ratio and it is very common. Hence the protons’ atomic environments are very
different in water and in hydrocarbons, in certain cases the fluidum characterization is also
possible. In most cases geophysical NMR gives a reliable estimation of water content and T2
distribution. The aim of inversion is to give a solution for the transversal relaxation time’s
distribution T2, which carries information about fluidum properties. Several formulae for
permeability and hydraulic conductivity of fluids have been derived based on T2 so it is a
direct method to estimate the mentioned petrophysical attributes (Timur – Coates equation,
SDR model, [1]).
Method

In our analyses we used synthetic data to simulate an ideal NMR experiment. We hid a
double - peaked Gaussian T2 distribution with realistic values (at 20 ms and 150 ms) into an
exponential curve which standed for the ideal FID ( Free Induction Decay) of the experiment.
This was inverted with an iterative Gauss – Newton minimalisation method (as it is described
in [2]). Hence this is an ill-posed problem we needed to use smoothing methods to stabilize
the solution ([3]). All program codes were implemented and ran in MATLAB. After the basic
situation we started to load the signal with Gaussian white noises with known amplitude to
observe how the solutions answer to the noise. These investigations were conducted with
various SNR levels, namely SNR= 1000, 100, 50, 15, 10 and 5 beside the noise-free basic
situation.
An example can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In this case the SNR was 15 (the
calculated SNR was 15.12). The solution (red line) gave back the two-peaked distribution
nicely, and the variance shows (blue dotted lines) how the curve is reliable at that certain
point. The amplitudes are quite unreliable which indicates that the shape of the curvature is
unreliable which has undesirable effects on derived parameters such as permeability ([1]).
Also the correlation matrices of the solutions were calculated and investigated. The strong
diagonal elements show that the neighbour elements are in strong correlation because the
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almost similar T2 values have almost equal amplitudes. The bell shape towards the higher
elements indicates that the higher order terms are less reliable. The size and angle of the bell
are important to compare the cases.
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Figure 1 This is the T2 distribution of an inversion with SNR=15. The red line represents the T2
distribution from the inversion and the blue dotted line is the variance of the solution.

Also the correlation matrices of the solutions were calculated and investigated. The bell shape
towards the higher elements indicates that the higher order terms are less reliable. The size
and angle of the bell are important to compare the cases.
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Figure 2 The correlation matrix of the T2 distribution from the inversion. The axes show the number
of model parameters’ elements respectively.
Conclusions

The SNR dependency of such measurements were investigated and the strong relation has
been demonstrated. An empirical relation for SNR and regularisation parameters has been
defined. Also for an exemplary derived parameter’s variance has been calculated for each
case.
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Summary
West-Bohemia seismo-active region (Central Europe) can be characterized by earthquake swarms and
high CO2 flow of mantle origin. The periodically occurring earthquakes reach seismic magnitudes ML
of up to 5 and have hypocentres at depths from 5 to 25 km. One possible hypothesis is that the
earthquakes are linked to fluids which can play a substantial role in their origin. Fluids (or
paleofluids) are generally characterized by low resistivies and can be thus localized by geoelectric
magnetotelluric measurements.
Introduction
Magnetotelluric method is an electromagnetic induction method with a large depth range, which can
be increased simply by widening the spectrum range of the sounding periods. As a source of the
induction in the Earth, magnetotellurics uses variations of the natural electromagnetic field. This
passive source of the induction is the main advantage of the method because it makes it independent
of the source-receiver distance, which is a limiting factor in methods of the applied geophysics. The
shadow side of the method is that natural electromagnetic fields are relatively weak compared to the
industrial electromagnetic noise, and a lot of problems with strong noise are typical of natural data
processing in cultural areas.
Many authors proved that fluids are linked to earthquakes and their origin (Rawat, 2014; Gürer,
2007). Due to large depth of these fluids, magnetotellurics is the only geoelectric method, which has
the potential of detecting them. Fluids always act as a high conductivity (low resistivity) zones, so I
made an attempt to find them in the West-Bohemia seismo-active region.
Method
I used magnetotelluric data collected by the Institute of Geophysics in 2001. The data were obtained
with three different sampling frequencies: 4096 Hz, 64 Hz and 2 Hz. 10 temporary magnetotelluric
stations were set up in the area of interest. For noise reasons, the time series were measured mainly
during nights. Once I processed data, I found a strong influence of cultural noise, especially for lower
frequency data obtained with the sampling frequencies of 64 Hz or 2 Hz. High frequency data were
relatively clean, so I hoped that the data inversion could bring some useful results for at least shallow
depths.
I tried to collect as much information as possible about the geology of West-Bohemia before the
inversion. The whole area is located in the Bohemian Massif, in the Saxothuringian unit. Most of the
investigated area is covered by the Vogtland-Saxony Paleozoic Unit, which is built by cambrianordovician phyllites with various mineralogical composition. At some places, inclusions of quartzite
or black shales are found (Chlupáč et al., 2011). The direction of the main faults in the area is N-S,
and calculations of the regional electromagnetic strike prove it for most of the MT sites.
I carried out the inversion of the magnetotelluric data by employing the Reduced Basis Occam –
REBOCC software (Siripunvaraporn & Egbert, 1999). The program can be used for a 2D inversion of
magnetotelluric data, and is fast even for huge data sets, because of a really efficient implementation
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of the forward problem. I calculated the inverse models for the TE and TM modes (transversal
electric/magnetic) separately. Finally I calculated the TE+TM mode, which uses the impedances from
both the NS and EW directions simultaneously.

Figure 1 Result of a 2D inversion in TE+TM mode on a W-E profile. From the depth of 4-5 km, the
data are strongly damaged by cultural noise and a link to the geology settings is unsure.A large
relatively conductive zone can be caused by fluids, which has been already suggested by DiMauro et
al.(1999).
Conclusion
From the results of TE+TM mode, a large low resistivity zone with resistivity between 100-300 Ωm
can be seen. This is surprise since the metamorphic phyllites should have higher resistivities of the
order of thousands of Ωm. The lower resistivity zone can be caused by fluids. Their direct relation to
the earthquakes is, however, arguable because the earthquakes hypocenters are located at depths
between 5 and 25 km. Thickness of phyllites is referred in geology literature from 3 to 4 km, gravity
studies suggest that it can be 5 or 6 km. Due to the strongly damaged time series by the cultural noise,
we can trust resistivity to a depth of about 4 km only. Below this depth, the interpreted resistivites are
most likely due to the noise effects in the data, but they may also reflect some influence of the
geology.
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Summary
Seismic wave propagation is known to be sensitive to the presence of aligned fractures (anisotropy)
and to partial gas saturation but their combined effects are still poorly understood. Recent laboratory
experimental studies have shown interesting frequency-dependent saturation effects on seismic
anisotropy in rocks containing aligned fractures. Our experimental observations could be explained by
combining a frequency-dependent fractured rock model and a frequency-dependent partial saturation
model. Using the modelling approach adopted for explaining our experimental observations, we will
present a numerical study showing possible effects of partial gas saturation on seismic anisotropy at
seismic frequencies.
Introduction
Studies have shown that seismic waves are strongly affected by the presence of partial gas saturation
and by the presence of aligned fractures, the latter causing seismic anisotropy. This sensitivity makes
it possible (in theory) to obtain fracture and fluid information from seismic data. The combined effect
of both is still poorly understood as little work has been done on partial saturation effects in fractured
rocks. P-wave anisotropy and shear wave splitting (SWS) are commonly used methods for fractured
rock characterisation (Crampin 1985, Lynn et al. 1996, Sayers and Rickett 1997). In anisotropic rocks
fluid compressibility can affect shear wave propagation (Brown and Korringa 1975), causing fluiddependent shear wave splitting. P-wave anisotropy in fractured rocks is also known to depend on
saturating fluid (Bakulin, Grechka, and Tsvankin 2000). This fluid-dependent seismic anisotropy
could be used as a diagnostic tool to infer the saturation properties of fractured reservoirs (e.g., Qian
et al. 2007).
Fluid-dependent seismic anisotropy has been observed both in field data and laboratory experiments
and has been shown to be frequency dependent due to wave induced fluid flow mechanisms. The
presence of partial gas saturation is also known to affect elastic waves in a frequency-dependent way.
Recent experimental results showed interesting water saturation (Sw) effects on SWS at oblique angles
and P-wave anisotropy (Amalokwu et al. 2015). These effects could be explained by combining a
frequency-dependent partial saturation model and a frequency-dependent fractured rock model.
Using the modelling approach we adopted for explaining the experimental data, we present a
numerical study showing possible effects of partial gas saturation on seismic anisotropy at seismic
frequencies.

Method and results
There is a lack of suitable frequency-dependent theoretical models for elastic wave velocities in
partially saturated fractured rocks. Using the same method as Amalokwu et al. (2015) we combine
two models to give some insight into the possible mechanisms in our experiments. We combine the
fractured rock model of Chapman (2003) and the partial saturation model of White (1975). The
stiffness tensor, Cijkl, given by Chapman (2003) relating the contributions from the isotropic elastic
tensor (C0, with Lamé parameters, λ and μ), C1 (pores), C2 (microcracks) and C3 (fractures) scaled by
the porosity ( p), microcrack density (εc) and fracture density (εf) is of the form:
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.

(1)

This model is not designed for partial saturation, so in the elastic tensors, we replace all terms apart
from the fracture correction, with the Lamé parameters λo and μo obtained from the model of White
(1975) for each water saturation value. The Lamé parameters λo and μo from White’s model already
contain porosity effects, and as shown by Chapman et al. (2003), εc can be set to zero in high porosity
rocks which would make the contribution from C2 zero. We now have an equation of the form:

is obtained from the Lamé parameters λ and μ calculated using the model of
where the term
White (1975), after which the fracture correction C3 from the model of Chapman et al. (2003) is
applied.
Figure 1a shows the modelling result for the isotropic response to partial saturation at different
frequencies calculated using White’s model and Figure 1b shows the results for the P-wave
anisotropic parameter after applying a fracture correction. The modelling results were calculated using
blank rock properties from Amalokwu et al. (2015) as input for White’s model (with a gas patch
radius of 2 cm), with vertically aligned fractures (causing HTI symmetry) with an aspect ratio of 0.01
and a fracture density of 7%. We will present results showing the effects of partial gas saturation on
the anisotropic parameters ε, γ, and δ (see Thomsen 1986), SWS at oblique angles and we will also
repeat the analysis of Rüger and Tsvankin (1997) to see how the P-wave reflectivity responds.

Figure 1. a) Bulk modulus versus water saturation (Sw) using White’s model b) P-wave anisotropy
parameter versus Sw after applying fracture correction to Figure 1a.
Conclusions
A numerical study of partial gas saturation effects on fracture-induced seismic anisotropy at seismic
frequencies is presented using a modelling approach that was used to gain insight into novel
experimental observations. The results show partial gas saturation could have a frequency-dependent
effect on seismic anisotropy which could potentially be exploited for improved characterisation of
fractured reservoirs containing gas.
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Summary
Amplitude versus offset (AVO) analysis provides an accurate method to identify gas hydrate and
possible occurrence mechanism. A bottom simulating reflector (BSR) which sub-parallels to the
seafloor topography with reverse polarity compare to sea-floor reflection is a helpful hint to identify
the presence of gas hydrate. Preliminary studies indicate that BSR responses show a Class III AVO
effect. AVO analysis is performed on reflection event around TWT 2250 mili-second can be observed
with indication of gas supply from below show distinct AVO anomaly. The AVO anomalies were
identified from both gradient analysis and intercept and gradient cross-plot and also from AVO
attributes. The gradient curve shows Class III AVO response indicating the free gas beneath a high
velocity layer, in this case, gas hydrate.
Introduction
An AVO analysis can be used to locate gas hydrates. The existence of gas hydrate in lower Fangliao
Basin can be confirmed by AVO analysis. AVO refers to the dependency of the seismic amplitude
with the distance between the reflection coefficient and the angle of incidence. Areal distribution of
hydrate can be easily identified through AVO attributes. Amplitude preserved seismic data processing
with compensation of geometrical spreading loss were required and to avoid artificial influence on the
waveform. The study area is located in the lower Fangliao Basin (Figure 1). The AVO analysis is
based on the seismic reflection studies for MCS937-10 data. The acquisition system included a 84channel with 447 shots. The number of channels we the shot interval and the channel interval were 25
m and 12.5 m, respectively. The record length used was 6 s and sampling rate was 1 ms.
Method and Theory
Gas hydrates are crystalline solid that form from low molecular weight gases (usually methane) and
water under conditions of low temperature, high pressure, and gas saturation (Sloan, 1990). The
presence of natural submarine gas hydrates is commonly inferred from the widespread occurance of a
strong seismic Bottom-Simulating Reflector (BSR) at depths corresponding approximately to the base
of methane hydrate stability field which is the most widely used indicator of the presence of gas
hydrate accumulations beneath the seabed (Kvenvolden and Barnard, 1983).
The main thing that is needed to the seismic processing are both seismic amplitude preservation and
detailed velocity analysis. The processing sequences included spherical divergence correction,
bandpass filtering, detailed velocity analysis, normal moveout correction and CDP stacking. The prestacked data has been used in order to preserve the true reflection amplitude for AVO analysis. The
seismic velocity analysis was performed by using semblance and velocity panel in order to get an
accurate seismic velocity information. Detailed velocity analysis were made for every 20 CDP and
also AGC (automatic gain control) was applied before velocity analysis which is useful for identifying
and picking velocity values of the weak reflectors. Gas hydrates were identified along survey lines.
The conclusive results indicating the BSR were found which vary in depths from 0.4 to 0.5 s beneath
the seafloor. This depths closely approximate the base of the methane hydrate stability field. The
seafloor multiple appears 2 s below the seabed.
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Results and Discussions
The gradient curve shows the Class III AVO response which is indicated by negative amplitude and it
increase negatively with increasing offset, indicative of free gas beneath a high velocity layer, in this
case, gas hydrate. The AVO graph response is displayed in the form of the curve which will provide
the relationship between changes in the reflected signal amplitude with offset. The AVO curve shows
the behavior of the reflected signal amplitude to the offset by Aki & Richard approximations. The
AVO graph response is actually conducted in CDP 774 and TWT 2250 ms where there is a strong
indicator for the presence of BSR due to an AVO anomaly. The result of multiplying between
intercept (A) with gradient (B) can be used to observe the appearance of AVO anomaly. An increase
in amplitude of the offset indicated in positive AVO response. Pseudo poisson ratio is the sum of
intercept (A) and gradient (B). The positive value indicates a high pseudo poisson ration value, which
indicates the presence of gas prospects. Normal incidence reflectivity or intercept is the reflection
coefficient at zero offset, while the gradient is a variation of the amplitude of the offset. Crossplot
between normal incident reflectivity (intercept) on X-axis and gradient on Y-axis is used to determine
the classification based on Rutherford and William (1989). This classification is likely showing the
indication that gas sand are beyond the background trend in the form of ellipse. By creating crossplot
between intercept and gradient around CDP 774, indicates the Class III AVO response.

Seabed

BSR

Processed, interpreted two-way travel time seismic section MCS937-10 showing the BSR
associated with the bottom of the hydrate stability zone (HSZ)
Figure 1

Conclusions
In conclusion, it is demonstrated that the location of the BSR associated with the bottom of the
hydrate stability zone can be located at lower Fangliao Basin using an AVO analysis method. Based
on the results, the appearance of AVO anomaly can be identified in CDP 774, TWT 2250 ms. The
product of A*B and pseudo poisson ratio A+B shows positive value that indicates the presence of free
gas. The AVO anomaly in the target zone has been classified as Class III anomaly with negative
amplitude and will be increasingly negative by increasing offset. Crossplot of intercept versus
gradient shows marked separation of anomalous points from background trend which has been
identified as Class III AVO anomaly based on Rutherford & William classification.
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Summary
The geologic setting of Lower Fangliao canyon offshore southwest Taiwan exerts specific controls on
the formation of bottom-simulating reflectors (BSRs) and the inferred shallow distribution of gas
hydrates. Six distinct seismic facies, which include convergent-symmetrical, convergent-baselapping,
chaotic, parallel-drapping, convergent-conformable, and free-reflection facies, have been recognized
in the area. These facies are interaction consequences of mud diapirism, sedimentary dispersal, and
regional convergent tectonics and their influences to gas hydrate system. The gas hydrate zonation is
characterized by (1) high amplitude reflections with the similar phase of seafloor indicating possible
porous turbidite sands reservoir in the gas hydrate stability zone (GHSZ); (2) polarity reversal of
BSRs suggests negative reflection coefficient with higher impedance gas hydrate accumulated sands
overlays lower impedance free-gas accumulated sand; (3) those strong reflections usually locate at
migration pathways for gas-bearing fluids; and (4) strong reflections on the side of mud diapirs (e.g
flank drags) and above buried mud diapir indicate presence of gas hydrate. Vertical venting governed
by mud tectonics is the key to induce biogenic and/or thermogenic gas seepages, which later will be
accumulated and trapped as gas hydrate.
Introduction
Gas hydrate is a naturally occurring frozen compound formed when water and gas combine at high
pressure and relatively low temperature conditions. For decades, gas hydrates have been discussed as
a potential resource, particularly for countries with limited access to conventional hydrocarbons or a
strategic interest in establishing alternative, unconventional gas reserves.
Widely distributed BSRs have been observed in the area offshore of southwestern Taiwan where the
active accretionary complex meets with the passive China continental margin (Chi et al. 1998), such
as in Lower Fangliao canyon. Central Geological Survey of Taiwan has proposed the canyon as one
of gas hydrate drilling prospects. Understanding the gas hydrate system within the vicinity is essential
towards successful drilling campaign. This study is a part of larger geological and geophysical
investigations aiming at a full assessment of gas hydrate potentials as possible future energy source.
Results of study are then incorporated within larger geological and geophysical frameworks, thereby
contributing to a better understanding of gas hydrates potential off southwest Taiwan.
Method
Gas hydrate play-types in Lower Fangliao canyon is associated with gas seepages related to mud
tectonics in upper continental slope of Taiwan orogenic wedge. Multi-channel seismic reflection
profile (MCS-937) used in this study was processed at the Institute of Oceanography, National
Taiwan University under standard seismic data processing procedure. Seismic facies analysis, which
has been widely used to study basin evolution and depositional processes in slope basin environments
(Weimer et al., 1998; Brown et al., 2004), was applied to final time-domain stacked seismic section.
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Results
Gas hydrate system in Lower Fangliao canyon (Fig. 1) is characterized by (1) high amplitude
reflections with the similar phase of seafloor indicating possible porous turbidite sands reservoir in the
gas hydrate stability zone; (2) polarity reversal of BSRs suggests negative reflection coefficient with
higher impedance gas hydrate accumulated sands overlays lower impedance free-gas accumulated
sand; (3) those strong reflections usually locate at migration pathways for gas-bearing fluids; and (4)
strong reflections on the side of mud diapirs (e.g flank drags) and above buried mud diapir indicate
presence of gas hydrate. There are six distinguishable seismic facies, which reflect the combined
influence of mud diapirism, sedimentary dispersal, and regional convergent tectonics in intraslope
basin as convergent-symmetrical, convergent-baselapping, chaotic, parallel-drapping, convergentconformable, and free-reflection facies. Biogenic and/or thermogenic gas seepages are facilitated by
mud tectonics.

Figure 1. Gas hydrate system example in Lower Fangliao canyon based on seismic section (left) and
interpreted section (right). Buried mud diapiric anticline governs the migration pathways for both
biogenic and thermogenic gas seepage. Strong reflection above buried anticline is a local gauge of
authigenic carbonate, an indication of gas seepage. Growth strata are sedimentary deposition related
to syn-intrusion of mud. Quiescence strata are sedimentary deposition related to post-intrusion of
mud. Targeted drilling prospects are shown as FLC-1-1 and FLC-1-2. Details of symbols are shown
in legend.
Conclusions
The intraslope basin of Lower Fangliao canyon is a result of interaction among mud diapirism,
sedimentary dispersal, and regional convergent tectonics. This is shown by six perceptible seismic
facies as convergent-symmetrical, convergent-baselapping, chaotic, parallel-drapping, convergentconformable, and free-reflection facies. Within the environs, gas hydrate system is likely controlled
by mud tectonics, which promotes the migration of biogenic and/or thermogenic gas leakage, thus
accumulated and trapped as gas hydrate at shallower depth.
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Summary
False positive and false negative gas signatures pose a serious problem to seismic interpreters as the
implications of drilling into a gas pocket can be disastrous. We demonstrate with the use of normal
incidence synthetic seismograms that tuning can produce “gas-like” signatures without gas (false
positives) at bed thicknesses other than the regularly-quoted ‘tuning thickness’ of ¼ λ. Furthermore, gas
signatures can be hidden (false negative) at ¼ λ; even at high gas saturation. There is a requirement for
better discrimination between true and false signatures in industry and this study highlights the
importance for further research in this area.
Introduction
Shallow gas is widely distributed in shallow marine sediments throughout the world and represents a
significant engineering hazard, particularly in shallow drilling activity. Fortuitously, gas is often apparent
on normal incidence seismic data in the form of amplitude and phase anomalies, making it possible for
hazard risk maps to be drawn-up and mitigation strategies to be adopted. However, it is known that the
attribution of such anomalies to shallow gas can be ambiguous. Anomalies are said to represent false
positive gas signatures in cases where gas is apparently evident on the seismic record but is not
encountered during drilling. This potentially leads to extensive and costly well deviations. Less
common, but more significant, are false negative gas signatures - whereby gas is not evident on the
seismic data, but is encountered during drilling. It is clear that there is a strong requirement in industry to
be able to discern between true and false gas signatures.
To make the shallow gas interpretation more robust, Amplitude-Versus-Offset methods may be applied
(which were previously developed for reservoir analysis). However, this approach requires multichannel
seismic data with the required offset. In engineering site investigation studies of the shallow section, this
is often not the case. Yet there have been recent cases of shallow gas being encountered even during
relatively shallow geotechnical drilling. For such site investigation, interpretation of seismic reflector
amplitude and phase for normal incidence energy is still the prime means of assessing the presence of
shallow gas; and the problem of false positive and false negative responses is an ambiguity that relies
heavily on experience and geological knowledge to ameliorate.
This study uses a synthetic seismogram approach where seismic unit data are input in primitive form
(porosity, grain mineralogy, pore fluid composition etc.) so as to produce model reflection series. The
properties / thicknesses of the seismic units are varied in order to investigate the circumstances under
which false gas signatures may be produced. In this way, the tuning phenomenon is tested; a feature
commonplace in the North Sea, where thin sediment beds and anomalies litter the shallow section. In the
tests, bed thickness is thought of in terms relative to the insonifying wavelength. In the literature, ¼wavelength (λ) is often quoted as the ‘tuning thickness’ whereby there is maximum construction of a
signal (Widdes, 1973; Chung & Lawton, 1990). Construction is known to induce gassy signatures;
however, we hypothesise that certain ground models could induce a gassy signature at bed thicknesses of
other than ¼ λ, and that a gas signature can also be hidden by the effect of tuning.
Method
The model takes the primitive layer data and uses Gassmann’s rock physics equations (1951) to predict
p-wave velocity. The Gassmann approach assumes that the transmitting medium comprises three
components: the frame, matrix (grains) and pore space. The output acoustic impedances are applied to
the Zoeppritz (1919) normal incidence solution to generate a reflection series that is subsequently
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convolved with a 60Hz Ricker wavelet. Transmission losses are incorporated, since these are critical in
determining response (even in processed field data). No noise, incoherent or coherent, is introduced into
the data and so the various noise-reducing data-processing functions are also omitted. This way we could
ensure that any anomaly present was purely a lithological effect and not a processing artifact. The model
was validated against real commercial data from the Peon gas field, North Sea.
Results
Taking a non-gassy ground model of alternating sand and clay, the bed thickness was reduced from 1 λ to
1/8 λ. The regularly-quoted ‘tuning thickness’ was supported, whereby a gassy signature was induced at
¼ λ. It was found that the false positive gas signature could also be induced at ½ λ when the porosity of
the sand and the clay is set to extreme values (60% and 20% respectively). However, when gas was
introduced into the model, the signal is no longer enhanced at ¼ λ; instead it is completely hidden and a
false negative gas signature is produced. When gas was introduced into peat layers, replacing the clay,
the gas signatures are again hidden, but this time at 1/8 λ instead of ¼ λ. Various gas saturations were
tested in these ground models, and all were hidden with tuning at ¼ λ. In reality, ¼ λ could represent a
sediment layer that is several metres thick and from seismic data, it is not possible to determine the
volume or pressure of the gas that could be present. A wedge model that shows the hiding of gas from ¼
λ to 1/6 λ is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. In the form of a wedge model, the bed thickness of a ground model of alternating sand and clay
with gas in the third layer is reduced from 1 λ to ~1/24 λ from right to left.
Conclusions
The ease of inducing both false positive and false negative gas signatures in different ground models at
unexpected bed thicknesses has been shown. Shallow site investigation depends on semi-quantitative
risk analysis based on amplitude and phase response; these results provide a clear illustration of the
potential pitfalls in such an approach. This work comes in advance of the review of tuning research

by SEG to be published August 2015 (Zeng & Marfurt, unpubl. (2015)).
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Summary
Three types porosity were recognized within the main dolomite unit in south-western part of Polish
Lowland: intergranular porosity (I), fracture porosity (II) and intergranular/fracture porosity - dual
porosity (III) (Semyrka et.al.,2008). Petrophysical parameters that play major role in accumulation
and migration of hydrocarbons differ in each recognized porous space type (Semyrka et.al, 2014). The
best reservoir parameters are found in the rock samples with intergranular type or porous space.
Introduction
From the of point of view of the hydrocarbon prospection, it is very important to precisely describe
petrophysical parameters of the reservoir rocks within different types of the porous space.
Petrophysical parameters that are responsible for the migration and accumulation of hydrocarbons
might differ much within different types of porous space (Levorsen, 1972). The aim of the study is
both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the petrophysical parameters of the recognized types of
porous space in the main dolomite unit in the south- western part of Polish Lowland. In the studied
area main dolomite sediments are reservoir rocks both for oil and gas accumulation. Sedimentation of
this unit took place in two major depositional environments: carbonate platform , and the slope of the
carbonate platform. Within these zones sediments of the main dolomite are recognized as
boundstones, mudstones and grainstones (Słowakiewicz, Mikołajewski, 2011).
Method and/or Theory
Research was conducted on the 85 rock samples with usage of the mercury porosimeter. It allowed
authors to describe petrophysical parameters such as: effective porosity - ke (%), bulk density ρo
(g/cm3), matrix density – ρs (g/cm3), average capillary – Φ (μm) and specific surface area –S (m2/g).
The quantitative analysis of the capillary pressure curve allowed authors to distinguish genetic types
of the porous space that are present in the main dolomite sediments. Three major types of porosity
were recognized: intergranular porosity (I) (fig. 1), fracture porosity (II) and intergranular/fracture
porosity - dual porosity (III) (Semyrka et. Al., 2008).
In the intergranular type of pore space we observe higher capacity of the rock for accumulation of the
hydrocarbons, but due to high specific surface area the fluid flow is limited. Rocks with fracture
porous type usually have smaller effective porosity, so they how small capacity for accumulation, but
due to a very low specific surface area, we observe better conditions for fluid flow (Semyrka, 2013a ).
Conclusions
Within both recognized depositional zones the intergranular/fracture (III) porous type is dominant, it
was recognized in 55% of all rock samples. Intergranular (I) and fracture (II) porous type were
recognized in 26% and 19% of the rock samples respectively. The best parameters for accumulation
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of hydrocarbons are observed within the rocks with integranular (I) type of porous space with average
effective porosity kef – 9.06%, But very high average value of specific surface area (S = 0.87 m2/g)
shows that the conditions for fluid flow are limited. The least resistance for fluid flow was observed in
integranual/fractured type or porous space, where the specific surface area is very low (S = 0.20
m2/g).

Figure 1 The results of the analysis with usage of mercury porosimeter for rock sample from well
Leszczyny – 1, at depth 3239.95m – type of porous space (I).
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Summary

Recently, there has been a rapid development of the marine controlled source electromagnetic
(CSEM) method for hydrocarbon exploration. The purpose of this study is to compare
SeaBed Logging (SBL) and towed streamer EM on water depth effect by a number of simple
inversion cases. In this paper, we compare these two data acquisition methods in both deep
and shallow water environment by employing Occam’s inversion method. As a results, SBL
data acquisition system has an advantage in deep water, by contrast, towed streamer EM
system has an irreplaceable excellent resolution and dense data.
Introduction
During the past ten years, there has been a rapid development of the marine controlled source
electromagnetic (CSEM) method for hydrocarbon exploration. The EM field propagates through the
water layer and into the subsurface, and the measurements at the receivers can be used to determine
the resistivity at different locations and depths (Eidesmo et al., 2002; Ellingsrud et al., 2002.). Two

CSEM data acquisition systems which are called SeaBed Logging (SBL) system and towed
streamer Electromagnetic (EM) system are applied in hydrocarbon exploration.
Several methods for removing the airwave components have been proposed to extend deep water to
shallow water(Amundsen et al., 2006; Maaø and Nguyen, 2010). As normal, marine CSEM data were
analyzed by plotting electric field amplitude versus source-receiver offset. Mittet (2008) presented a
modified version of normalized amplitude ratio. The modified ratio is calculated using both the
amplitude and the absolute phase of the electromagnetic fields so that it is possible for this method to
be used in very shallow water. Using the modified normalized amplitude ratio, he transformed the
phase change to an anomalous amplitude. Using the up-down decomposition, the sensitivity to the
subsurface resistors could be enhanced by the modified normalized amplitude ratio(Amundsen et al.,
2006). Mittet and Morten (2012) defined a measure of sensitivity to marine CSEM to determine
whether a hydrocarbon reservoir can be detected and whether it can be successfully represented.
In this paper, we employ Occam’s inversion for marine CSEM data. The CSEM data inversion
results are influenced by water depth in two marine CSEM data acquisition methods: SeaBed Logging
(SBL) and towed streamer EM acquisition. We compare these two data acquisition methods in both
deep and shallow water environment.
Simple layer forward model for synthetic data

Figure 1 The model used for the analysis of the response from a thin resistive layer embedded

in a conductive background medium. The modelled reservoir was set to be 3 km wide and 100
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m thick and is located at 2 km depth. The water resistivity was set to be 0.3 Ωm, the
formation resistivity 1 Ωm, and the reservoir resistivity 100 Ωm. Data were modeled in the
models with varying water depth 300 m and 700 m, with frequencies 0.25 Hz and 0.75 Hz for
both acquisition systems.
For our basic cases, the 2D isotropic target is designed as depicted in Figure 1. A reservoir is
embedded into a background sediment. Both the sediments and the reservoir are isotropic. The
reference model has the same background but does not include the reservoir block.
Reservoir sensitivity index variation with water depth
Towed Streamer EM system

SBL system

Figure 2 Inversion results for the two different data acquisition systems. Left panels: towed streamer;
Right panels: SBL acquisition. Water depth: 300 m (upper panel), and 700 m (lower panel).
The inversion results are summarized in Figure 2 and the differences between the towed streamer EM
system and the SBL system are able to be effectively and efficiently distinguished. In shallow water
case, the resistivity image from towed streamer EM system inversion has a resolution and sensitivity
advantage due to enormous data. In contrast, in the deep water case, the attenuation of a diffusive
field in the water caused a increasing the signal to noise ratio with increasing water depth. The deeper
the water depth was, the better inversion results cloud be given by the SBL sytem.
Discussion and Conclusion
In these comparison tests, we did not consider the effects when the resistivities were changed. We
only tested the data acquisition system in various the water. From the simple model test, we observe
that both of two data acquisition methods have a very high sensitivity and resolution at the shallow
reservoir case. For the deep reservoir, towed streamer EM system has an advantage at the shallow
water. By constract, SBL has an advantage in the deep water.
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Summary
In the Jabung Block, South Sumatra Basin, the oil and gas are produced mainly from Talang Akar
Formations. The main objective of the study was to detect and mapping of faults on the Lower Talang
Akar Formation using seismic attributes (variance and Ant Tracking). Variance attribute can preserve
the fault structural more detail on inline intersection and Ant Tracking attribute more clearly to
visualization mapped fault on time slice intersection. Consistency results between mapped faults and
the regional geology means the mapped fault is appropriate. The integration of the attributes has
increased confidence in the seismic mapping of the fault.
Introduction
The onshore portion of the X Field is in the Jabung Block of the South Sumatra Basin. The field is
approximately 250 km south of Singapore. The South Sumatra Basin are one of the most prolific oilproductive areas found to date in Southeast Asia. In the South Sumatra Basin, the oil and gas are
produced mainly from Talang Akar Formations. The main objective of the study was to detect and
mapping of faults on the Lower Talang Akar Formation (LTAF) using seismic attributes.
Regional Geology
The South Sumatra Basin is located to the east of the Barisan mountains and extends into the offshore
areas to the northeast and is regarded as a foreland (back-arc) basin bounded by the Barisan
mountains to the southwest, and the pre-Tertiary of the Sunda Shelf to the northeast (Darman and
Sidi, 2000).
The sediments of the Talang Akar Formation generally grade from a fluvial depositional regime at the
base, through a deltaic to shallow marine regime upward. The main oil producing (about 70%)
reservoirs in South Sumatra Basin are the Oligocene-Miocene sandstones of the Talang Akar
Formations.
Seismic Attribute
Variance, which measures the degree of dissimilarity, is applied to enhance lateral changes of seismic
data due to changes of geologic conditions (Sukmono, 2006). This attribute is used to extract edge
volume from an input seismic volume.
Ant tracking is used to extract faults from pre-processed seismic volume. The pre-processing could be
chaos or variance combined with structural smoothing. The "Ants" will try to extract features in the
attribute corresponding to expectations about the faults.
Methods
The seismic attributes that used for identifying fault are variance and Ant Track. All of the analysis
was in the time scale. The time slice intersection that used are in the specific value based on the data.
From the check shot result, the position of LTAF was concentrated at time slice 1700 ms. The top
boundary was Upper Talang Akar formation (UTAF), at time slice 1550 ms and the bottom boundary
was basement (BSMT) at time slice 1750 ms.
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Figure 1 Mapped faults of variance attribute on inline 389

Figure 2 Time slice of Ant Tracking attribute at 1700 ms with arrow to marked main faults
Results and Discssion
Figure 1 shows that variance attribute can preserve the fault structural more detail on inline
intersection. Figure 2 shows that Ant Tracking attribute more clearly to visualization mapped fault on
time slice intersection. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that main fault (marked by white arrow) have an
align NW-SE. The mapped faults and regional geology based the structural map of Sumatra show a
consistency results.
Conclusion
The integration of variance attribute and Ant Tracking attribute has been successfully applied to
detect and mapping of faults on the Lower Talang Akar Formation in X Field. Fault structures can be
identifying more effectively with the aid of seismic attributes. The integration of the attributes has
increased confidence in the seismic mapping of the fault.
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Summary
We performed a series of tests with synthetic data as well as real data to assess the capability of the
source-scanning method (Kao & Shan 2004) to determine rupture parameters of micro-earthquakes in
the West-Bohemia region (Fischer et al. 2010). The results of the source-scanning method are
compared with those obtained using analysis of directivity of the P and S waves.
Introduction
Stacking methods became recently used in prospection and hydraulic fracturing monitoring as well as
in earthquake seismology. We applied these methods to locate the hypocenters of earthquakes and to
determine rupture parameters of the source process.

Method
We used a method called source-scanning (Kao & Shan 2004) or time-reverse imaging (Artman et al.
2010). We constructed a dense subsurface grid of candidate point seismic sources. We calculated
travel time for each pair of a grid point and a seismic station. We shifted waveforms back in time by
the calculated travel time and stacked the shifted waveforms of all stations. The sum is called the
brightness function (Kao & Shan 2004). This function depends on both space and time and can be
used for locating the hypocenters and for mapping the space-time distribution of seismic sources (Kao
& Shan 2004). Advantageously, accurate phase picking is not required; we only need to set up
roughly a stacking window with the direct P phase.

Example
We tested the method on selected M3+ earthquakes of the 2008 West-Bohemia earthquake swarm.
We used seismograms recorded by the West Bohemia Seismic Network stations. Their sampling rate
is 250 Hz (Fischer et al. 2010). We used 1D velocity model by Málek et al. (2000, 2005) which was
modified in order to produce smooth gradient velocity model appropriate for ray-tracing techniques.
We compared the hypocenter location obtained by time-reverse stacking with the hypocenter location
obtained from P-phase picks and the hypocenter location adopted from Vavryčuk (2011).
We made a series of tests with synthetic data as well as real data using a variety of data preprocessing
techniques, e.g. data with and without a normalization, stacking of waveform envelopes of velocities
as well as displacements, fixed time window length for all records as well as time window length that
covers just the duration of the first pulse of the particular waveform. We compared the obtained
brightness functions in order to find an optimum way of data preprocessing.
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Figure 1 The brightness function for a synthetic waveform. Left: the origin time, right: 80 ms after the
origin time. A pulse with shape of a sine function and length of 160 ms, which has its maximum at the
calculated arrival time, was used for all stations. The arrival times corresponded via the calculated
travel times to the hypocenter marked by the red spot in the middle. Grid points are marked by the
small black crosses. The S wavefront radiated from the hypocenter is plotted as the black circle.
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Summary
This paper illustrates the use of TechLog as a tool to process Well Logs from Gas Hydrates bearing
regions, to quantify and estimate gas hydrates for successful exploration.
Introduction
Occurrence of gas hydrate has been found worldwide in the continental self, marginal seas and polar
region. As interest in gas hydrate as a potential energy resource continues to grow, the need for
accurate assessments of the amount gas stored in gas hydrate at the accumulation or basin scale
becomes more important [1]. Potential gas hydrates production are strongly dependent on a number of
reservoir parameters, including the areal extent of the gas hydrate occurrence, reservoir thickness,
reservoir porosity and the degree of gas hydrate and free gas saturation. The distribution and
saturation of gas hydrate can be determined by seismic imaging and interpretations. Three most
difficult reservoir parameters to be determined are the porosity, degree of gas hydrate and free gas
saturation [2]. To get these parameters it is necessary to have the following information: - lithology,
acoustic velocity, density, porosity, fluid type, saturation which can be obtained by well logs. Well
log processing for oil and gas reserves is customary but processing for gas hydrates becomes
relatively advanced. In recent years, a growing number of deep sea drilling expeditions have been
dedicated to locating marine gas hydrates and understanding the geologic controls on their
occurrence.
This has led to execution of gas hydrate research drilling and down hole logging programs. Out of
those programs the two most studied and comprehensive datasets are those from Mt.Elbert North
Slope Alaska and Green Canyon, Gulf of Mexico. The Mount Elbert well was designed as an
advanced recent downhole wireline logging program with the planned acquisition of cores, well logs,
and downhole reservoir pressure test data [3]. The Gulf of Mexico Joint industry Project leg II
conducted its drilling operations in the eastern Green Canyon on the upper continental slope of
Texas and Louisiana, where near-surface geology is dominated by active salt tectonics and rapid sea
level-driven sedimentation .Salt diapirs are common on the upper slope [4]. The mobile salt has
extensively fractured the overlying sediments with regional growth faults and associated fault types.
These faults act as conduits for the migration of hydrocarbons from deep layers to shallow sections.
Three sites were drilled during this leg GC955-I, GC955-H, GC955-Q out of which GC955-H
penetrated a thick gas-hydrate-filled fracture sand section representing the complete range of gas
hydrate reservoir conditions encountered during the GOM JIP Leg II [5].
Method
The purpose of this paper is to review the responses of well logs to the presence of gas hydrates, at
Mt. Elbert (ME), North Slope Alaska and Green Canyon (GC), Gulf of Mexico and carry out well log
processing and analyses and interpretation. This is done by using the software package TechLog Quanti. Evaluation is done by optimizing simultaneous equations between tools, response parameters
and formation component volumes described by one or more interpretation models. The information
consists of a set of tools, or equations; a set of formation components, or volumes, and a set of
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constraints. Implicitly response parameters and other global and model-specific parameters are
derived from the log curves, background geological information, and confirmed using cross plots.

Figure 1: Steps to carry out the Well Log Processing using TechLog.
Conclusion
At the Mt.Elbert gas hydrates production is identified at two stratigraphic sections bearing reservoirquality sandstone between 2016-2060ft and 2136-2180ft .Both zones displayed gas-hydrate
saturations with values between 60% and 75%. At Green Canyon Gulf Of Mexico three sites were
drilled GC955-I, GC955-H, GC955-Q and thick gas-hydrate-filled sand reservoir section has been
discovered within the depth interval of 1300~15fbsf. At GC955-Q Gulf Of Mexico gas hydrates
bearing zones are identified as shaly sand zones between 1360-1400 fbsf and 1417-1427 fbsf with GH
saturations with values varying between 20% to 70 % with occurrence of free gas . At GC955-H Gulf
Of Mexico gas hydrates bearing zones are identified as mud rich zones with sand reservoirs between
1360-1440 fbsf , 1460-1469 fbsf and 1470-2186 and 1470-2186 with GH saturations varying between
70~80% with presence of Gas hydrates rich reservoirs.. The description of the existing well log
evaluation techniques used to characterize porosities and water saturation in gas hydrate bearing
reservoirs is also included in this paper.
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Summary
Amplitude spectral ratio method has been used to compute the attenuation factor Qp in the Banda Sea
region. P and pP waves from teleseismic recordings have been investigated from eight major-depth
events, located in Northern Indonesia. Most of the seismic stations are based in Asia and Eastern
Africa. The results show a correlation between low Qp values and aseismic or shallow earthquakes
zones and between high Qp values and slabs dipping in the subduction zone. Despite the general
distribution on low values of attenuation factor, the setting of Wetar zone slab rupture can be marked
on the map.
Introduction
The Banda subduction zone is located at the contact of Eurasia, Australia and Pacific plates and it is
believed to have one of the most complex tectonics on Earth (Das, 2004). The motion of plate
tectonics in Eastern Indonesia is described by a northward direction of Indo-Australian Plate and a
westward direction of the Pacific Plate. One of the most outstanding features of this region is the
dipping of adjacent subduction zones in different directions, being the result of a roll-back type
subduction.
In previous studies, the geometry of the slab system and slab detachment beneath the Banda Sea has
been built through relocated earthquakes hypocenters (McCaffrey 1989; Das 2004; Sandiford 2008).
Seismic gaps have been observed in this region beneath Wetar zone where volcanism ceased at about
3 Ma and beneath Timor trench, at different depths.
In order to investigate the lateral seismic gaps between the Java, Timor, Seram trenches and Banda
Basin, the contour map of the P waves attenuation factor has been compared with relocated
hypocentres from 10000 events occurred between 2012 and 2015.
Methodology
Vertical records of digital waveforms have been web-requested from eight events listed in IRIS Data
Base (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology). Time arrivals of P and pP phases have been
observed in PITSA (Programmable Interactive Tool for Seismic Analysis). In order to evaluate the
natural logarithm of the amplitude spectra and the wave energy, window lengths of 256 points for 20
Hz recordings, 512 points for 40 Hz and 50 Hz and 1024 points for 100 Hz, have been used for both P
and pP waves. Fourier transformations have been applied for each window and pP-P pairs have been
subtracted. On the new graphic results, frequency windows between 0.1 and 1.8 Hz have been applied
in order to compute the absolute value of the regression line slope. The attenuation factor QP has been
evaluated using the spectral ratio method, related to Roth et al. (1999), by obtaining the difference
between time arrivals tpP and tP multiplied by π and divided by the absolute value of the slope.
Using the University of Carolina seismic travel time calculator TauP Toolkit, geographical
coordinates for pP phase piercing the crust have been attached as attributes near QP. With these
values, a contour map of QP has been created. As interpolation method, minimum curvature has been
chosen and restrictions on interpolating values, where no data can be found, have been applied.
ArcGIS (Esri) and Surfer (Golden Surfer) have been used to create the graphic support.
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Results
Relocated hypocenters show several lateral gaps between Java trench and Timor trench (Figure 1), but
also in Wetar zone. A 3D scatter of the hypocenters shows a seismic gap along Wadati-Benioff zone
beneath Wetar and between 300 and 500 km depth, beneath Java trench zone.
Low QP shows a general correlation with lateral seismic gaps, but also with the lack of intermediate
depth events or deep events. High QP is correlated with high densities of events. Northern to Wetar
zone a decreasing value of QP overlaps on the area of low density of events, increasing northward
with the number of events.

Figure 1 Hypocenters relocated along Java, Timor and Seram trench and QP contour map overlapped
on Banda Basin. Events database downloaded from IRIS.
Conclusions
Depending on the difference of time between pP and P phase waves and linear regression slope, QP
factor is highly sensitive in changing the frequency range for which the absolute value of the slope is
computed. A frequency panel for a digital waveform could provide an expected result, but it is not the
best choice for the other seismograms. Therefore, it is challenging to find an appropriate frequency
window of which values can be related with the seismic Earth models.
Comparing the results, the amplitude spectral ratio method used to obtain the attenuation factor QP
gives an accurate tool in locating subducting slabs. Lateral seismic gaps from relocated hypocenters
support the idea of two trenches along Sunda and Banda Arc. In-depth seismic gaps could explain
possible slab ruptures.
For further studies, more seismic records should be processed in order to fill the uncover areas.
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Permian lacustrine Oil shale-shale oil system: Lucaogou Formation Shales in southern margin of
Junggar Basin
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Summary
Lacustrine organic-rich shales have been gaining increasing attention in the field of nonconventional exploration. In this research, we mainly test specific indicator parameters of organic
geochemistry such as Organic matter abundance(total organic carbon content,TOC), types, maturity of
the shales and the test the Oil content in Lucaogou Formation, evaluating the hydrocarbon
potential, revealing the prospect of application in the field of non-conventional oil and gas resources in
the future. These specific indicators can provide the basis for organic-rich shales in the studied area and
the comprehensive utilization of energy resources in the future.
Geological setting
Junggar Basin is a petroliferous basin with the development of lacustrine source rock，locating in
the northern of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, northwest China. The area studied lies in the
eastern part of the thrust belt on the southern margin of Junggar Basin, which is piedmont tectonic belt
in the Bogda Mountain. Permian strata from the old to young are: the Lower Permian Shirenzigou
Formation and Tashikula Formation, the Middle Permian Wulabo Formation, Jingjingzigou Formation,
Luocaogou Formation, and Hongyanchi Formation, the Upper Permian Quanzijie Formation,
Wutonggou Formation, and Guodikeng Formation. The target strata of the research is Lucaogou
Formation. Rock assemblage of the Lucaogou Formation are black, brown and gray thick shale, oil
shale with middle - thin dolomite and limestone lenses and a small amount of siltstone layers.
According to the differences of lithology, sedimentary structure, fossils, mineral composition and the
characteristics of logging curves, the oil shales of the Lucaogou Formation is divided into five lithologic
facies which are the black oil shale facies, gray dolomitic facies, mudstone, argillaceous dolomite /
limestone facies and micritic limestone / dolomite facies.
Methods
Cores from ZY1 and ZY2 wells were observed on the aspect of lithological character, organic
matter abundance, type and maturity. 80 samples from ZK301 and ZK302 bores were used on the
aspect of oil content. 192samples were utilized for organic carbon test,59 samples were analyzed for
Rock-Eval pyrolysis using the standard of GB/T 18602-2012 and for the HI values test. 40 Samples
were used for the test of vitrinite reflectivity of oil-immersed while 41 samples were analyzed for
mineralogy by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis.
Evaluation of hydrocarbon source rocks of Lucaogou Formation shales
Lucaogou formation shales have high content of clay minerals and brittle minerals. In the wells
of ZY2 and ZY3, content of brittle minerals(quartz and feldspar) is 28 and 56%, with an average of
54%; content of carbonate minerals(calcite and dolomite) ranges between 3 and 35%,and the average
is 12%; the content of clay minerals range between 6 and 54%, with an average of 34%. For the ZY2
well, the Total organic carbon content (TOC) value ranges between 0.59 and 9.76%, with an average of
4.4%. Total organic carbon contents of ZY3 well range between 1.04 and 7.55 %, with an average of
3.65%. The TOC value in a total of 46% samples from the two wells is higher than 4%(Fig.1-A).
Therefore, we can conclude that the abundance of organic matter of the source rocks in Lucaogou
formation is high. HI/Tmax plot is used for classification of kerogen type. The majority of the samples
from ZY2 and ZY3 wells contain Type I and II kerogens(Fig.1-B). Type I kerogen accounted for the
total sample of 54%, Type II kerogen accounted for 44%, type III kerogen accounted for only 2%. The
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results are basically consistent with the maceral analysis. Therefore, we can conclude that Lucaogou
Formation Shales mainly produce oil. The vitrinite reflectance(Ro%) samples from ZY2 well varies
between 0.64 and 0.9%, and between 0.72 and 0.84% in well ZY3, Their reflectance values are here
considered to represent the“true” vitrinite population, and therefore are used as the maturity index.
Moreover, thermal maturity as estimated from Rock-Eval Tmax values ,ranges between a Tmax
values of 439℃ to 449℃ in ZY2 well and 443.5℃ to 451℃ in ZY3 well. The results suggest that
hydrocarbon source rocks of Lucaogou Formation are in low mature-mature stage from ZY2 well and
in mature stage from ZY3 well (Fig.1-C).
Evaluation of oil shale
Oil (tar) yield is an index that demonstrates the ability to generate oil from kerogen contained in
oil shales in the retorting process. Oil shales can be divided into three industrial grades: an oil yield
≥10% is referred as the high-quality, between 5 and 10% as the medium-quality, and between 5
and 3.5% as the low-quality. Among the 82 samples from ZK301 and ZK302, approximately 19
samples have sapropelitic constituent contents below 5%, with an oil yield basically lower than 3.5%,
making the non-oil shale. Sapropelitic shale, accounting for approximately 12.2% of the total samples,
is presumed to be high-quality oil shale. The 53 sapropel-containing samples can be further divided
into two industrial grades: the low-quality and the medium-quality oil shales, which account for
approximately 29.3% and 35.4% of the total samples (Fig.1-D). This test shows that the proportion of
medium-quality oil shales is the highest and the Lucaogou Formation shales can be considered as the
high quality Hydrocarbon source rock with a good prospect of utilization.

Figure 1 Synthetical evaluation map of Lucaogou Formation Shales

Conclusions
Lucaogou Formation Shales in the eastern part of the thrust belt on the southern margin of the
Junggar Basin contain high organic matter abundance, which the TOC average value is higher than 4%;
the majority kerogen types are Type I and Type II; hydrocarbon source rocks are in low mature- mature
stage, the shales mainly produce oil and a few of the sample can produce gas. Most of the oil shales are
medium-quality. Lucaogou Formation Shales not only can be considered as the hydrocarbon source
rocks and reservoirs of shale oil, but also can be the oil shale resources for independent mining. The
shales could be important goal of non-conventional oil and gas exploration in the future.
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Tectonic regime transition from extension to transtension in the Dongying Sag, BohaiBayBasin,
China
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Summary
The Bohai Bay Basin has previously been modelled as either a giant pull-apart ora rift basin
without significant strike-slip deformation. Allen et al.(1998) has presented that the Bohai Bay Basin
formed as a result of dextral transtension in early Tertiary.In this study, Structure styles in different
evolution stages and the rules of fault activities were summarized, the stress mechanism and the
formation mode of structural transformation were discussed. The thorough analysis about
transtensional structure style, the faults activities and its evolution mechanism would provide an
important evidence for the study of transtension function mode in Bohai Bay basin.
Geological setting
Dongying Sag is a secondary negative tectonic unit in Jiyang Depression of Bohai Bay Basin. It
is abundant of oil and gas resources and one of the highest level of exploration area in China.
Dongying Sag is bounded on the north by the Chenjiazhuang Rise, West to Binxian, Qingcheng Rise,
and is connected to Luxi Uplift, Guangrao Rise in south, east to Qingtuozi Rise.The distance from the
west to the east is 90 km, the north-south width is nearly 65 km.It covers an area of 5400 square
kilometers. The sag is a transtensional half graben lacustrine basin which is developed in ancient
Paleozoic bedrock terrain background in Cenozoic, the lower part of the basin mainly developed in the
Archean and Paleozoic bedrock. In Cenozoic, the basin is overlapping in the south, the north of the
basin basement is steep and gentle in the south.

Methods
This study considers basin dynamics, structural geology, and the integration analysis of
tectonic-sequence-sedimentary methods. Based on the refined well-seismic calibration and seismic
interpretation, using the recent 3D seismic data and abundant of well logging data

Paleogene structure system transformation in Dongying Sag
With the ancient fall and its calculation methods, syn-sedimentary faults activities developed in
Paleogene in Dongying sag were analyzed and calculated. The results strongly indicated that these
faults were characterized by the features of episodic activities and periodicity activities. Among them,
the majority of Binnan fault, Shicun fault and Chennan fault were dominated during Ek-Es4 activity
period, represented the extensional structure activities. However, the faults in Gaoqing, Bindong, Lijin,
Shengbei, and the central shear zone along with the faults in Chen Guanzhuang-Wang Jiagang were
mainly controlled during the Es3-Ed activity period, and many of them were newly coming out faults,
characterized by the transtensional structural activities. In addition， from the restoration of the
subsidence history about key seismic section and interpretation of the balanced cross section in SN
direction and NW-SE direction in basin’s central part, it clearly showed that although the central basin
subsidence rate in Es3-Es2 sedimentary period was the same or slower than that in Ek-Es4 period,
horizontal extension rate was larger than that of Ek or Es4 sedimentary period. All above indicated
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that horizontal shift in Es3-Es2 period was greatly strengthened, which was mainly caused by strikeslip activity according to the horizontal shift direction. Thus, the corroboration indicated that the
structural evolution during this period in Dongying sag had been strongly influenced by the
transtensional structural activities.

Dynamic mechanism of tectonic regime transition
During Ek-Es4 period (65~43.5Ma), it showed retrogressive subduction characteristics of the
Pacific plate towards the Eurasian continent for sudden decreasing of the subduction speed, which
resulted in the extensional thinning of lithosphere in the direction (NNW-SSE) of subduction and
retreat of the Pacific plate, and caused a typical NNW-SSE extension in this period in Bohai Bay
Basin. Besides, a series of NE trending basins developed in this period. Therefore, in this period,
Dongying sag also had the feature of NNW-SSE trending extension(Fig.1-A). Up to Es3-Es2 period,
the subduction direction of the Pacific plate changed from NNW to NWW, which correspondingly
caused the dextral strike-slip activity occurred in Tanlu fault zone. Consequently, the stress field of the
whole Bohai Bay Basin should be dominated by the dextral strike-slip faults activities. Up until Es1Dongying Formation period, the subduction acceleration of the Pacific plate leaded to an obvious
enhancement of dextral strike-slip activities in Tanlu fault zone in the east of the basin and Lanliao
fault zone in the west. The subdcution increase together with the extensional stress field in this period
leaded to the formation of an oblique strike-slip pull-apart basin in Bohai Bay Basin between the two
major strike-slip zones, while the nearly SN tensile stress field was formed in the central part of the
basin, which was why a series of near EW syn-sedimentary faults developed in this period in
Dongying sag (Fig.1-B).

Figure1 The Paleogene in Dongying sag of stress evolution pattern
Conclusions

This study describes the evolution process changed from extensional tectonics to
transtensional tectonics on 43.5Ma in Dongying Sag.The dynamic mechanism of
transtensional tectonic systems in Paleogene in Dongying sag of Bohai Bay Basin was
discussed, During Ek-Es4 period (65~43.5Ma), Dongying sag had the feature of NNW-SSE
trending extension. Up to Es3-Es2 period, under the double influences of the dextral strikeslip effect and regional NW-SE extension effect, the basin was in the transtensionaltectonic
systems.
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The estimation of reservoir and lithological properties of Productive Series
Kirmaky Suite of Pirallahi oil-gas field
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Summary
In the paper, the results of the analysis of lithological and petrophysical properties of the new сore and
geophysical well logging data were summarized, 3D petrophysical and lithofacial models were
constructed by kriging interpolation method and perspective areas for further drilling was
recommended.
Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the lithological and petrophysical parameters on the
basis of new geophysical well logging and core data, obtained during the drilling of exploration wells,
identification of lithological and petrophysical features of rocks in section and construction of 3D
petrophysical and lithofacial models of Productive Series’ Kirmaky suite (KS) of Pirallahi oil and gas
field.
Theory and Methodology
Pirallahi oil-gas field is characterized by the complex geological structure, as most fields of South
Caspian Basin. It is located within the Absheron archipelago, eastward of the Absheron Peninsula.
Research covers the northern elevation of field, which is a brachyanticline, whose axis extends in the
N-NW direction, complicated by several longitudinal faults, dividing the fold on 3 tectonic blocks.
The geological structure of the field is mainly represented by Productive Series (PS) deposits with
total thickness of 1380m. The PS deposits of Pirallahi oil-gas field are related to Absheron lithological
type. Recent studies have proven that sediments of this lithological type are mainly sourced by a
PaleoVolga river from the Russian platform. Spatial distribution of Absheron type sediments is
significantly changed in separate stages of Productive Series accumulation and is dependent on
Caspian Sea level fluctuations, which have resulted in basinward/landward facial shifts and wide
depositional environment changes from fluvial, deltaic to lacustrine setting (Aliyeva, 2004).
The main important object of study is Kirmaky Suite of PS, lithologically represented by frequent
alternation of fine-grained sand, gray and brown clays and aleurolite with interstratified layers of gray
tight and loose sandstone. There is a clay unit with the thickness up to 65m in the top part of the suite,
and the sandiness increases towards the lower horizons (Babayev, 2006). On electrical logging curves
the sand packs with apparent electrical resistivity values up to 25-50 ohm and more are easily
interpretable in the suite section. The suite is subdivided into two operational objects - Upper and
Lower Kirmaky Suite. The thickness does not change rapidly and varies from 240 to 280m. The
thickness of Kirmaky Suite increases from the crest of the structure to the flanks, which is due to the
fact that the sedimentation occurred while the fold was forming.
In this research work for 3D models construction the deterministic methods of geostatistical modeling
were used, in particular the method of universal kriging. The technology of cube calculation by this
method includes two stages: a preliminary stage of variogram analysis and calculation of the cubes.
Application of variogram model allows to reveal the reguliarities of petrophysical properties change of
reservoir rocks both laterally – on the layers of geological grid, and on vertical section of the
geomodel (Zoloeva, 2010).
By applying variogram analysis the structural surface, 3D petrophysical and lithofacial models of
Kirmaky suite were constructed, based on 472 well log data (Fig.1). The exponential variogram model
was applied, as it more accurately describes the natural processes.
On conducted correlation analysis the linear dependence between the permeability and porosity
values, obtained from the core samples, was determined. For determination of the distribution patterns
of lithofacies the additional well-to-well log correlation on the data of new drilled wells has been
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done. The wells, drilled in the eastern tectonic block of the field, were analized and reservoir layers
were revealed.
Based on comparative analysis of core and geophysical well logging data (SP) the boundary
values between clay, sandy-argillaceous aleurolite and aleurolite sandstone were determined.

As a result the clay rocks have VSH (shale volume) value not more than 0,3, sandyargillaceous aleurolites varies between 0,3-0,75 and aleurolite sandstone and sandstone rocks
– 0,75-1.

a

b

c
Figure 1. a) cross-plot of distribution of oil-saturation and effective porosity values of Kirmaky suite;
b) diagram of porosity distribution in reservoir - non-reservoir formations in the section of KS; c) 3D
lithofacial model of KS of Productive Series.
Conclusions
On the basis of conducted analyses the following conclusions have been made:
− the 2D and 3D petrophysical models on oil-saturation, effective porosity, net pay thickness and 3D
lithofacial model, as well as the structure map on top values of the suite were constructed by using
kriging interpolation method;
− as a result of lithofacial analysis of Kirmaky suite deposits penetrated by new exploration wells in
the study area, an increase of sandy aleurolite facies in the lower part of the suite in the direction from
south-west to north-east has been revealed and based on new core data the lithological section was
compiled;
− the most prospective areas for drilling of exploration and production wells were highlighted in the
north-eastern part of the northern fold of the field.
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Summary
Unconventional resources such as shale gas has become an important target in natural gas exploration.
The aim of our study is to present a way of identification, characterization and mapping of shale
formation riches in TOC by using seismic post-stack inversion. Application shows usefulness of this
method to obtain spatial distribution of TOC. Demonstrated results indicates that the increase of the
TOC content nonlinearly decrease the acoustic impedance (Løseth H. et all, 2011).
Introduction
In the last years in Poland, shale gas has become an important target in natural gas exploration. Due to
the different gas storage condition and accumulation pattern, shale gas needs different approach than
conventional hydrocarbons. Usually, in shale formation the reservoir rocks is simultaneously source
rocks. To produce gas at economic rates, the most interesting are shale formation which have
relatively high total organic carbon (TOC) values. Numerical studies show that the mineral
composition, TOC content and the relation between these two components influence the seismic
response of the rock formation. The organic matter influences the seismic parameters as
compressional velocity (Vp), shear velocity (Vs), bulk density, anisotropy and attenuation. Hence, it
should be possible to predict TOC rich shale formation from surface seismic data.
One of the most interesting shale formation with high TOC values in Poland are Lower Paleozoic
formation of Silurian and Ordovician (Poprawa, 2010). Unfortunately, source rock are often thinner
then the tuning thickness. In this paper we propose using seismic post-stack inversion as a procedure
which should possible identification, characterization and mapping of shale formation riches in TOC.
Method
During seismic interpretation of Baltic Basin area we have noticed that the increased in TOC is
accompanied by nonlinearly decrease of acoustic impedance (AI) (Figure 1).These relationship gave
basis to use post- stack seismic inversion for spatial distribution of TOC. Post-stack seismic inversion
is a process which provide acoustic impedance assuming zero-offset reflectivity. In seismic inversion
the original reflectivity data is converted from an interface property (reflections) to a petrophysical
property known as an acoustic impedance (multiplication of velocity and density), which is more
suitable for reservoir characterization. There are many algorithms that can be used for estimation of
acoustic impedance (AI). We have chosen model based inversion, which we find to be the most
robust. In this algorithm, an initial model of earth’s geology is designed (through interpolation of well
logs measurement – sonic and bulk density - along interpreted seismic horizons) and then perturbed
until the derived synthetic section best fits the observed seismic data (Hampson-Russell, 2014).
Finally, we tried to map the TOC rich formation across the seismic profile (Figure 2).
Conclusions
Presented results indicate usefulness of post-stack seismic inversion for shale gas imaging, thus there
is clear nonlinear correlation between then AI drop with increasing TOC content (Figure 1). The
acoustic impedance inverted seismic sections show the decrease of AI values in shale formation.
Therefore, it should be possible to follow the source rock and the changes in its thickness across the
seismic line (Figure 2). Our studies here were limited to only acoustic parameters of rock formation.
Other issues such as the transformation of AI data into TOC profile and application of the
simultaneously inversion process to the 3D pre-stack seismic data deserve further investigation.
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Figure 1 Crossplot: acoustic impedance versus TOC in K-1 well.

Figure 2 A) Acoustic impedance (AI) of interpreted time seismic profile; B) decrease of AI in vicinity
of wellbore; C) localization map of seismic profile.
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Summary
This work presents results of seismic activity from two tectonically different regions and compares them
in terms of time-spatial distribution of stress releasing.

Introduction
Earthquake swarms are characterized by series of earthquakes with several dominant shocks of similar
strength. The origin of earthquake swarms is mostly a combination of tectonic stress and movement of
hydrothermal ﬂuids along the fault plane.
There is a question about any similarities including b-values and the focal mechanism that could explain
relations of origin of these swarms occurring in different tectonic settings - in the post-Alpine orogenic
area of West Bohemia (Fischer, 2013) and on the active continental margin represented by the South
Icelandic rift zone.

Method and/or Theory
For our study we used the Seismon software for picking events in combination with the NLLoc (Lomax,
2000) for locating. The SIL velocity model (Stefánsson, 1993) was used for Icelandic eartquakes. We
manually noted the first arrivals of more than 800 events in both areas. From this data set we were able to
define b-values using the Guntenberg-Richer law and calculate the moment seismic tensor for the focal
mechanism. Additionally, we used the Icelandic Meteorological Office's earthquake catalogue as a
control group to verify our research results.
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Figure 1 Geologic and tectonic map of the Reykjanes Peninsula with displayed seismic activity from
September to October 2013.

Figure 2 Time distribution of stress released on the Reykjanes Peninsula
Figure 2 Time distribution of stress released on the Reykjanes Peninsula

Conclusions
We have discovered that the b-value for West Bohemia is higher (1.0) than the Icelandic one (0.8-0.9)
and that the focal mechanism changes with depth (WB) rather than with location (I). To conclude, this
supports further research to improve our understanding of spatial distribution in those particular areas of
releasing accumulated stress.
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Summary

The application of the MASW technique (Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves) in the Podleśna
limestone quarry allowed the author to estimate the ground parameters such as stiffness and density in
specific rock structures and to determine the influence of explosions on the velocity of S waves. It
was also a good way to gain experience in doing MASW surveys. Analyses of the data that was
gathered showed high velocities of S waves and a clearly visible dispersion, thus it was possible to
estimate the dynamic parameters and create a 1D model of the rock formation. The VS 30 parameter,
which is one of the main and almost universally adopted parameters for site classification and which
characterises the average shear wave velocity in the first 30 m of subsoil, was also specified.
Introduction
For many years ground waves have been recognised as the main disturbances in seismic records,
especially Rayleigh waves, which are commonly called Ground Rolls. This type of waves carries a
great deal of seismic energy that is used during the initiation of the wave. Until 1982 there was no
application of Ground Rolls to practicality in Geophysics. The development of Spectral Analysis of
Surface Waves and rapid technological progress in computing as well as data acquisition systems
enabled the development of MASW survey in 1997. The Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves is
one of the latest seismic survey methods in shallow geophysics. The combination of multichannel
acquisition devices and modern processing methods allows the dynamic parameters of rock structures
to be estimated. By using the characteristic features of a wave based on dispersion, it is possible to
specify the S wave velocity. The speed of S waves is connected with the shear modulus and the
ground stiffness in inversion modelling can be estimated based on it.

Method
The aim of using the MASW method under the authority of PhD Iwony Stan - Kłeczek in the
Podleśna quarry was to specify anisotropy in the propagation of seismic waves in selected directions
of every 600. The individual profiles that were obtained from that survey made it possible to analyse
rock structures in order to recognise the depths of ground layers and to determine whether the impact
of explosions on the rock formation was noticeable. The MASW data were gathered using a 24channel PASI 16SG24-N acquisition system with 4.5Hz geophones. The geophone spacing was every
three metres with two-metre shoot offset. The hardness of the soil made it impossible to put
geophones in the ground. Therefore, they had to be laid on the ground vertically propped up with
stones. A hammer was used as the source of initiating the seismic waves. Ground waves were
recorded with a visible characteristic dispersion. The data that was obtained was analysed using the
WinMASW program. The 1D model of the rock structures was created based on the manual picking
mode and inversion modelling of the seismic data with Vp and density optimisation.
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Figure 1. (Photo A.Marciniak). The Podleśna limestone quarry - the site of the investigation.

Conclusions
The analysis of data using the WinMASW program allowed the author to specify the depth of the
bedrock and to determine the dispersion features of the ground waves. Some of the geoengineering
parameters, e.g., VS 30, were estimated and the density of underlying layers was also calculated. The
survey that was conducted in the Podleśna limestone quarry and the analyses of the data that was
obtained were very educational and useful because they allowed the author to improve the quality of
the data processing procedure and the seismic modelling as well as to avoid possible mistakes in his
future research projects.
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Applicability of VSP to estimate laterally varying fracturing direction in reservoirs
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Summary
This work describes capability to investigate varying fracturing direction in reservoirs along VSP data.
Polarization analysis of synthetic data acquired in medium comprising two inhomogeneous
azimuthally anisotropic layers is presented.
Introduction
Nowadays petroleum producing companies have an increased interest in carbonate reservoirs.
Permeability and porosity of such reservoirs are defined by cavities and fractures. Under tectonic
stress, dilatancy occurs and fractures tend to become vertical and aligned with each other. [1]
For petroleum producing companies, it is very important to take fracturing into account in order to
correctly exploit a field. In presence of complex geological settings fracturing direction may very
laterally. Vertically fractured strata are traditionally simulated by layers with horizontal transverse
isotropy (HTI). Fracturing direction variation can be assigned by variation of isotropy plane direction.
Seismic exploration is the most effective method of fractured reservoirs investigation. When
propagating through vertically fractured medium, shear-wave splits into two quasi-shear waves. With
traditional to seismics ray configurations, displacement vector of the fast quasi-shear wave is parallel
to the jointing. Polarization analysis can yield the displacement vectors directions and, hence, the
fracturing direction. Vertical Seismic Profiling (VSP) provides the most precise estimates of the
fissuring direction since the wavefields are recorded in the inner points. The purpose of this work is to
shows the applicability of VSP to assess varying fracturing direction in reservoirs.
Seismic data modelling
To conduct the study, a 3D horizontally layered model was created in the IPGG SB RAS. The
wavefield computation was based on Lebedev finite difference scheme on staggered grids [2]. The
model contained two HTI-strata, which were located in the topmost part of the section (layer A1) and
in the depth interval 2300-2760 m (layer A2). This model is inherent to the Yurubchen-Tohomo Zone
of Oil and Gas Accumulation. The reservoir in this field is Riphean carbonates (marked in the model
as A2). There are evidences of lateral fracturing direction variation in the stratum.
In both beds A1 and A2, the direction of infinite-fold symmetry axis varied linearly with X-coordinate.
A number of vertical impact sources, located at line X = 0 m, and three 2850 m deep wells at Y = 0 m
and X = 900, 1200, 1500 m were simulated.

VSP data polarization analysis
Due to HTI anisotropy presence, the PS-wave reflected off the A2 bed base splits within the layer. The
objective of the data processing was to identify the direction of displacement vector of the generated
quasi-shear waves, which leads to the prognosis of fracturing direction in the A2 layer. These waves
provide wider A2 coverage compared to the downgoing waves. In order to avoid the interference of
the signal to be analyzed with other waves, parametric wavefield separation was implemented and
resulted in obtaining the field of upgoing shear waves on the horizontal components.
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The analysis was carried out with two different methods. The first one [3] utilizes 3C-data (one shot
VSP). At the beginning, it aligns the components X, Y, Z of the record with the covariance matrix
eigenvectors. Resulting components X` and Y` contain the interference signal of the quasi-shear
waves, Z` is zero. Then, it finds a rotation angle in the plane of the quasi-shear waves displacement
vectors (X`Y`) that provides a maximum of the cross-correlation between rotated components. This
method yields convenient quasi-shear waves separation and reliable fracturing direction estimation if
both quasi-shear waves are intense. However, when azimuth of one of the shot-well lines is close to
direction of one of the vertical symmetry planes, one of the quasi-shear waves is characterized by
negligible intensity, which results in failure of the method.
In this case pseudo-rotation method [4,5] of polarization analysis is more reliable. It uses 2C×2C data
(horizontal components of VSP data from two shots in orthogonal azimuths) and allows to compute
seismograms of synthetic shots lying in arbitrary azimuths. Varying azimuths of the synthetic shot, we
find two directions where only one quasi-shear wave exists. These are the directions of the vertical
symmetry planes.
On each registration point, we made polarization analysis. The determined azimuths vary regularly
both with registration depth and shot-well offset. There is an obvious relationship between the
registration depth and the distance from the conversion point to the well: the higher the receiver is
located the farther from the well the reflection off the A2 layer base takes place. Thus, the shear
waves cross the anisotropic A2 stratum at different distances. This results in variation of quasi-shear
waves polarization with registration depth. The reflection point coordinate depends on the shot-well
offset as well.
The results of both methods of polarization analysis are consistent with modelled fracturing direction.
On Figure 1, there is the fracturing direction estimated by the pseudo-rotation approach along VSP
data from three wells in comparison with the modelled fracturing direction in the layer A2.
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Figure 1 The fracturing direction in the A2 layer estimated by the pseudo-rotation algorithm in
comparison with the fracturing direction in the A2 layer assigned in the model.
Conclusions
We accomplished the processing of the VSP data simulated in the model comprising two HTI-layers
with laterally varying fracturing direction. We used two methods of polarization analysis. Although
the cross-correlation function maximum approach is less accurate compared to the pseudo-rotation
method, both methods provide convenient estimates of fracturing direction variation. Thus, the work
demonstrates a conceptual possibility of analysis of fracturing direction variation in a heterogeneous
anisotropic layer using VSP data.
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Summary
In this work we present the newly developed elastic Marchenko imaging method which migrates
primaries along with internal multiples, instead of removing them from the data prior to imaging. We
show imaging results in a synthetic elastic medium and how they compare with a reference migration.
Introduction
The classic approach to image subsurface structures assumes that the seismic reflection data contains
no multiples. Thus the data must undergo multiple removal before their use. However, eliminating
internal multiples represents a challenge, especially for elastic data (Wu and Weglein, 2014).
Nonetheless, a novel method for imaging primaries and internal multiples has been devised for
acoustic media. The so-called Marchenko imaging method (Broggini et al., 2013; Wapenaar et al.,
2013) uses internal multiples in the data during imaging, bypassing any need for internal multiple
attenuation. Tests on complex models (Wapenaar et al., 2014; van der Neut et al., 2014) and field data
(Ravasi et al., 2015) have shown its effectiveness. The authors have extended these methods to elastic
data, establishing a Marchenko theory for elastodynamic waves in solid media, and validated it in
isotropic elastic media with horizontal and vertical density variations (da Costa et al., 2014). We apply
this theory to image the same elastic synthetic dataset as in da Costa et al. (2014), using pure mode (PP
and SS) wavefields.
Elastic Marchenko Imaging
Elastic Marchenko imaging consists of computing elastodynamic up- and down-going wavefields at
each subsurface point, and then applying an imaging condition to them. These wavefields may be
computed using the following iterative algorithm (da Costa et al., 2014) described below, for 𝑘𝑘 ≥ 0
0(𝜙𝜙)
− (𝐱𝐱
𝐏𝐏𝑘𝑘+ (𝐱𝐱𝐹𝐹 , 𝐱𝐱0 , 𝑡𝑡) = 𝐆𝐆𝑁𝑁 (𝐱𝐱𝐹𝐹 , 𝐱𝐱0 , −𝑡𝑡) − 𝜃𝜃[𝑡𝑡 + 𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁0 (𝐱𝐱𝐹𝐹 , 𝐱𝐱0 )] 𝐏𝐏𝑘𝑘−1
𝐹𝐹 , 𝐱𝐱 0 , −𝑡𝑡)
∞

𝐏𝐏𝑘𝑘− (𝐱𝐱𝐹𝐹 , 𝐱𝐱0′ , 𝑡𝑡) = � � 𝐆𝐆− (𝐱𝐱0′ , 𝐱𝐱0 , 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡 ′ ) 𝐏𝐏𝑘𝑘+ (𝐱𝐱𝐹𝐹 , 𝐱𝐱0 , 𝑡𝑡′) d𝑡𝑡′d𝐱𝐱 0
∂𝐃𝐃0 −∞

0(𝜙𝜙)
where 𝐆𝐆𝑁𝑁 (𝐱𝐱𝐹𝐹 , 𝐱𝐱0 , −𝑡𝑡) is an input vector containing the vertical and horizontal particle velocities
(𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧 , 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 ) and the normal and transverse stresses (𝜏𝜏𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 , 𝜏𝜏𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ) of the (time-reversed) non-converted direct
𝑁𝑁-wave from point 𝐱𝐱0 to 𝐱𝐱𝐹𝐹 with traveltime 𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁0 , 𝜃𝜃 is the Heaviside step function, and 𝐏𝐏𝑘𝑘± are auxiliary
0(𝜙𝜙)
−
wavefields arranged as 𝐆𝐆𝑁𝑁 . 𝐏𝐏−1
is initialized as 0 and 𝐆𝐆− is the recorded data in a matrix format:
−(𝑣𝑣,ℎ)
−(𝑣𝑣,ℎ)
−(𝑣𝑣,𝑓𝑓)
−(𝑣𝑣,𝑓𝑓)
𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑧𝑧) ⎤
⎡ 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) 𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑥𝑥)

⎢ 𝐺𝐺 −(𝑣𝑣,ℎ)
(𝑧𝑧,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)
𝐆𝐆 = ⎢ −(𝜏𝜏,ℎ)
⎢𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)
⎢ −(𝜏𝜏,ℎ)
⎣𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)
−

−(𝑣𝑣,ℎ)

𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧,𝑥𝑥)

−(𝜏𝜏,ℎ)

𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧,𝑥𝑥)

𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧,𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)

−(𝜏𝜏,ℎ)

𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥,𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)
𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧,𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)

−(𝑣𝑣,𝑓𝑓)
−(𝜏𝜏,𝑓𝑓)

𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥,𝑥𝑥)

−(𝜏𝜏,𝑓𝑓)

−(𝑣𝑣,𝑓𝑓)
𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧,𝑧𝑧) ⎥
⎥
−(𝜏𝜏,𝑓𝑓)
𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥,𝑧𝑧) ⎥
−(𝜏𝜏,𝑓𝑓) ⎥
𝐺𝐺(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧,𝑧𝑧) ⎦

where each element is an up-going elastic Green’s function: superscripts represent the measured
quantity and source types respectively, and the subscripts refer to their measured and emitted
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directions, respectively. Upon convergence, we construct the up- and down-going wavefields at each
image point:
±(𝝓𝝓)

𝐆𝐆𝑵𝑵

(𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , 𝒕𝒕) = 𝐏𝐏 + (𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , −𝒕𝒕) + 𝐏𝐏 − (𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , 𝒕𝒕) ± 𝐐𝐐+ (𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , −𝒕𝒕) ± 𝐐𝐐− (𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , 𝒕𝒕)

� = −𝜽𝜽. We combine these wavefields using
where 𝐐𝐐± is obtained using a similar algorithm but with 𝜽𝜽
a standard cross-correlational Marchenko imaging (MI) condition:
𝑰𝑰𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵,𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊
𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 (𝐱𝐱 𝑭𝑭 )

∞

+(𝝓𝝓)

= � � [𝐆𝐆𝑵𝑵
𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 −∞

−(𝝓𝝓)
(𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , 𝒕𝒕)]𝒊𝒊 [𝐆𝐆𝑵𝑵
(𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , 𝒕𝒕)]𝒊𝒊 𝐝𝐝𝒕𝒕

where [∙]𝒊𝒊 indicates the 𝒊𝒊th coordinate. By noting also that the first iteration performs dynamically
correct elastic reverse time extrapolation (Ravasi and Curtis, 2013), we define the following reference
imaging condition (RI) that is equivalent to the standard approach of ignoring internal multiples
∞

𝟎𝟎(𝝓𝝓)

𝑰𝑰𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵,𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊
𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 (𝐱𝐱 𝑭𝑭 ) = � � [𝐆𝐆𝑵𝑵
Numerical results

𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 −∞

(𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , 𝒕𝒕)]𝒊𝒊 [𝐏𝐏𝟎𝟎−,+ (𝐱𝐱𝑭𝑭 , 𝐱𝐱𝟎𝟎 , 𝒕𝒕)]𝒊𝒊 𝐝𝐝𝒕𝒕

We compare the two approaches using a synthetic model consisting of several horizontal density layers
and a synclinal reflector (da Costa et al., 2014). The P- and S- wave velocities were kept constant at
2.7 m/s and 1.5 m/s. We performed PP and SS imaging using both approaches detailed above (Figure
1). We see that MI exhibits much fewer artefacts than RI, especially for PP imaging.

Figure 1 Top row shows PP images using the 𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧 component in elastic (a) reference imaging and (b)
Marchenko imaging. Bottom row SS images using the 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 component in elastic (c) reference imaging
and (d) Marchenko imaging. Red dashed lines show left half of the true reflectors.
Conclusions
We have proposed a new technique for imaging primaries and internal multiples in elastic media, and
have contrasted it with a reference elastic imaging. Our approach represents a valuable alternative to
internal multiple attenuation whose implementation is very challenging for elastic datasets. Our results
are encouraging but more tests are required to understand the origin of artefacts.
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Summary
A case study was carried out on reservoirs in the northeastern Baiyun Sag, Pearl River Mouth Basin,
to determine hydrocarbon charging event and accumulation age. Results showed that Zhujiang and
Zhuhai Formation of Well LH29-4-1 is characterized by two oil charging episodes and one natural
gas episode. The charging time of hydrocarbon with bluish green fluorescence is around 11.50Ma.The homogenization temperature of aqueous inclusions coexist with hydrocarbon fluid inclusion
with yellowish green fluorescence is so high, showing characteristic of deep thermal fluid. Through
petrographic observation, there is a charging of natural gas.
Introduction
The study area is located on the ocean continental transition with complicated thermal history. The
most important source rocks in Baiyun Sag are the type I-II1 lacustrine sediment of Eocene Wenchang
Formation, and the type II-III terrestrial shale and coal-bearing strata of Oligocene Enping
Formation(Fu, et al., 2007). The starting time and main periods of oil generation in Wenchang
Formation, Baiyun Sag are 35Ma and 17 Ma in the east. The starting time and main periods of oil
generation in Enping Formation, Baiyun Sag are: 20Ma and 10Ma in the west; 30Ma and 22Ma in the
centre; 22Ma and 8 Ma in the east(Guo and He, 2007).
Method
Fluid inclusion contains significant message of ancient diagenetic condition. Fluorescence exitation
and emission readily allows unique luminescence information to be extracted for discrimination of
hydrocarbon fluid inclusions with visually identical fluorescence color and emission behavior in the
visibale region(Kihle, 1995). SD2000 spectrograph and Nikon E400 microscope are used for this
study. The fluid inclusion microthermometry is invaluable for discovering the temperatures at which
minerals form, the thermal history a rock has experienced, and the compositions of the fluids that
traversed a rock in its history(Goldstein and Reynolds, 1994).We used THSMG 600 Cooling-Heating
Stage and Nikon E400 microscope for this study.
Basin modeling is a practical method to simulate the burial and thermal history of basin. The
homogenization temperature of aqueous inclusions symbiotic with hydrocarbon fluid inclusion could
present ancient geothermal in diagenetic process. The hydrocarbon charging time could be determined,
casting homogenization tempreture of aqueous inclusions in the burial and thermal history chart.
Results
The samples test in this study was selected from 3440.59-3804.98m of LH29-4-1, because it is the
reservoir in the study area.
Maximum emission wavelength of hydrocarbon fluid inclusions in samples are mostly round 497nm
and 540nm(Fig.1a), indicating bluish green and yellowish green fluorescence. The relative
luminescence intensity is varied because of different size of inclusions. The hydrocarbon fluid
inclusions can be divided into 2 type: high-mature with bluish green fluorescence and low-mature
with yellowish green fluorescence, indicating 2 charging episodes. Cast homogenization temperature
of aqueous inclusions to the burial and thermal history chart (Fig.1b). The high-mature hydrocarbon
charging time is determined around 11.5-0Ma, while the temperature of low-mature hydrocarbon is
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too high. The too high temperature may indicate that low-mature oil comes from deep thermal fluid,
not having get thermal balance with country rocks while captured. Through petrography observation,
gas inclusions are existed in healed cracks in quartz, indicating that there is a charging of natural gas.
a

b

Figure 1 Emission spectra record(a)of hydrocarbon fluid inclusions in samples shows maximum
emission wavelength are mostly round 497nm and 540nm, indicating bluish green and yellowish
green fluorescence. The relative luminescence intensity is varied. Casting homogenization
temperature of aqueous inclusions symbiotic with hydrocarbon fluid inclusion to the burial and
thermal history chart(b) , the hydrocarbon charging time is determined around 11.5-0Ma.
Conlusions
1) Zhujiang and Zhuhai Formation of Well LH29-4-1 is characterized by two oil charging episodes
and one natural gas episode.
2) The charging time of hydrocarbon with bluish green fluorescence is around 11.5-0Ma.The
charging time of hydrocarbon with yellowish green fluorescence can’t be determined from
homogenization temperature of aqueous inclusions, showing characteristic of deep thermal fluid
with high temperature which had not cooled down when it charged in the reservoirs.
3) Through petrography observation, gas inclusions are existed in healed cracks in quartz, indicating
that there is a charging of natural gas.
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Summary
Seismic events and rockbursts are prime worries in deep South African gold mines. Large seismic
events often result in infrastructure damage and casualties. This paper investigates stress distribution
in the rim pillar and images the evolution and growth of microseismicy induced by structural
discontinuities, resulting from mining related activities at Cooke 4 shaft, South Africa. The evolution
and growth of several microseismicity clusters is steeply dipping and strike sub-parallel to the mining
fronts. The smallest and largest seismic event recorded were –5.3 Mw and 2.4 Mw, respectively.
Majority of microseismicity is associated with the mining front, which is consistent with stress
modelling.
Introduction
The study area is Cooke 4 shaft, which is situated 40 km south west of Johannesburg, South Africa.
The study investigates the stress and seismicity distribution ahead of the mining excavation. Fast
Lagrangian Analysis Continua (FLAC) 2D commercial code was used for numerical modelling.
Linear elastic constitutive law was used for modelling. Microseismicity in the shaft pillar were
monitored by high resolution underground AE sensors and accelerometers. The analysis revealed the
mapping outcome of the high-resolution AEs, which were used to delineate the evolution and growth
of fractures.
Method
The stress distribution was determined using numerical techniques, finite difference method (Itasca,
1992). The average pillar stress (APS) method was used to estimate the amount of stress levels a pillar
of certain width can withstand. High resolution acoustic emission sensors and accelerometers were
deployed ~1 km underground at level 38, Cooke 4 mine, 28 and 6 sensors, respectively. The average
3D spacing of the sensors is approximately 15 m, and spans a volume of ~ 100 m in diameter
(Kgarume, et. al., 2013).Three accelerometers have a flat frequency response of up to 25 kHz and
three have flat response of up to 10 kHz. The minimum event magnitude that was detected by these
sensors was Mw –5.3. The objectives were to identify and map seismic sources and monitor localized
damage accumulation and evolution (Naoi et. al., 2013).
Results
To prevent rim pillar failure a minimum pillar width of conglomerate and quartzite is 24 m, medium
lava, 25 m and soft lava, 54 m. Microseismicity associated with the stope face was of interest in this
paper. Multiple planar distributions of AEs, which did not migrate totally as the mining advanced,
were observed (observation period: 12 July 2011– 10 October 2011). These planar microseismic
clusters strike sub-parallel to the mining front and dip steeply to the south (July 2011). From 1 August
2011 the formation of the new planar cluster appear, which dips to the south. These could be shear
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fractures ahead of the stope face (Figure 1). Moriya et al. (in press) suggests that these are Ortlepp
shear fractures.

Figure1: The evolution and growth of microseismicity from 12 July 2011 - 10 October 2011.
Conclusions
The recommended minimum size of the rim pillar for a stable shaft pillar was found to be 24 m, 25 m
and 54 m for pillar made of conglomerate and quartzite, medium lava and soft lava, respectively. More
than 90% of the microseismic events are associated with the mining front (Naoi et. al., 2013). The
evolution and growth of these microseismic events was mapped. These microseismic planes ahead of
the stope could be fractures caused by the high stress field ahead of the stope face, which is consistent
with the stress modelling.
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Summary
This paper illustrates challenges of microseismic monitoring acquisition geometry influence on the
seismic moment tensor inversion results. I made a number of numerical experiments for homogeneous
anisotropic model for geometry types: surface, borehole and combined. Experiments consist of
forward kinematic problem solution and amplitudes calculation; inverse problem by the optimization
approach; compare solution accuracy and quality for different geometry types. Advantages of
combined system are shown, as well.
Introduction
Microseismic monitoring technology that is widely applicable for such tasks as a control of a
hydraulic fracturing process or ores mining monitoring [Maxwell S.C., Urbancic T.I., 2001].
Microseismic data interpretation comprises microseismic source locations, origin time and
mechanisms restoring as a seismic tensor inversion (SMTI). The quality of microseismic data, in
terms of information quantity is highly depends on acquisition system design, geophones orientation
and distribution. Such a problem is well studied by [Vavryčuk V., 2007]. Acquisition system,
depending on the goal, may be placed on the surface, in a borehole or in a mine. I made a number of
numerical experiments for feasibility of different acquisition designs, including combination of
borehole and surface. This paper presents my results of acquisition design influence on the source
mechanism estimation quality. The advantages of combined acquisition are shown.
Theory
I consider microseismic acquisition geometry influence on the seismic moment tensor inversion
(SMTI) result. Let me suppose that the moment tensor M is a symmetric matrix with 3*3 size [Aki K.
and Richards P.G., 2002], which can be described by vector m = [M11, M 22 , M 33 , M 23 , M13 , M12 ] ,
where M i j are elements of M . I used an anisotropic VTI model defined with Thomsen

parameters

(ν P0 ,ν S 0 , ε ,δ , γ ) and assumed that the medium is homogeneous and no triplications or singularities
take place, and the receivers are far from the source as [Vavryčuk V., 2002]. In such a statement wave
amplitude A for a seismic source mechanism, described by moment tensor M :

Ai = M kl Gik,l , Gik,l =

g i g k sl

4πρv3 r

,

(1)

where: i - the geophone component, G - is a source Green’s function, g - denotes a polarization
vector, s - the slowness vector, v - the wave velocity, ρ - medium density and r is a distance
between the source and the receiver.
The inverse problem is solved as optimization approach and consist of minimization functional L(m) ,
which is minimization between the observed amplitudes A obs and the synthetic Asyn (m) .

L(m) =

→ min

(2)

The inversion can involve amplitudes of P- and S- waves separately and together as well.
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Experiments
Let me present results of application of described experiment procedures for a set of survey designs:
one, two and three observation boreholes, surface systems and combination of borehole and surface
systems. I used a double-couple source mechanism, which is common for microseismic monitoring
tasks in case of fracking [Baig A., Urbancic T., 2010] or solid mineral deposits development.
Here I put a one vertically oriented borehole. In such a case the solution is non-unique, because it
depends on initial approach, so the moment tensor is cannot be restored. Then I put the surface
acquisition geometry. One usually uses more number of geophones that allows covering bigger area
of a source radiation. The stable solution gathered in the case of the closeness of geometry centre and
source epicentre. However, when the epicentre remotes, the solution is non-unique. In the case of
using two or three boreholes, the solution is better in comparison to previous cases. However, for
noisy data, (noise level 10% of S-wave amplitude) SMTI result becomes instable.
Let me put a combination of surface and borehole acquisition system (see left panel in the Figure 1)
After 100 inversion iterations, 10% S-waves amplitude data noising and random initial guess of the
moment tensor I reached a stable solution for both tasks. The SMTI result (right panel in the Figure
1), in terms of P-wave radiation function shows stable solution, which was not reached in other cases.

Figure 1 Illustration of the seismic tensor inversion results for combined acquisition design. Left –
design, source location and P-wave radiation function diagram (blue – compression, red depression). Right – seismic moment tensor inversion results, in terms of P-wave radiation function.
Conclusions
The results for SMTI algorithm application presented for different acquisition geometry. The stable
inversion results were shown for subsequent acquisitions: three monitoring wells, surface monitoring
system, combined monitoring system (surface and downhole). It is also revealed that initial guess
influences the solution quality.
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